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DIAMOND DRILL RECORD 

Sections 46700 

Core Silt! BD

Measurement; laperial

Cements; DDH 6 196' fron previous program. Casing in ground

Depth Azimith Dip Depth Azimuth Dip

HOLE NO,l PX.87-6

Property: Perrex 103

Locitioni 33400 W, 38*00
 r

Grid System Airborne

Dtte Started) 25 Hay, 1987
Date Conpletedi 2 June, 1987

Logged byt ft.N, Norkian

Depth Aziiuth Dip

161.00
400.00

-48.5
-45.5

-Log Sunnary-

1000.00 -39.5 
1416.00 545.0 -37.0

,0 161,0 OVERBURDEN, 

161.0 419.4 BASALT. 

419.4 429.2 INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE. 

429,2 472,6 BASALT. 

472,6 510.0 INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE, 

510.0 897,0 BASALT. 

897,0 904,1 GREENSCHIST, 

904,1 956,9 DIORITE, 

956,9 965,6 BREENftHIH,

m,k m,8 urn m mitm wmi,
1228.8 1230,9 FELSIC INTRUSIVE,

1230.9 1380.6 BASALT.

13B0.6 1446.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
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Froi To

,0 161,0 OVERBURDEN

Description

HoliNo.i 
Page No. i

PX.87-6 
2

Saipl* Froi To Lingth Au Ippb^^N Py (X)

161,0 419,4 BASALT

/,
XxV'iv /.^v

Pale to tediui green, fine to very fine grained lassive 
and pillowed flow, with generally Nell exhibited 
volcanic structures and textures due to low degree of 
alteration, Little deforiation is noted except for 
several open shears froi relatively late stage faulting. 
Rocks are generally non-iagnetic, Basalt is continuous 
to 697 ft, but is dissected by several intrusives of 
felsic and interiediate coiposition, Pyrite contents 
average trace aiounts throughout, 
lil.O 200.0 Very fine grained, highly weathered bedrock

surface.
200.0 206.1 Flow contact zone - abundant silicified and 

epidotized breccia seais with ninor 
hyaloclastite locally. 

206,1 210,0 Vesicular flow top. 
210,0 239,0 Very fine grained Massive flow with pale 

yellow-green sausauritized feldspar 
overgrowths up to l tt. Fault becoies 
increasingly fractured and weathered down 
section, fracturing is along preferred 
planes at approximately 60 degrees to the 
core axis.

239.0 244,0 Fault zone - approxiiately lOX core 
recovery, Minor clay - grit sea* noted at 
upper margins of zone on rock fragients, 
Rock above and underlying fault zone is 
similarly textured.

244,0 290,0 Fault targin zone with abundant angular to 
subrounded breccia fragients up to 5 ci with 
reaction ri us and variolite bearing 
hyaloclastite as latrix rater i a!. Section is 
lined flow top and flow breccia. Contact 
with underlying section is *oderately 
sheared. Voids are white calcite filled, 
Rock is highly fractured locally at 45 to 50 
degrees to the core axis due to overlying 
fault zone.

290.0 326.0 Massive flow with abundant late stage 
fracturing throughout and possible fault 
plane at 306 to 308 ft in ground core. 

326.0 419.4 Pale to (tedium green, very fine grained 
pillowed flow with l ci selvages and 
approxiiately 50 to 70 ci between pillow 
riis. Voids within selvages are often 
purple-grey due to heistite carrying calcite.
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To ——————————Description———————-— Saiple Froi To Ltngth Au (ppb) 6H Py (X)

419,4 429,2 INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE

Hediui to dark green, fine grained msive rock with 
weakly developed pervasive carbonatization and traci 
•agnetics locally, Abundant 0,5 H grains throughout of 
altered tafic ilneral, Composition is probably 
gabbroic, Contacts at approximately 40 degrees to the 
core axis,

429,2 472,6 BASALT

Section is a continuation of upper basaltic zone and is 
coiposed of very fine grained pale to lediu* green 
pillowed flow. Nunerous interiediate intrusives are 
noted throughout and basalt around these intrusives is 
•ore highly fractured, Major intrusives noted at 419,4 
to 429,2, 441,0 to 442,0, 446,5 to 447,!, and 449,5 to 
452,4 ft. These rocks are sane composition and texture 
as those in section below 419,4 ft.

472,6 510,0 INTERHEDIATE INTRUSIVE

Saie as described above at 419.4 to 429.2 ft, Rock is 
nediui green and eassive with poorly developed chill at 
upper contact but good lower chill. Rock is 
non-nagnetic and relatively unaltered,

510,0 897,0 BASALT

Little difference is noted between this section and the
basalt at top of hole. Hassive section often grades into
pillowed How.
510,0 543,5 Pale green, toderately fractured pillowed 

flow with strong locallized shearing at 15 
degrees to the core axis at 520 ft - 
shearing is probably co-iagiatic and 
exhibits strong Melding.

543,5 545,0 Possible epidotized flow contact section,
545,0 556,0 fine grained lassive flow grading down 

section into pillowed flow.
556,0 706,0 Pillowed flow - saie is described above with 

linor local pillow breccia exhibiting late 
stage calcite filled voids, Near base of 
zone minor pervasive carbonatization is noted
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706.0 709.1 Pillows becote less distinct with weak to
loderate foliation developed throughout.
Section is probably basal fault, Abundant
pale grey calcite flooding noted within
voids, often Hith weak purple hue due to
heiatite. Pervasive carbonatization is
loderately developed throughout, 

709,1 716,1 Pyrite contents up to SX are noted as very
fine grained disseiinations and void
fillings. These voids are also calcite
filled, but soiie breccia fragments locally
exhibit intense silicification. Pyrite noted
in both silicified and core laterial,
Alteration in this section is directly
associated Mith fracturing and brecciation, 

716,1 819,0 Pale to nediui green, very fine grained
pi 11 oued floH as described above Mith weakly
developed selvages above 746 ft, Meak
pervasive carbonatization noted in upper 5
to 10 ft, Yellow-green, sauiauritized
feldspar overgrowths noted below 758 ft,
Rare variolites noted Nithin selvage (eg.
794,2 feet), 

819,0 820,3 FloM contact zone - rock is well foliated at
45 degrees to the . core axis with calcite
flooding along shear planes - probably
syn-iag*atic, 

J20.I 622,6 FloM top section Mith black chlorite filled
vesicles up to l M in size, 

822,6 873,0 Fine to very fine grained non-iagnetic and
relatively unaltered oassive flOM. 

873,0 873.2 Cherty interflow sedinent - well developed
bedding laiination at 80 degrees to the core
axis. Rock carries l to 2Z very finely
disseiinated pyrite concentrated near basal
contact. 

873.2 886.5 Variably brecciated and vesicular flow top
with abundant white to grey calcite filled
voids. Some breccia is angular quench-type
while other fragnents are rounded and
typical of flow breccia with well developed
reaction rics. 

886,5 897,0 Rock is nassive, very fine grained and
gradually becoies dark green in colour,
Hi nor very weakly developed lagnetics
locally. Vesicles becoae stretched along a
foliation at approxinately 45 degrees to the
core axis, Below 890 ft, lagnetics locally
increase to noderate.
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Dark green to purple-grey, very fine grained with 
•oderately to well developed tectonic foliation 
throughout at 55 to 65 degrees to the core axis. 
Foliation parallels a fault zone *arked by a chloritic 
clay - grit sea* at 903.0 to 903.4 ft. Shear or fault 
is cut by a white to pale pink quartz vein between 902.5 
and 903.7 ft. Section of 15 to 20 ci above and below 
vein is highly silicified and contains up to 3 to 4X 
pyrite as very fine grained disseminations and i m 
subhedral crystals. Rock is non-iagnetic throughout and 
contains only weak and locallized carbonatization,

904.1 956.9 DIORITE

Rock is initially dark grey becoiing nore green and 
locally pinkish green down section, Pink hued sections 
are feldspathic segregations. Hinor weak pervasive 
carbonatization noted within these zones characterized 
by pale grey hues,
951.0 956.9 weakly foliated with abundant clay - grit 

seats up to l ci in width at 50 degrees to 
the core axis, and linor fracturing norial 
to this plane, Rock is often red hued,

956,9 965,6 6REENSCHIST

Rock is doninantly flow top laterial with well preserved 
vesicular breccia fragients throughout, These fragments 
are Moderately stretched along a well developed 
foliation at approxiiately 40 to 45 degrees to the core 
axis, Basalt fragients are pervasively carbonatized with 
ninor carbonatization in the surrounding latrix, The 
deforied flow top is doiinantly epidote green in 
colouration whereas underlying fault is dark purple-grey, 
956,9 962,1 Deforied flow top breccia. 
962, i 965,6 Foliated purple-grey vesicular lassive flow,

"IRON THOLEIITIC BftSALT

Zone is gradational into the overlying deforied basalt, 
Textures are well preserved and zone is vesicular to a 
depth of approximately 9BO ft, In the upper section, 
rock becoies less purple-grey and less tagnetic down 
section, Moderate lagnetics are developed in the upper 5
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Oeicription

to 7. ft, Below 944 ft, lagnetics are tore consistent 
md becoie noderate to strong, Possible syn-iagiatic 
fractures above 970 ft contain abundant disseninated 
pyrite. The darkest purple-grey colourations are 
distributed as patchy alteration which exhibits the 
highest lagnetics, and therefore colour, the result of 
heiatite, indirectly reflects tagnetite content, Rock 
also contains abundant (St) black, irregularly shaped 
chloritized grain Hhich resemble vesicles, These are 
generally concentrated above 1014 ft, Minor quartz 
veining noted locally within sheared taterial, veining 
also is sheared and is hence conteiporaneous with 
shearing,
983,1 984,0 Shear zone with central l ci clay - grit

seafl and abundant quartz-carbonate veining
throughout, A saiple taken for assay at
this point includes schistose bordering
rock containing 2 to 3t pyrite,

1038.0 1045,7 Basalt becoies increasingly pervasively
carbonatized down section towards a quartz
veined shear at 1042,8 to 1043.9 ft.
Margins of quartz vein are loderately to
strongly sheared, The tectonic foliation
extends beyond quartz vein froi 1042.0 to
1044,6 ft, Moderate pervasive
carbonatization terminates at a 0,1 H
calcite filled fracture at base of section

1045,7, Pyrite content increases
towards largins of quartz vein with up to
5X locally, Veining is sheared and
contains abundant Hall rock debris with
approxinately IX pyrite,

1045,7 1102,7 Dark green, very fine grained lassive flow
becoiing tediui grained locally, Textures
are characterized by randoily oriented
pale coloured feldspar laths up to 2 H in

, length. Ferro-iagnesiui linerals are
weakly chloritized, Magnetite is coiaon as
purple hued interstitial grains and
•agnetics are aoderate throughout,

1102.7 1105.0 Purple hued section, possibly sheared,
with Boderate locallized silicification
and carbonatization. Section carries up to

^^~-- 3X pyrite locally,
1105.O 1197.0 Dark green, fine grained lassive rock as 

described above 1102.7 ft,
1197,0 1215,0 Increased aiounts of white calcite veining 

noted, irregularly oriented with respect 
to core axis. Heak foliation noted 
locally at 40 to 45 degrees to the core 
axis. A central section at 1209,5 to 
1212.5 is often pink hued with several

Saipli Froi To - Length Au (pp
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sections of nearly granitic composition - 
possibly a narrow intrusive. This section 
is also strongly carbonated and contains 
up to 3X pyrite locally as a fine grained 
dissemination and 0.1 to O.S AA crystals. 

1215.0 1228.8 (tedium green, fine grained Massive section 
becoies non-magnetic below 1227 ft.

1228.8 1230.9 FELSIC INTRUSIVE

Purple to purple-grey, and aphanitic with sub-parallel 
contacts at 30 to 35 degrees to the core axis, Magnetics 
are weak to moderate throughout. Hineral composition is 
unknown, but a lower felsic intrusive of siiilar 
composition is non-magnetic and therefore Magnetics tay 
be due to scavenged Magnetite fro* overlying lagnetic 
basalt.

1230.9 1380.6 BASALT

Zone is generally composed of mediu* to dark green, fine
to very fine grained massive flow with Hell developed
volcanic textures and structures throughout. Rocks are
non-Magnetic in contrast to the overlying basalt.
Alteration is weak throughout and United to
chloritization. A few late stage fault zones are noted.
1230.9 1276.0 Fine grained with trace Magnetics locally

and distinct randomly oriented igneous
texture. Rock beeones non-ftagnetic down
section.

1276.0 1277.7 Purple-grey, very fine grained to 
aphanitic felsic intrusive - sane as 
described above, with parallel contacts at 
72 degrees to the core axis. Very weakly 
developed pervasive carbonatization is 
noted throughout. Intrusive is non-Magnetic 

1277.7 1323.0 Continuation of section overlying 
intrusive - rock is relatively unaltered 
becoming weakly uralitized down section at 
grain size decreases.

1323.0 1334,0 Fine grained becoming relatively finer 
grained down section to a weakly chilled 
contact at approximately 70 degrees to the 
core axis. Epidotization increases in 
basal l to 2 cm.

1334.0 134B.O FlON breccia - very fine grained weakly 
vesicular fragments up to 3 CM are 
subrounded and locally carry variolites.
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1348.0 1353.5 Vesicular fault Hith both chlorite and
relatively larger calcite filled voids up
to 2 init,

1353,5 1358,5 Very fine grained aiassive flett. 
1358,5 1359,4 Fault zone - red hematite and calcite

filled fractures and voids Hith doninant
shearing at 20 to 30 degrees to the core
axis, 

1359,4 1368.7 Locally vesicular, fine grained tassive
flow. 

1368.7 1369,0 Strongly epidotized and foliated section -
possible flow contact at 30 degrees to the
core axis, 

1369.0 1380.6 Probable flow top section with abundant
coarse brecciation to produce rounded
fragnents often resettling pi 11 OH selvage
naterial. These fragients are
characterized by abundant variolites and
hyaloclastite. Magnetics becone
irregularly developed, Moderate locally,

1380.6 1446.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Both nassive and pillowed flow are noted within this 
section, generally very fine grained and relatively 
unaltered, Volcanic textures are well preserved, 
Magnetics gradually increase down section. 
1360.6 1385.0 Very fine grained locally vesicular 

nassive floH Mith locallized noderate 
nagnetics.

1385.0 1403,5 Fine grained tassive flow, noderately 
nagnetic in relatively finer grained 
sections - *ediu* grained sections are 
generally non-magnetic but becone weakly 
.magnetic down section.

1403,5 1424,0 Pillowed flow with selvages up to 1.5 en 
in thickness, often Hith 1,5 *n tean of 
Magnetite. Fractures and calcite filled 
breccia also contain Magnetite. Basalt 
exhibits moderate to strong Magnetics. The 
lower contact is gradation;*! and calcite 
filled vesicles are noted.

1424.0 1446.0 Dark green, fine grained massive flow Mith 
Doderate to strong iiagnetics.

1446.0 Ft s END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-II programme, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Wahl), on an 
Equity Ile computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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PERREX RESOURCES INCORPORATED

DIAMOND DRILL RECORD 

Section: 46800 

Core Size: 6D

Hinurmnti Iiperial

Couentsi Casing left in ground

Depth Azinuth Dip

HOLE NO,i PH,87-7

Propertyi Perrex 103

Locitioni 32+00 N, 10+00

Grid Syiten Airborne

tetiBtirttdi 2 June, 1967
Ditt Coipleted: 15 June, 1987

Logged byi A,H, Horkian

Depth Azimuth Dip Depth Atiiuth Dip

260.00 
560.00

-49.5 
-48.5

860.00 
1136,00

335.0 -42.5 
145.0 -33.0

,0 260,0 OVERBURDEN. 
260,0 314.5 BASALT. 
314,5 339.0 DIORITE. 
339,0 340.8 FAULT ZONE. 
340.8 358.7 6REYHACKE. 
358,7 364.1 FAULT ZONE. 
364,1 739,0 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
739.0 745.8 GREENSCHIST, 
765.8 793.4 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
793.4 797,8 FAULT ZONE, 
797.8 822.0 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT. 
822.0 833.7 MINERALIZED ZONE. 
633,7 646,0 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE, 
846,0 854,0 CARBONATIZED BASALT, 
854.0 1028.2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
1028,2 1028.6 FAULT ZONE, 
1028,6 1033.3 MINERALIZED ZONE. 
1033,3 1069.2, TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
1069,2 1083.0 CARBONATED BASALT. 
1083,0 1165.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
1165.0 1166.4 CARBONATIZED BASALT. 
1166.4 1169,3 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT. 
1169.3 1171,3 SREENSCHIST, 
1171.3 1210.6 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
1210.6 1346.0 BASALT.

1346.0 Ft : END OF HOLE.

Q 
ITS A. W, WORKMAN g
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- .0 -260,0 OVERBURDEN

260.0 314,5 BASALT

HediuR to dark green, fine to very fine grained tassive 
floN with pale grey leucoxene overgrowths up to l mi, 
Basalt is generally non-iagnetic, trace noted locally. 
Rock is relatively unaltered and exhibits weak pervasive 
chloritization. Volcanic structures and igneous textures 
are Nell exhibited throughout. Zone is cut by several 
late stage fault zones Hhich are open and poorly ceiented 
240.0 292.5 Very fine grained, locally vesicular massive

flow - generally well fractured and highly
weathered Kith abundant slickenside!)
fracture planes at approximately S to 20
degrees to the core axis. Section is typical
of rock near a major fault zone. 

292.5 313.0 Less broken than overlying section although
rock is moderately fractured. Weathering is
relatively ION than above. 

313,0 314,5 Fracturing increases sharply with increased
weathering.

314.5' 331.0 FAULT ZONE

The section is characterized by abundant clay - grit 
seams and ground core. The dominant shear plane is at 
approximately 60 degrees to the core axis. Numerous 
fractures are noted sub-parallel to the core axis. No 
core was recovered from the section between 321.7 and 
326.0 ft.

331.0 339.0 DIORITE

Upper contact is narked by a clay seam in ground core. 
Rock becomes fine to medium grained in this section and 
is relatively unaltered with excellent igneous texture 
exhibited as interlocking randomly oriented plagioclase 
laths at 335.S ft. This texture is distinct froi the 
overlying basalt.

\
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|fc -' 339.0 -340,8 FAULT ZONE
p, "": : - ' -

: Abundant ground core with linonitic partings throughout.
- Section contains ilnor quartz veining,
'f'*-' -.-.'''

S: ' : *. -

: 340,8 358,7 BREVWACKE -
f.''

' - ' Rock is fine to very fine grained with well developed
bedding, occasionally graded, and generally well sorted 

' ~ clasts, Beds range fron 3 cv to greater than 20 ct in
thickness. Rock is initially highly altered with yellow
l inonite colouration due to weathering from ground 

V water within overlying fault zone. A second fault zone
it noted at 348,3 to 356.0 ft characterized by 1051 core
recovery, The section at 344.8 to 346.5 ft contains 10 

f'., to 15X white bull quartz stringers. 
'' 343.0 i bedding at 45 degrees to the core axis.

357,0 i bedding at 60 degrees to the core axis.

l 358.7 364,1 FAULT ZONE

^^l^^^^^^^gllllJjo^coj'i. recovery in this interval - carginal rocks ire
^^^^^^^^^^^Jnylirojfeif.'"

i , 364.1 739.0 HIBH IRON THOLEIITIC BASftLT

Zone is coaposed of variably broken and sheared basalt. 
Deformation is late stage and not associated with 
alteration, The flows are nassive, generally fine

- . grained and exhibit abundant leucoxene overgrowths. 
|: Hagnetics vary fros weak to strong, Volcanic textures 
f;' and structures are not well exhibited. Pyrite averages 

' trace aiounts with Hi nor locallized increases associated 
|, with quartz-carbonate veined sections, 
^;. . 364,1 393.2 Approxiiately 95!! of rock fragnentc in this 
l highly fractured section are less than 15 ci

in length. Basalt is fine grained lassive
flow with distinct igneous texture,
generally cediui to dark green. Clay - grit
seans are noted throughout at 50 to 60
degrees to the core axis and up to i ci in
width. Rock is higher altered than below
due to overlying fault zone. Trace ugnetics
are noted, becoming weak to loderate down
section. 

393.2 439.0 Continuation of above with lower degree of
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fracturing, and weak to noderate magnetics.
Approximately 855! of core fragments are less
than 20 ci in length. A few voids and
fractures are filled by heiatite and
magnetite. Abundant l to 3 ci vuggy quartz
veins are noted locally. 

439.0 600.0 Continuation of overlying section with
generally weak fracturing and only 10X of
core fragments less than 20 ea in length.
Rock is very fine grained with pale grey 0,1
to 0.3 DA irregularly distributed leucoxene
overgrowths. Increased quartz-carbonate
veining noted between 551.5 and 557.3 ft up
to 21 pyrite locally concentrated along
veining and fractures. Veins are locally
sheared at 35 to 40 degrees to the core
axis. A section of noderate to strong
carbonatization exhibits weal: brecciation
and an irregularly developed foliation at
approxi nately 60 degrees to the core axis
between 595.5 and 596.9 ft. 

iOO. O 739.0 Dark green very fine grained rock with
abundant leucoxene overgrowths up to 0.5 MI,
Section is less nagnetic than above -
generally weak to trace amounts.

739.0 765.8 GREENSCHIST

Pale grey-green, very fine grained to aphanitic 
schistose rock with well developed foliation at 45 to 60 
degrees to the core axis. Rock is non-carbonatized but 
contains abundant calcite filled fractures parallel to 
foliation. Increased pyrite contents of up to 3X are 
noted locally as 0,1 to 0.5 mm crystals and very fine 
grained disseminations. Hi nor pyrite aggregates are 
noted within voids along the foliation, Hi nor weakly 
silicified breccia is noted locally. Zone is cut by 
several fractures sub-parallel to the core axis which 
are very weakly cemented - open and unaltered. These 
late stage structures exhibit irregularly oriented 
Elickensides.
763.2 765.3 Breenish grey, often pinkish green to 

pinkish grey coloured, very fine grained, 
irregularly foliated and locally brecciated 
section - non-carbonatized but exhibits 
strong silicification. Section carries up 
to 3! pyrite locally, generally very finely 
disseminated. Section nay be a felsic 
intrusive - sharp contacts are noted at 40
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to 45 degrees to the core axis,

765,8 793.4 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASftlT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained nassive rock as 
described above overlying greenschist unit. Abundant 
leucoxene grains up to 0.5 m. Magnetics are moderate 
to strong throughout,

793.4 797.8 FAULT ZONE

Dark green, very fine grained highly fractured rock with 
strong shearing and abundant clay - grit seals 
throughout at 75 degrees to the core axis. Degree of 
chloritization is very strong. Rock debris within 
mylonitic matrix exhibits moderate silicification and 
strong pervasive carbonatization. Silicified material is 
sane composition and texture as underlying zone. Rock 
is non-iagnetic throughout.

- -- '

797.8 822.0 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASftLT

Rock is dominantly itediun green, very fine grained, 
moderately foliated and strongly chloritized with si nor 
pervasive carbonatization. The section contains 
approximately 107, strongly silicified and brecciated 
later i al as seans up to 10 en in nidth, The degree of 
silicification is directly related to brecciation. The 
dost highly altered sections are very finely coiminuted 
and have developed a strong locallized foliation at 
approximately, 45 degrees to the core axis. Rock is cut 
by randomly oriented late stage quartz and calcite 
filled fractures, generally less than 0.5 m in width. 
Minor very finely disseninated chalcopyrite, and more 
co*Bonly pyrite is associated with these fractures which 
tay exhibit alteration halos, but generally post-date 
alteration and most deformation, 
797.8 803.9 5 to 105! silicified breccia by volume with

up to li pyrite locally, averaging trace to
li. Rock is doiinantly green in colouration. 

603.9 804.0 Possible shear - abundant ground core,
RDstly silicified breccia. 

804.0 806.4 Degree of pervasive silicification increases
with minor increased pervasive
carbonatization. 

806.4 810.7 Lower amounts of alteration are noted with
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localHzed seams of breccia up to 5 en in
width containing fragments which exhibit
early foliation due to ductile deformation
prior to brittle overprinting. 

810,7 813.7 Alteration increases slightly down section,
with trace pyrite and chalcopyrite in equal
amounts of up to IX (conbined) locally. 

B13.7 816.3 Continuation of above with li sulphide
throughout and approximately 59! silicified
breccia. 

616.3 817.1 Section has contacts at approximately 45
degrees to the core axis and contain
abundant highly silicified pink coloured
breccia fragments up to l en in size.
Section deforced nore britily than bordering
rock as indicated by higher content of late
stage quart: filled fractures and breccia
seans. These are followed by later calcite
filled fracturing, Zone is possibly a
deforced and altered felsic intrusive of
dioritic or syenitic exposition. 

"""617,1 819,0 Heakly brecciated with weak silicification
pervasively developed throughout. 

819.0 822,0 Increased degree of silicification and
amount of brecciation to 10 to 15'/. of rock
volute.

822.0 833.7 MINERALIZED ZONE

Rock is intensely silicified ranging in colouration froi 
cream to pale green to dark purple-grey, and generally 
very fine grained to aphanitic. The degree of 
silicification is proportional to the degree of 
comminution, Locally, most notably near the top of the 
rone, rock .resembles a flow top breccia, but the purely 
tectonic origin becomes more evident down section. 
Silicified breccia is best developed at 830.8 to 632.1 
ft, with pale coloured fragments in a dark hued matrix. 
Dark purple colourations are probably due to very finely 
disseminated hematite as an alteration product. Zone 
locally contains breccia fragments which are igneous 
textured and are strongly leucoxenitic. A weak foliation 
is developed locally at approximately 60 degrees to the 
core axis. Zone is generally non-magnetic. Weak 
magnetics are noted within dark purple-grey naterial, 
B22.0 826.0 Variably coloured, strongly silicified

breccia with approximately VI- pyrite. 
826,0 827,4 Section is dominantly s quart: flooded

breccia - nearly a quart: vein, with trace
pyrite.
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827.4 830.8 Polynictic breccia with foliated, very fine
grained and aphanitic breccia fragments as
well as distinct igneous textured fragments. 

Breccia clasts exhibit varying degrees of
silicification and carbonatization in
response to differing levels of deformation. 

830.8 832.1 Dark coloured intensely silicified breccia
with 50:50 chalcopyrite and pyrite, with up
to 55! locally as very fine grained
disseminations. 

832,1 833.7 Generally the degree of alteration decreases
and rock becomes more green and chloritic.

833.7 846,0 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Zone initially contains 30-1 weakly to aoderately 
silicified material as irregularly developed breccia and 
fracture networks up to 3 en in xidth, These sears 
exhibit moderate pervasive carbonatization as well as 
the surrounding chloritized rock. Silicification is 
generally locallized in dark coloured areas - usually 
dark purple-grey to grey. A shear foliation is noted 
locally at 60 to 65 degrees to the core axis. Zone is 
•oderately, but irregularly magnetic throughout, 
particularly in darker coloured sections, 
833.7 836.4 Section contains approximately 30X

silicified and brecciated material. 
836.4 838.4 The aaount of silicified breccia decreases 

to 10 to 157. of rock volume with up to IX 
pyrite locally.

B38.4 843,5 Amount of alteration increases to 
approx i nately 457. of section as 
characterized by increased purple-grey 
colourations,

843.5 846.0 Rock becomes pale green to grey-green in 
colour with locallized patches of grey 
coloured pervasively carbonatized naterial. 
These patches exhibit an increased anount of 
very fine network-type fracturing, probably 
a fori of proto-breccia. Section probably 

" averages less than 5X silicified laterial. 
Pyrite contents increase with higher degrees 
of alteration, Green rock is iioderately 
magnetic whereas grey altered material 
exhibits trace iiagnetics.
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B46.0 854,0 CARBONATED BASALT

Hedium green, very fine grained massive rock with 
abundant randomly oriented network-type fracturing 
throughout, These breaks are tightly cemented by 
calcite, The largest fragments between fractures are 
approximately 2 en in size and are highly angular. Rock 
resembles an incipient breccia and has been noderately 
pervasively carbonatized. The degree of carbonatization 
gradually decreases down section, Rock is also cut by 
calcite filled fractures up to 2 CA in width 
sub-parallel to the core axis. Pyrite, often in 
concentrations of blebs up to 3 mm, is generally 
locallized along fractures and within bordering rock, A 
weak foliation is noted locally as highlighted by 
parallel fracturing at approximately 60 degrees to the 
core axis. Rare seams of breccia up to 0.5 en in width 
are highly carbonatized, intensely silicified and carry 
ipproxitately 5X very finely disseminated pyrite (eg, 
647,2 feet),

G54.0 1028.2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of above with less fracturing and rock is
generally non-carbonatized, Magnetics are noderately to
strongly developed throughout. Section contains
relatively rare pale carbonatized breccia seams or
fracture systems up to l cm in width containing up to 51
pyrite locally, Section between 861.5 and 863.5 ft
contains several of these seams, They are randomly
oriented with respect to core axis. Massive fine
grained sections are characterized by abundant pale grey
leucoxene overgrowths up to 0,5 m* in size.
882,5 884.9 Locally brecciated with purple-grey

colouration and minor pervasive
carbonatization Kith moderate silicification
- rock exhibits a strong hematite streak
locally. Section is bordered by weakly
developed parallel shears tt approximately

sstotii;..:-.. 60 degrees to the core axis. No alteration
is noted within these structures. Pyrite
contents of up to 31 are associated with
quartz stringers near silicified seams.
Magnetics moderately developed throughout.

884,9 891.5 Weakly to moderately pervasively 
carbonatized fine grained rock - slightly 
nore pale grey-green in colour due to lower 
alteration.

903.5 917.5 Heakly sheared section with planes at 5 to 
25 degrees to the core axis, occasionally
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red hematite coated. Section carries a weak 
purple hue and is nore strongly magnetic 
than overlying sections. Pervasive 
carbonatization is very weakly developed 
throughout. Minor patchy epidotization 
noted - possible flow top zone. Section

*- below 915.4 is very finely fractured as a
type of proto-breccia. This section is most 
highly altered and is bordered by shears at 
50 degrees to the core axis.

941.0 946.0 Irregularly textured, becoming fine grained 
locally. Relatively coarser grained sections 
carry l to 27. pyrite as very fine grained 
disseninations. Magnetics noderate throughout

946.0 970.0 Fine grained equigranular section, 
relatively unaltered, noderately nagnetic.

970.0 994.7 Generally finer grained than above - dark 
green, noderately to strongly Magnetic. Rock 
is often sheared at 15 to 25 degrees to the 
core axis.

994.7 996.2 Purple-grey, very fine grained to aphanitic, 
with neak pervasive carbonatization and 
silicification, Magnetics are noderate. 
Section contains up to 3'/ pyrite locally. 
Zone is possibly an altered and brecciated 
intrusive of intermediate exposition with 
sharp contacts at approximately 10 and 45 
degrees to the core axis. Alteration and 
brecciation is of a transitional type.

996.2 1019.3 Fine to very fine grained weakly nagnetic
•assive section, 

1019.3 1020.5 Fines donn section, trace cagnetics -
•possible f ION contact at base.

] 1020.5 1021.3 Very fine grained to aphanitic, brecciated
1 flow top.
J 1021.3 1028.2 Very fine grained, pale green rock with
i , finely developed fracturing and

brecciation throughout - generally 
increasing down section Kith several 
altered shears at 60 to 70 degrees to the

williimiiilli^Hlieteeuea&i^.... core axis, Fngients within these shears
are silicified whereas the bordering rock 
becomes carbonatized. Late stage 
fractures are calcite filled, often 
parallel to preferred orientation of shear 
planes.

1028,2 1028,6 FAULT ZONE

Shearing is at 35 to 40 degrees to the core axis and
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shears contain pale grey carbonatized laminations 
similar to chlorite - carbonate schist. Higher degrees 
oi deformation and alteration in the underlying section 
are bordered fay this structure. Alteration within shears 
suggests a genetic link between this fault and 
hydrothermal activity. This is sinilar to the role of 
the HcKennaJault within the HcDermott Deposit.

1028.6 1033.3 MINERALIZED ZONE

Highly foliated section with miniau* of 4 late stage 
shears parallel to a strongly developed foliation at 
approximately 65 degrees to the core axis. Rock is 
strongly silicified and brecciated. Matrix to silicified 
breccia fragments is pervasively carbonatized. Section 
is also cut by abundant late stage quartz and calcite 
filled late stage fractures. Late shears are randoily 
oriented and tay be causing chevron-type ductile folding 
within the foliation. Pyrite contents up to lOX are 
noted locally - generally in satrix surrounding highly 
silicified material. Pyrite is characterized by very 
fine grained disseminations, fracture fillings and 
poikiloblastic clots up to several MI in size. A section 
of chlorite ~ core schist with abundant silicified 
debris is noted between 1031 and 1031.9 ft. This 
section is well foliated at 65 degrees to the core ads. 
Within schistose rock, pyrite is relatively higher than 
normal at 2 to 4X - generally as fine grained 
disseminations. The nost highly silicified section li 
below this schist. The average pyrite content for this 
basal interval is 2 to 4X within a purple-grey to buff 
coloured, intensely silicified breccia.

1033,3 1069,2 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Zone is composed of dark green very fine grained 
chloritic rock with abundant irregularly developed pale 
grey to dark greenish grey silicified breccia seams up 
to 5 cm in width. Rock is non-magnetic throughout, 
Section contains approximately 5 to 10X silicified 
material. Green rock has an indistinct fibrous texture 
and is non-carbonatized. Silicified material is 
moderately carbonatized pervasively and carries up to SK 
pyrite - often as euhedral crystals as well as very fine 
grained disseminations. Altered seams are highly 
foliated at 45 degrees to the core axis at upper contact 
of unit,
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degrees to the core axis, This underlying
section is inch sore highly and uniformly
magnetic than the overlying zones. ,

1165,0 1166,4 CARBONATED BASALT

Section is a continuation of the overlying lagnetic 
basalt, Weak pervasive carbonatization is noted Hith 
increased pyrite contents of up to 2X as very finely 

stfineilnateds and euhedral crystals up to 0.5 it, 
Alteration and pyrite content increase down section,

1166,4 1169.3 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

The zone is intensely carbonated along irregularly 
developed breccia seams, often sub-parallel to core 
axis. Strong silicification is noted locally within 
silica flooded voids within breccia, Sheared basaltic 
eaterial is noted a leucoxenitic inclusions within 
brecciated sections. Leucoxene is also noted in highly 
altered rock as relic grains. Pyrite contents up to 5X 
are noted within silicified breccia, generally as 0.1 to 
O.S m crystals and as concentrations along shears at 
largins of basaltic inclusions, The amount of 
silicified breccia versus carbonatized naterial 
increases down section, Pyrite content also increases 
and several poikiloblastic clots up to l ct are noted 
in the lower 20 en of zone. Altered rock is 
non-iagnetic. Meak sagnetics are exhibited by basaltic 
inclusions. The lower contact is sharp along a well 
ceiented/healed shear at approxinately 60 degrees to the 
core axis,

1169.3 1171.3 GREENSCHIST

Section is conposed of dark green very fine grained 
basaltic rock Hith weak deformation characterized by an 
irregular foliation at 65 degrees to the core axis. An 
8 cm quartz-carbonate vein is noted at 1170.3, 
sub-parallel to other l to 5 HA calcite veinlets which 
highlight and parallel the foliation. A feu narrow 
breccia seams also parallel the foliation. Rock is 
weakly to moderately nagnetic, Section alternates 
between greenschist and chlorite-carbonate schist,

IBStoaa
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1069,2 1083,0 CARBDNATIZED BASALT

Zone is a continuation of above transitional section,
with locallized silicification associated with relic
UlilJON^ selvages, These riis are tore siliceous than
norial. They are characterized by relic variolites and 
quench-type brecciation and fracturing. Possible 
hyaloclastite is noted locally. Pervasive 
carbonatization is strongly developed throughout as a 
halo around the higher alteration within overlying 
units, Selvages and breccia are core highly 
carbonatized in this zone and are most clearly noted 
between 1069.4 and 1071 ft. Lower contact is 
gradational as degree of pervasive carbonatization 
decreases, Basalt is irregularly magnetic throughout, 
beconing moderately magnetic locally.

1083.0 1163,0 HI8H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Nedi us to dark green, fine to very fine grained pillowed 
and oassive flow with indistinct vesicles, both chlorite 
and calcite filled. Rocks becore increasingly aagnetic 
down section. A few late stage fractures exhibit trace 
aiounts of nagnetite in association with calcite 
stringers. Chloritization is weakly to toderately 
developed, Basalt is characterized by abundant 
leucoxene grain up to 0.5 i*, and the general lack of 
carbonatization.
1083.0 1113.0 Abundant relic chlorite and calcite filled 

vesicles up to 3 MA with auto-breccia 
seams possibly along relic pillow 
selvages. Rock is noderately to strongly 

, Magnetic. Relatively snaller chlorite 
filled vesicles becofie nore abundant down 
section. 1113.0 1152.7 continuation of 
above with weak to trace nagnetics - 
irregularly developed vesicles throughout, 

Chlorite filled fractures are often 
pyritized with l to 2 tin pyrite platelets. 
Magnetite is noted as a rare concentration 
in calcite veinlets. A quartz-carbonate 
vein is noted at 1150.5 to 1150.7 ft and 
contains 2 to 3 c* clots of chalcopyrite 
with several smaller blebs. Contacts are 
at 63 to 65 degrees to the core axis, 
parallel to a 5 in shear at 1151,2 ft,

^^^^^^ 1152.7 1165,0 Upper *argin is along a calcite and ^^^""•Bto"fc"-- - magnetite filled plane joint? at 65
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1171,3 1210.6 HIGH JRON THOLEIITIC BASALT -— — -———

Section is siailar to overlying basalt - dark green, 
very fine grained rock with white sparry calcite in 
relic vesicles. Magnetics are Moderately developed 
throughout. A few narrow carbonatized shears noted 
locally associated with carbonate veining and lagnetite 
filled fractures. No relic pillow selvage are noted 
within this zone. A flow contact is noted below 1210.3 ft

1210,6 1346.0 BASALT

Hediufl green, very fine grained non-nagnetic nastive
flow with well developed basaltic textures and
structures. Minor late stage shearing noted at 25 to 45
degrees to the core axis. Rocks are non-nagnetic.
1210.6 1217.0 Brecciated flow top with rounded reaction 

r i lined fragments up to S c (t,
1217.0 1245.5 Vesicular flow top, non-brecciated and 

relatively unaltered with no pervasive 
carbonatization. Vesicles up to l cm are 
generally white calcite filled. These 
decrease in diameter down section - TOPS 
UP, and become chloritized.-

1245.5 1251.0 Vesicular with abundant quartz-carbonate 
filled shears at 45 degrees to the core 
axis.

1251,0 1312.0 Very fine grained lassive flow with white 
and pink carbonate filled breccia seat at 
1256,0 to 1256.9 ft. Nil pyrite. Basalt 
becone paler green down section. A calcite 
filled shear at 25 degrees to the core 
axis noted at 1278.1 to 1298.8.

1312.0 1336.0 Very fresh fine grained imive rock
. conposed of approxitately 60X randoily

oriented plagioclase laths up to 1.5 IR in
length. Rock also carries 5 to I OX
leucoxene grains.

1336,0 1346.0 As above with dark green indistinct nafic 
laths up to l en in length - possible 
hornblende as a secondary mineral.

1346,0 Ft t END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-11 programme, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Nahl), on an 
Equity He computer by At Workman and Associates.
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.0 31.0 OVERBURDEN. 
31.0 651.1 BASALT. 
651.1 6B0.6 CARBONATIZED BASALT. 
680.8 688.8 GREENSCHIST, 
668.6 692.2 H1NERALIZED ZONE. 
692.2 694.0 TRANSIT10NALLY SILICIFIED ZONE, 
694.0 710,5 GREENSCHIST. 
710.5 853.9 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
853.9 672.3 CARBONATIZED BASALT. 
872.3 874.9 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE, 
874.9 676.4 HINERALIZED ZONE. 
876.4 890.1 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
890.1 1029,9 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
1029.9 1032.2 CARBONATIZED BASALT, 
1032.2 1064.2 QUARTZ HONZONITE, 
1064.2 1292.0 BASALT.

1292.0 Ft l END OF HOLE.
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31.0 651.1 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained basalt with weakly
developed chlorite and calcite filled fractures randoily
oriented to core axis. Magnetics are moderately to
strongly developed throughout. Flow margins are less
magnetic than interiors. Rock carries trace pyrite as
blebs up to l nit. Pyrite locallized as fracture fillings
in amounts up to IX. Volcanic structures and textures
are generally Hell developed as indicated by unaltered
variolites and flow top textures.
31.0 63,S Very fine grained massive flow,
63.5 64.4 Very fine grained to aphanitic, flow margin

with flow contact at base.
64.4 91,5 Section is mixed flow top and flow breccia 

with highly variolitic rounded fragments up to 
3 cm, rarely 6 en, in hyaloclastite - bearing 
matrix, Few fragients exhibit vesicles, 
increasing in number down section, Section is 
weakly magnetic locally.

91.5 96.0 Continuation of above with relatively few 
fragients but variolites locally well developed 

96.0 223.0 Dark green massive flow. A quartz and 
carbonate veined shear noted at 60 degrees to 
the core axis, carrying 2 to 3 X pyrite at 
116.2 to 116.7 ft. Few white calcite filled 
vesicles up to 0,3 mm noted throughout above 
144.0 ft, These are irregularly shaped, 
Fractures are occasionally lined with 
magnetite associated with a central calcite 
stringer, Magnetics are moderate to strong 
but weaken between 201 and 206. The lower 20 
cm of section is strongly foliated to 
greenschist,

223.0 224,9 Rock fines down section to a chilled flow 
contact at 50 degrees to the core axis at 
base. 

224,9 226,2 Chilled and strongly brecciated aphanitic
flow top, weakly magnetic,

226,2 231.5 Very fine grained strongly vesicular flow
top with calcite replacing chlorite within
vesicles up to l mm in size. Basalt is
weakly magnetic,

231,5 240.5 Fine to very fine grained, moderately
magnetic massive flow,

240,5 240.7 Flow contact zone with strong foliation at 
55 degrees to the core axis,
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240.7 253.1 Mixed flow top and flow breccia with
vesicular fragients up to 5 ci, often
exhibiting calcite filled vesicles up to 1.5
en. Rock is weakly magnetic, 

253.1 258.0 Very fine grained, weakly to loderately
magnetic nassive flow - strongly vesicular, 

258.0 283.0 Fine grained massive flow with loderate
magnetics becoming weakly lagnetic below
277.5 ft with corresponding increase in
leucoxene content to 3 to SI as grains 0.1
to 0.3 in in size. 

283.0 291.0 Several l to 2 c* calcite filled breccia
seams are sub-parallel to core axis and
often offset by microfaults at 60 degrees to
the core axis. These seats vaguely reseible
pillow selvages. 

291,0 411,0 Pillowed flow - selvage are not well
exhibited in upper section but are noted as
l to 2 ea dark green chloritic bands with
epidotized margins. Magnetics are generally
very weak initially but increase down
section to moderate, although irregularly
developed, Selvages are locally sub-parallel
to core axis - eg. Between 355 and 357 ft,
and rarely contain abundant lagnetite.

411.0 411.l Pale buff coloured siliceous seai at 80 
degrees to the core axis possibly narks a 
contact between different phases of flow.

411.1 435.4 Medium green, fine grained massive section
with irregular magnetics. 

435.4 461.0 Pillowed flow as described above - selvages
are indistinct with greater than 25X weakly
magnetic massive flow. Pillows are
non-magnetic. 

461.0 470.3 Fine to very fine grained massive flow with
trace magnetics. 

470,3 500.5 Continuation of above with increasing
sagnetics becoming moderate locally.
Vesicles irregularly developed throughout,
Magnetics are generally stronger in
relatively coarser grained phases.

500.5 500.6 Clay - grit seam at 65 degrees to the core 
axis narks a fault plane.

500.6 504.3 Fine grained massive rock - moderately
developed fracturing. 

504.3 505.0 Several clay - grit seams it 60 degrees to
the core axis, 

505,0 541,3 Fine to very fine grained, weakly to
ioderately magnetic massive flow, A hematite
and calcite filled shear noted at 519,8 to
520.1 ft. Several clay - grit seais at 65
degrees to the core axis are noted within
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sheared material. Kinor spotty pervasive
carbonatization noted in loner 5 ft of zone. 

541.3 i flow contact. 
541,3 542.3 Dark reddish green chilled and brecciated

flow top - colouration is due to magnetite
and hematite.

542.3 562.3 Dark green, very fine grained massive floK. 
562.3 563.3 Medium grey-green, fine grained lafic

intrusive with moderate to strong pervasive
carbonatization, Minor brecciation and
carbonatization noted within basalt it
margins of intrusive, Section contains H
pyrite and abundant altered biotite -
intrusive possibly a lamprophyre, and
resembles siiilar rocks within highly
silicified brecciated bodies in the
tlcDermott Deposit. Intrusive is non-iagnetic
with contacts at 50 degrees to the core axis. 

563.3 566.0 Irregularly pillowed flow with selvages up
to 5 ft apart, often larked by calcite and
hematite filled seams up to 2 c* in width,
Magnetics are moderate throughout. 

586.0 614,0 Fine grained massive continuation of
overlying basalt. Rock is strongly vesicular
above 592 ft with moderate magnetics. 

614.0 651.1 Fine grained moderately magnetic massive
flow with irregular textures - rock becomes
weakly pervasively carbonatized although
visible deformation is minor. A few
carbonate banded shears up to 10 cm in width
are noted at 75 degrees to the core axis.
Very fine grained, accicular crystals up to
0.1 mm in length are noted - possibly rutile.

651.1 680,6 CARBONATED BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained massive rock with 
purple-grey and purple-green colourations locally due to 
very finely disseminated hematite, Upper contact is 
along a narrow calcite filled shear at 50 degrees to the 
core axis. Rock exhibits weak to moderate magnetics - 
hematite is probably an alteration from magnetite. 
Pervasive carbonatization is moderately developed 
throughout. Strongest alteration is associated with 
calcite filled and carbonatized shears at 50 to 55 
degrees to the core axis, also with minor locallized 
micro - brecciation, The same randomly oriented 
needle-like mineral noted as in overlying unit. 
Numerous calcite veinlets are noted at low angles to the 
core axis, often carrying clots and very finely
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disseminated pyrite.
651.2 655.7 Randotily oriented accicular lineral

throughout rock Kith local licro-brecciation
and few carbonatized and calcite flooded
shears at 40 degrees to the core axis.
Pervasive carbonatization increases down
section, 

655.7 665,5 Initially rock contains lore highly altered
purple-grey patches which becoie nore
prevalent down section, As rock becones
nore generally purple-grey in colour,
carbonatization is often noted as white
calcite filled, rounded patchs up to l in.
This gives rock a spotted appearance, Where
alteration is relatively weaker randoily
oriented textures are noted, A well
developed shear noted at 65 to 70 degrees to
the core axis at 664.5 to 664.7 ft. Pyrite
noted as euhedral crystals up to l u and as
very fine grained disseminations within
calcite flooded shears. 

665,5 668,7 Alteration and shearing is very weak with
lower pyrite contents. 

668.7 674.9 Upper largin narked by a calcite filled
shear at 50 to 55 degrees to the core axis -
rock is generally a chlorite - carbonate
schist. Pervasive carbonatization and
heiatization are generally higher within
this section, probably due to slightly
higher degrees of licro-brecciation and
ductile shear, 

674.9 677.0 Rock is very weakly deforied with very fine
grained irregularly oriented needle textures
as described above. Carbonatization is weak
to loderate and pervasive, 

677,0 680.6 Increasingly ticro-brecciated and altered as
described above,

680,8 688,8 GREENSCHIST

Dark green very fine grained foliated rock with toderate 
to strong pervasive carbonatization, Foliation becoies 
increasingly fine down section due to intense ductile 
shear. The upper 2.2 ft exhibits distinct evidence of a 
basalt protolith, This is not apparent below this point 
due to strong deforcation. Foliation is relatively 
coarser below 684.6 ft where lensoldal fragients or 
augen up to 2 c* are noted as brecciated bodies of 
quart;. These are generally elongated along the 
foliation. A few late stage quartz stringers cross-cut
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the foliation at high angles locally. Bel OH 487.4 ft 
ninor nicro-brecciation noted along and across the
foliation. The lower contact of the zone is very sharp 
along a plane parallel to foliation characterized by 
very finely foliated chlorite. Rock is weakly lagnetic 
at top becoiing non-magnetic down section. Pyrite 
contents average IX Kith local increases associated mth 
quartz - rich bodies and carbonatized patches along the 
foliation. Both euhedral crystals and very fine grained 
disseminations are noted.
FOLIATION i SO degrees at 481.5 to 664.0 ft, and 45 
degrees to the core axis below this interval.

468.8 692.2 MINERALIZED ZONE

Rock is pale grey to pale greenish grey, becomes white 
locally, and is aphanitic and highly siliceous, probably 
due to intense silicification. A very fine foliation is 
irregularly developed throughout at approximately 45 
degrees to the core axis. Pyrite is noted as a very fine 
grained disseninaUon, poikiloblastic clots up to l cc, 
and fracture fillings, Clots are generally located at 
the intersection points of several fractures. Few 
euhedral crystals up to l D* are noted locally. Kaxiiui 
pyrite content is 37.. Trace aiounts of chalcopyrite are 
locally associated with pyrite.

692.2 694.0 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Section is initially composed of dark green very fine 
grained greenschist with a Nell developed foliation at 
40 degrees to the core axis. Very xeak and locallized 
pervasive carbonatization is noted, Rock is cross-cut by 
a band of dark grey silicified laterial characterized by 
an aphanitic texture and no carbonatization. Zone 
contains approxiiately 757. silicified rock - possibly a 
very highly comminuted breccia. Rock is non-iagnetic 
throughout. Foliation exhibits ninor crenulations 
locally due to secondary ductile shear.

694.0 710.5 GREENSCHIST

Rock is dark green, very fine grained and characterized 
by round unite l to 3 n calcite filled voids or 
growths. These are probably a product of alteration - 
ductile shear has destroyed all original textures. A
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strong foliation is noted at 45 degrees to the core 
axis. These calcite bodies are rarely up to l ct in 
length but generally exhibit elongation along the 
foliation. Strong pervasive carbonatization is noted 
throughout unit, generally characterized by grey hues, 
This is particularly noted between 699,3 and 706,1 ft, 
and is associated with higher pyrite contents of 2 to 
!L Pyrite generally as very fine grained 
disseminations. Quartz rich breccia debris is cotton as 
augen up to S c* within the foliated chlorite groundiass 
- these often resemble deforced quartz stringers and 
veins. Below 706,1 ft, foliation decreases sharply 
although minor siliceous debris is noted locally. Rock 
becomes weakly magnetic down section,

710,5 853,9 HISH IRON THOLEIITIC BASftLT

Dark green, very fine grained lassive flow with vague
volcanic structures locally, Well developed calcite
filled relic vesicles are common throughout, Generally,
rock is moderately magnetic, becoming very weakly
magnetic locally. Alteration is restricted to weak to
moderate chloritization and local weak pervasive
carbonatization. Pyrite content seldom exceeds IX.
710.5 792,2 Very fine grained weakly brecciated lassive

flow with trace to weak pervasive
carbonatization locally in uppertost 3 to 5
ft. A few narrow shears noted locally with
well developed foliation at 55 degrees to
the core axis,

792.2 794.6 Shear zone - characterized by upper section 
of greenschist with well developed foliation 
at 48 degrees to the core axis. A central 
section at 792.5 to 792,8 ft exhibits strong 
to intense carbonatization and a purple-grey 
colouration with up to 51 very finely 
disseminated pyrite locally, Below this is 
a section of greenschist as described above 
with weaker carbonatization, Magnetics are 
generally weak throughout with trace 
magnetics in highly altered rock, 

794.6 802.0 Very fine grained tassive rock, 
802,0 802,4 Chilled with linor pyritized breccia -

probable flow top or flow contact section, 
802,4 853,9 Irregularly but often strongly vesicular 

lassive flow - a foliated section at 810.1 
to 810.8 ft contains up to lOX pyrite, 
Ductile shear is at 43 degrees to the core 
axis, Upper section above 820 ft exhibits 
trace lagnetics becoming weak to moderate
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below this point.

B53.9 872.3 CARBONATED BASALT

Continuation of overlying zone with paler colouration, 
becoming pale grey-green locally due to weak to loderate 
pervasive carbonatization. Alteration is probably 
associated with intense fracturing. Carbonatization is 
locallized in nodular patches up to i ci in size. This 
gives core a mottled appearance. Magnetics are generally 
weak but become ioderate locally. Rounded white calcite 
bodies up to 4 nit are noted throughout. These are 
possibly relic vesicles but they persist ' into the 
underlying strongly deforced unit. Therefore it is 
concluded that they are a product of carbonatization. 
Highest degrees of alteration are noted within 5 to 10 
cm brecciated sections (eg, 863.5 ft), which contain 
strong pervasive carbonatization and possibly linor 
silicification with increasing pyrite contents up to 3 
to 5X along narrow breccia seams. Generally, pyrite 
content increases proportionately to degree of 
alteration. Breccia seais exhibit a weak foliation at 
approxinately 45 degrees to the core axis. 
Non-carbonatized, chloritic and foliated rock is also 
noted within section. This rock is greenschist. Breccia 
seams are purple-grey in colour and contain white to 
pink late stage calcite veinlets up to l ci in width, 
B71.1 B72.3 Increased calcite veinlets, with purple-grey

alteration halos in surrounding rock. These
contain up to 5)1 very finely disseiinated
pyrite and euhedral crystals up to l in. A
sharp increase in pyrite and pervasive
carbonatization is noted in lower 2 to 3 c*.

872.3 874.9 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Dark green, very fine grained chloritized and 
pervasively carbonatized, toderately tagnetic rock is 
cut by purple-grey to buff coloured, aphanitic strongly 
silicified sections. These sections take up 15 to M 
of the rock volume and are characterized by abundant 
late stage white quartz stringers and quartz flooding as 
Kiel! as higher pyrite contents with up to 5X very 
finely disseminated locally. Silicified rock is 
non-iagnetic and strongly reactive to hydrochloric acid 
due to pervasive carbonatization. Generally, degree of 
alteration increases with degree of brecciation. 
Chloritic rock is relatively undeforned,
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874.9 876.4 MINERALIZED ZONE

Grey, purple-grey and buff intensely to strongly 
silicified and brecciated rock is cut by abundant late 
stage chloritic shears at approxiiately 55 degrees to 
the core axis, A foliation due to early ductile shear 
within silicified breccia is generally parallel to these 
shears. Silicified rock is reactive to hydrochloric 
acid and is nonmagnetic, The paler coloured silicified 
breccia contains up to lOX pyrite. This rock is often 
very finely cominuted. Buff colouration tay be due to 
dolomitization overprinting silicification and 
heeatization.

B76.4 890.1 TRANSITIONALIY SILICIFIED ZONE

Rock is initially banded with dark purple-grey,
silicified seans cut by chloritic shears along a
strongly developed foliation at 45 degrees to the core
axis. Silicified naterial of exhibits early ductile
deformation as parallel laiinations. Late stage quartz
stringers are randomly oriented to foliation. Where
stringers cut laiinations within silicified uterial,
the quartz is bordered by buff alteration halos
containing higher amounts of pyrite.
876.4 879.1 30 to 35* silicified breccia and silicified

seams up to 5 c* in width and carrying up to
57. pyrite locally as euhedral crystals up
to l an and very fine grained
disseiinations. Silicified taterial is
highly foliated at 45 to 55 degrees to the
core axis.

879.1881.95 to m silicified laterial within
doainantly chloritic section.

881.9 867.6 Silicified breccia is dominantly dark 
purple-grey in colouration and is 
characterized by white calcite filled bodies 
up to l CD in size. These reseible vesicles 
but degree of deforiation in surrounding 
rock dictates that they are due to 
carbonatization, This is conon within the 
McDertott Deposit found nearby, Silicified 
breccia makes up 20 to 25X of rock volume 
in seams up to 15 CD in width which contain 
up to 10X pyrite as euhedral crystals and 
very fine grained disseninations, Foliation 
noted at 55 to 60 degrees to the core axis.
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887,6 89D.1 5 to iDi silicified breccia,

B90.1 1029.9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASftLT

Rock is dark green, very fine grained lassive and weakly 
to moderately chloritized nith abundant calcite filled 
voids up to 3 en - often subangular and lay be the 
result of alteration in the overlying unit. Chloritic 
rock is pervasively carbonatized locally. Magnetics are 
toderately to strongly developed throughout, Local 
weakly tagnetic sections are noted. Carbonate veinlets 
are nore common than norsal in the upper 5 to 10 ft of 
the zone - probably reflecting deforiation in the 
overlying rocks. Fracture systems locally exhibit 
patterns typical of silicified breccia sea** with 
central breaks flanked by radiating fractures, Minor 
silicification is noted locally within these teats. 
Strong local pervasive carbonatization is associated 
with slightly grey to purple-grey colourations. Rock 
becomes less altered down section and distinct igneous 
textures and volcanic structures are better exhibited. 
Magnetics increase to moderate below about 1000 ft,

1029.9 1032,2 CARBONATIZED BASALT

Continuation of above but rock becoae dark grey to 
greenish grey due to weak to toderate pervasive 
carbonatization, possibly associated with weak 
deformation. The upper largin is larked by a 2 ci seal 
of intense silicification and quartz flooding, This 
seau is probably a shear plane (or breccia sea*) at SO 
degrees to the core axis. Magnetics becoie relatively 
weaker as carbonatization increases. Magnetite probably 
altered to hematite to give grey to purple-grey hues,

1032.2 1064,2 BUARTZ KONZONITE

Dark grey-green, becoming dark purple-grey, very fine 
grained to aphanitic and porphyritic section 
characterized by irregularly shaped white calcite filled 
voids or growths, These are generally elliptical and 
highly elongated up to 12 RA in length. Pale green to 
white feldspar phenocryst* up to 1.5 in noted throughout 

non-reactive to hydrochloric acid and weakly 
fractured. Purple-grey rock is loderately tagnetic and 
silicified. The most highly altered sections exhibit
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indistinct nicro-brecciation. Elongated calcite void
fillings are often well foliated at 55 degrees to the
core axis which is parallel to fracturing, Quartz eyes
up to 0,5 i* are noted locally - possibly quartz
phenocrysts,
1036.0 1037.1 Purple-grey and buff coloured, silicified

breccia Hakes up BOX of section and
contains up to 3X pyrite. 

1037,1 1040.7 Very fine grained chloritic rock with weak
pervasive carbonatization and loderate
magnetics. 

1040.7 1047.3 Dark purple-grey to dark grey, with slight
red hue locally, often cut by buff
alteration as halos around late stage
fractures and breccia systeis, Rock is
spotted by abundant ovoid calcite bodies
up to 1,2 tt in length which reseible
vesicles. Rock is strongly silicified
throughout. Angular white feldspar
phenocryst* up to 1.5 li are conon,
generally euhedral and weakly fractured,
Brecciation is variably developed
throughout but not associated with a
particular colouration. Magnetics are
moderate. Rock is non-reactive to
hydrochloric acid. Pyrite content averages
l to n increasing to 5X within alteration
halos around fractures. Pyrite as very
fine grained disseminations, fracture
fillings and euhedral crystals up to i H. 

1047.3 1055.0 Rock becoies less brecciated and altered
with lower pyrite contents and highly
irregular iagnetics. White feldspar
phenocrysts are comon with quartz eyes
locally. Ovoid calcite bodies are less
cotnion than above. Rock is generally dark
grey-green with irregularly distributed
purple-grey silicified breccia sens up to
10 ci in width. Rock becoies increasingly
foliated down section at 45 to 50 degrees
to the core axis as highlighted by narrow
chloritic seats (shears) up to l li in
thickness, 

1055,0 1061.1 Upper contact approxiiate * rock contains
fragments and textures siiilar to basalt
flow top eaterial although feldspar
phenocrysts are common throughout.
Generally non-tagnetic, becoiing weakly
magnetic locally. 

1061,l 1064,2 Increasing amount of purple-grey
silicified breccia taterial exhibiting
buff coloured alteration within late stage
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breccia systeas associated with silica 
flooding.

1064.2 1292.0 BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained basalt exhibits
Nell developed igneous textures and volcanic structures.
Rock is relatively unaltered with tinor pervasive
carbonatization locally, Basalt is generally
non-nagnetic Kith few traces locally. Pyrite content
averages less than 17. as irregularly distributed blebs
up to 0.5 fin.
1064.2 1076.0 Hyaloclastite - bearing flow top breccia.
1076.0 1083.0 Pillow breccia - selvages up to l ft in 

length along core axis,
1083.0 1129,5 Flow breccia.
1129.5 1146.8 Strongly vesicular aassive floH - chlorite 

and calcite filled voids up to 5 M, 
generally decreasing in size down section,

1146.8 1181,0 Fine grained lassive flow.
1161.0 1166.5 Equigranular fine grained tassive flow 

Kith weak to Moderate pervasive 
carbonatization. Rock becoies weakly to 
Roderately nagnetic.

1186.5 1292.0 Fine grained massive flow nith texture 
irregularly developed and linor epidotized 
auto-shears locally. Rock is weakly 
magnetic locally but becoies non-iagnetic 
below 1218 ft, Rock generally becoies 
paler in colour down section to light 
grey-green.

1292.0 Ft : END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOS-II program,
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Kahl), on an
Equity Ik computer by Al Horknan and Associates,
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-Log Suanary-

,O 90,0 OVERBURDEN,
90,0 101.1 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
101,1 125.3 FAULT ZONE. 
125,3 133,2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
133,2 155,5 CARBONATED BASALT, 
155,5 213,0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
213.0 231.5 CARBONATIZED BASALT. 
231.5 293.3 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
293.3 302.6 CARBONATIZED BASALT. 
302,6 304,0 GREENSCHIST. 
304,0 308.5 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
308,5 312.8 GREENSCHIST, 
312.8 411,5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
411.5 417.1 GREENSCHIST, 
417,1 425.4 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED'ZONE. 
425.4 491,4 BASALT.
491.4 509.6 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
509.6 520.7 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
520.7 574.6 BASALT.
574,6 666.9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
666.9 668.4 MONZDNITE, 
668,4 691,9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
691,9 750,0 BASALT. 
750.0 Ft l END OF HOLE.
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.0 90.0 OVERBURDEN

90,0 101,1 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Zone is composed of dark green, very fine grained 
lassive flow with well developed volcanic structures and 
textures. Moderate to strong magnetics with magnetic 
susceptibility increasing from 0.5 at 90 ft, to 2,4 at 
92 ft, and greater than 3.5 below 94,5 ft. Rock is 
relatively unaltered throughout and carries trace pyrite. 
90,0 95.0 Hassive flow Hith moderate to strong magnetics, 
95.0 9B.5 Flow breccia with rounded reaction rimed

fragments up to 5 cffi with magnetite and
calcite filled voids. The average magnetic
susceptibility is 4.6. 

98.5 101,1 Very fine grained tassive How. Magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 3.5 to , 4.1,

101,1 125.3 FAULT ZONE

A section of dark green, noderately to strongly magnetic 
.-.^ taisive floM it cut by abundant clay - grit seais and

shear planes at 20 to 35 degrees to the core axis. 
Shears are vuggy, often white calcite filled, and 
frequently exhibit slickenside^ at 45 degrees across 
the plane of .shearing.

125,3 133.2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Hedium to dark green, very fine grained massive f l OK 
with moderate to strong magnetics - magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 5.0 to 0,35. Basaltic 
textures are well developed and the rock is relatively 
unaltered.

/1J3.2 155.5 CARBONIZED BASALT

.-•''
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Continuation of above with dark to mediu* green, very 
fine grained tas&ive flow exhibiting voderate to strong 
pervasive carbonatization and abundant late stage white 
calcite filled fractures averaging 35 to 40 degrees to 
the core axis. Few carbonatite) late stage breccia sem 
or shears contain abundant pyrite and nagnetite with 
ninor chalcopyrite, These are at 20 to 30 degrees and 
sub-parallel to the core axis, magnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 2.6 to 6,2. Basalt general contains trace to 
IX pyrite.

155,5 213,0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of overlying dark green very fine grained
basalt with ninor locallized pervasive carbonatization.
155,5 169,7 Magnetic susceptibility ranges front 4,2 to 

7,3 decreasing down section below 166 ft 
with localltzed highs of 4.5 and IONS of 
less than 1,0.

169,7 171,1 Granulated section with i inch calcite 
veinlet at upper nargin at 55 to 60 degrees 
to the core axis. Pervasive carbonatization 
is moderately to strongly developed, 
decreasing down section. Magnetics are very 
weak throughout.

171,1 213,0 Magnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.3 to 
1.0, Between 177 and 179 ft, magnetic 
susceptibility ranges fro* 3,0 to 4.5. 
Magnetics are very strong locally, with 
magnetic susceptibility increasing to 8.0 at 
193 ft. Rock exhibits chlorite filled 
vesicles up to l M in size.

213,0 231.5 CARBQNftTIZED BASALT

Dark green, very fine grained, moderately to strongly 
lagnetic (nag susc. - 4,0-6.5), nassive flow, Moderate 
pervasive carbonatization is developed throughout, and 
alteration increases within a brecciated seat* at 216.3

MHiBi^fciaaJi; 220,0 ft " locl1 lllicHicltion ' This rock al"
^^^^^^carries up to 3X pyrite as euhedral crystals up to 2 tin,

and very fine grained blebs. A second, more pervasively
carbonatized section with a more purple hue is noted at
223,0 to 227.1 ft.

231.5 293.3 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT
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^^ Continuation of above - fine grained massive rock with
todfifately to itrongly developed magnetics throughout. 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges from 3 to 5. Magnetics 
decreases to l to 3 locally, Very weak pervasive 
carbonatization is noted throughout. A strongly 
epidotized and silicified shear is noted at 264.1 to 
266,6 ft - seees to be syn-magnatic, at approximate 45 
degrees to the core axis.

293,3 302,6 CARBONATED BASALT

This is a nore highly carbonated continuation of the 
overlying basalt, Hagnetics are generally higher, 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges froi 3.0 to 7,5, 
Hagnetics decrease with increasing degree of pervasive 
carbonatization, Minor ductile deformation is noted as a 
weak foliation at 7D degrees to the core axis at base, 
Minor pale green epidotized material noted locally, 
possibly associated with shearing, Igneous textures are 
not Nell developed in this interval, Fen calcite filled 
breccia seams up to 5 cm in width cut core axis 
possibly parallel to the foliation, Pyrite content 
increases slightly in lower 3 to 4 ft as carbonatization 
increases.

302,6 304.0 GREENSCHIST

Dark green very fine grained chloritic rock Kith well 
developed foliation throughout at 70 degrees to the core 
axis as highlighted by pale grey to white calcite 
veinlets. No igneous textures are preserved, Pervasive 
carbonatization is strong and nagnetics sharply decrease 
from overlying sections, magnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 6,5 to 3.2, Pyrite content averages nil to IX.

304.0 308,5 TRANSITIDNALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale grey, greenish grey and buff coloured, very fine
grained to aphanitic rock characterized by a locally

MMMMgieifj.!^ developed foliation at 75 degrees to the core axis,
Brey colourations are generally associated with 

moderate to strong pervasive carbonatization, often 
concentrated in 0.5 to 1.0 c* bands along foliation, 
Silicification is noted within these bands, reflected by 
buff colours - possibly due to dolomite. Margins of the
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zone .are strongly reactive to hydrochloric acid. The
central section is non-reactive. This section is also
strongly nagnetic and nagnetic susceptibility ranges
fro* 9.5 to 13.0. Surrounding rock is noderately to
strongly nagnetic (nag. Susc. * 5.6-7.1).
304,0 304.7 Strongly foliated schistose rock Kith

abundant carbonatized, and minor silicified
Material - silicification generally
restricted to very fine breccia. Rock
carries 2 to 32 pyrite.

304,7 307,2 Fine grained, weakly foliated to 
non-foliated rock, locally silicified near 
contacts. Section is possibly intrusive, 
and this section nay be lamprophyre in 
origin, Alteration intensifies at contacts 
due to brecciation and this rock has a 
distinct granulated appearance, Pyrite 
content increases with higher alteration, 
averaging 3 to 4X, generally as euhedral 
crystals, and contents up to 10X at 
contacts as clots, very fine grained 
disseiinations, fracture fillings and 
crystals, Orange and pink calcite veinlet 
at 50 degrees to the core axis noted at 
305.5 to 305.7 ft.

307,2 308,5 Magnetics decrease sharply front above, 
Hagnetic susceptibility ranges from 1,5 to 
5.0 locally. Rock is well foliated as 
highlighted by calcite bands and 
carbonatized breccia seams up to l en in 
width, Minor silicification noted within 
breccia, and up to SK pyrite - generally as 
euhedral 0,5 mi crystals, very fine grained 
disseminations and platelets in fractures.

308,5 312,8 GREENSCHIST

Dark green, very fine grained, chloritized and weakly to 
moderately foliated rock with wispy foliation at 65 
degrees to the core axis highlighted by parallel 
parting and calcite veinlets, Rock is moderately to 
jitrongly lagnetic - nagnetic susceptibility ranges froi
2,210""?,!. Rock carries approximately l X very finely 
disseiinated pyrite. Locally granulated textures often 
carry a purple-grey colouration due to weak henatization 
and silicification. Minor early quart: stringers along 
foliation exhibit strong brecciation and carbonate 
flooding. Foliation planes are often strongly 
chloritized, black and slickensided sub-parallel to core 
axis. The foliation intensifies locally in l cm
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schistose stress release points of high ductile shear.
These exhibit abundant D.i mn calcite laninations.
Pervasive carbonatization is strongly developed
throughout. Foliation decreases in lower [O to 20 c*.

312,8 411.5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine grained nassive rock - does not exhibit
Nell developed volcanic structures. Moderate
chloritization nakes the igneous texture indistinct
locally. Rock is noderately to strongly magnetic
throughout, Magnetic susceptibility ranges Iron l to 8.
Pew non-iagnetic section are noted locally. Minor
pervasive carbonatization is noted near uargins of zone.
Basalt carries trace very finely disseminated pyrite.
312,8 356.0 Weakly brecciated tilth tinor pervasive

carbonatization at upper contact. Epidotized
breccia at 331 to 332 ft possibly nark a
flow contact. A si nor shear is noted at 30
degrees to the core axis at 326 ft,
Locallized ductile deforeation is noted is a
strong foliation in sections up to 5 ea in
width at 50 to 55 degrees to the core axis.
The average Magnetic susceptibility is 5,0,

356,0 360.5 Magnetics become generally weak - tagnetic
susceptibility ranges fron 3 to 1. 

360.5 377.0 Weakly nagnetic throughout (nag. Susc. - 
0-2), and generally less than 1.0 below 369 
ft.

377.0 411,5 Basalt becomes weakly auto-brecciated, and 
anount of white calcite filled fractures 
increases in lower 15 ft. Kagnetics 
increase down section to strong, the average 
magnetic susceptibility is 4 ranging fro* 
2.0 to 6.0.

411,5 417,1 BREENSCH1ST

Dark green, very fine grained rock with weak pervasive
"tfrbonatization and very linor foliation initially, and 
generally increasing down section. Magnetics are 
•oderate at upper contact - magnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 2 to 3. Rock becoues weakly magnetic (nag, 
Susc, Less than 1) below 415 ft. Fractures are often 
quartz-carbonate filled and several are purple-grey due 
to hematite. These fractures are also bordered by pale 
coloured alteration halos - non-reactive to hydrochloric 
acid, possibly dolomite. This alteration contains
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increased amounts of pyrite with up to 5X very finely
disseminated locally. The section below 416 ft is
non-reactive to acid and exhibits intense
chloritization. Pale purple-grey silicified debris is
noted as l to 2 AID rounded fragments within the
foliated, mylonitic natrix. These clasti are the sane
composition as the highly altered laterial within the _.....^—-...—
underlying 'units, The amount of this debris increases
in lower 10 CD, The lower contact is narked by a clay -
grit seal and chloritic shear parallel to foliation at
60 to 65 degrees to the core axis.
FOLIATION : 45 degrees to the core axis at 412,2 ft and
50 degrees at 415.6 ft.

417,1 425.4 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Rock in the upper 10 to 15 ci is composed of dark green, 
very fine grained finely foliated material, and pale 
grey, purple-grey and pyrite hued l to 10 M bands and 
laminations parallel to the foliation, These bands 
exhibit fine internal brecciation, and are noderately to 
strongly silicified. Pyrite contents of up to 5)! are 
noted in these deforned sections, generally concentrated 
along the foliation, and as fracture fillings, with 
sone euhedral crystals up to 0,5 AU. Detonation and 
silicification increase down section, particularly at 
the intersection of major fractures, While individual 
fractures are randomly oriented, the altered breccia 
scans tend to parallel the foliation. Major fractures 
cross-cutting the foliation are quartz-carbonate filled, 
and bordered by buff coloured alteration halos nhich 
feather out into and along the foliation. These halos 
are weakly reactive to hydrochloric acid - probably 
dolomitic, and are best developed at 424.5 to 425.5 ft. 
tagnetic susceptibility ranges from 2.0 to 0.0, 
417.1 417,5 Well foliated with abundant pale altered

breccia seams and lenses along foliation at
55 degrees to the core axis. 

417.5 421,6 Chloritic rock with moderate silicification
and carbonatization in fractures systems -
possibly a proto-breccia. 

421,6 422.4 Highly silicified, fractured and brecciated
- alteration nay be locallized within a 
relic flow top structure, A i cm sea* 
resembles a pillow selvage. 

422,4 424,6 Same as described above at 417.5 to 421.6 ft
- relic vesicles and possible flow top 
fragments noted locally. 

424.6 425.4 Altered halos around fractures
silicification is minor, pale colours due to
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strong dolomitization.

425,4 491,4 BASALT

Medium to dark green, tine to very fine grained, 
generally non-magnetic and relatively unaltered massive 
Mow with well developed relic vesicles. Rock is 
non-carbonatized and undeformed. 
425,4 474.6 Abundant irregularly distributed white

calcite filled vesicles up to i 11. Magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 0.01 to 0.02, A
nell developed foliation at 45 degrees to ...,.____._....,......____......................... ..

1^jj0lHiimmxz±.^,: the We axis is noted within l to 2 CI
schistose sections. A late stage shear at
46 degrees to the core axis is noted at
485.5 ft. 

474,6 477.5 Rock becomes weakly magnetic with locallized
peaks of 2,0 nag susc, 

477,5 491.4 Generally non-magnetic - magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 0.3 to 3.0.

491,4 509,6 HISH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Zone is a continuation of the overlying basalt with
increasing magnetics.
491,4 509,0 Magnetic susceptibility increases from 0,4

to 2,5 initially, to greater than 2.5 below
506.5 ft, 

509.0 509.6 Magnetic susceptibility decreases to less
than 1,0, and lower than 0.4 where
carbonatized breccia and white calcite
filled voids are noted,

509,6 520,7 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Rock becomes coarsely fractured or brecciated with white 
calcite filling - resembles irregularly developed 
veining. Rock fragments are intensely silicified and 
carry up to 5X very finely disseminated pyrite and 
euhedral crystals, occasionally associated with calcite 
in fractures, Rock is non-dagnetic, magnetic 
susceptibility is generally low but local l i zed increases 
are noted below 513,1 ft where magnetic susceptibility 
often ranges between 6 and 7. Below 519 ft, rock 
becomes non-magnetic (mag. Susc. Less than 0.5). 
509,6 511,5 Strongly calcite veined with dark grey to
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purple-grey rock fragments exhibiting minor 
buff coloured alteration and 2 to 3X very 
finely disseminated pyrite, Trace aiounts 
of pyrite are noted in calcite veinlets is 
euhedral crystals.

511,5 512,1 White calcite veinlet - trace pyrite.
512.1 515.7 Dark grey, aphanitic and highly silicified, 

Strong foliation noted locally at 65 degrees 
to the core axis. Ductile detonation is 
overprinted fay locallized late stage brittle 
fracturing characterized by higher 
alteration, buff haloing around fractures 
and increased pyrite contents of up to 7 X

^K^jj^^ locally - doiinantly at euhedral crystals 
with approxiiately one third as very fine 
grained disseminations. Breccia locally 
exhibits silica flooding. A vuggy section, 
possibly narking a a i nor fault is noted at 
512.2 to 513.1 ft with probably 5 to 10 cm 
of ground core.

515,7 520.7 Section is dominant l y dark green and 
chloritized Kith moderately developed 
magnetics, Section carries approximately Si 
purple-grey intensely silicified breccia 
seams up to 7 en in width, randomly oriented 
to the core axis at the intersection of 
major fractures. Silicified rock carries 2 
to 3X very finely disseminated pyrite. 
Locally magnetic susceptibility ranges froi 
1.0 to 3.5. Hagnetite in this section cay 
be an alteration effect of the high degrees 
of silicification in the overlying zone. 
Rock is non-reactive to hydrochloric acid 
throughout.

520,7 574,6 BASALT

Probable continuation of the overlying section, with
less defortation and alteration, Textures are initially
highly irregular vaguely defined auto-breccia fragments
throughout and indistinct vesicles, Rock is generally
fine to very fine grained, massive and non-nagnetic. An
aphanitic flow contact section is noted within ground
core at approximately 539.3 ft. Abundant ground core is
noted at 539.3 to 542.5 ft Kith approximately 40)! core
recovery, magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.0 to 0.5
520,7 539,3 Irregularly textured - some deformation

overprinting fro* altered section above,
Vesicles are strongly elongated at 45 to 50
degrees to the core axis. Rock is
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non-carbonatized and non-nagnetic, 
539,3 542,5 Ground core - aphanitic, highly vesicular

core fragments fro* probable flow top, ^__._________..._.....
Vesicle are well rounded and white calcite
filled,

542,5 544.0 Aphanitic vesicular flow top. 
544.0 557.5 Vesicular flow top breccia. 
557,5 574.4 Vesicular nassive flow with calcite filled

vesicles up to 5 mi, and quartz filled
vesicles up to l cm. A few highly stretched
vesicles up to 2 c* in length are noted, 

574.4 574.6 Strongly brecciated section with intense
silicification and abundant late stage
carbonate flooded fractures. Magnetics 

.,.-^.-.-.-... increase sharply below this sean,

574,6 666,9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained nassive rock, 
similar to the overlying basalt but with weak to 
•oderate tagnetks. Rock varies (rous porphyritic to 
glomeroporphyritic with euhedral, randomly oriented pale 
green plagioclase phenocryst; up to 2 lin in length. 
Aggregates of phenocrysts up to 3 cai in si:e are noted 
locally above 580.5 ft. Plagioclase crystals are often 
fractured. Rock is weakly fractured and relatively 
unaltered,
574.6 580.5 Vesicular massive flow carries white calcite 

filled voids up to 5 ci. Rock is 
gloneroporphyritic. Hagnetics are generally 
noderate. lagnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 0.1 to 3.9.

580,5 625,5 Porphyritic with 2 to 3X plagioclase 
phenocryst*, Matrix is very fine grained and 
weakly chloritized, Occasional clusters up 
to l to 2 en of phenocrysts are noted 
locally, White calcite filled voids are 
noted throughout, These are probably not 
vesicles. Nagnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 0,07 to 2,8, A non-magnetic section is 
noted at 603 to 605 ft.

625,5 626,0 Red hematite coats moderately developed 
fracture planes randonly oriented to core 
axis but dominant!y along calcite filled 
veinlet at 43 degrees to the core axis, 

626,0 643,0 Sane as described above with fewer 
plagioclase phenocrysts and weak to noderate 
nagnetics - slightly lower and nore unifori 
than above, Magnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 1,5 to 2,5,
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643.0-666.9 A few locallized i to 3 en breccia seals at 
approxiiately SO degrees to the core axis 
carry a purple-grey colouration and aoderate 
to strong silicification. Altered rock is 
non-reactive to hydrochloric acid although 
fractures are unite calcite filled. Pyrite 
contents up to 3X are noted within highly 
silicified sections. Pervasive 
carbonatization increases at lower contact, 
Magnetics are weak to moderate as described 
above.

666,9 668.4 MONZONITE

Rock is reddish pink, very fine grained to aphanitic, 
non-nagnetic and carries pale pink 0.3 to 1.5 n 
plagioclase phenocrysts up to 57. of rock volume. Upper 
jontict is sharp at 46 degrees to the core axis, Lower 

Tf"*coritairis basaltic debris at 76 degrees to theconnet
core axis. Intrusive carries 21 very finely disseminated 
pyrite and euhedral crystals with up to 3X locally, the 
average magnetic susceptibility is 0.12.

668.4 691.9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Rock is a fine to very fine grained continuation of the 
zone overlying the intrusive above. Magnetics are 
loderate to strong, magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 
0.9 to 4.4. Below 678.0 ft, magnetics decrease to less 
than 1.5 nagnetic susceptibility. Below 682 ft, feldspar 
phenocrysts are noted - sane as described above at 
580.5 to 643.0 ft.

691,9 750.0 BASALT

A indistinct flow contact narks the top of non-aagnetic 
basalt. The section above 698.6 is composed of flow top 
breccia with angle purple-grey fragments up to 5 ci, 
Fragients exhibit abundant fracturing and are enclosed 
by hyaloclastite aatrix. This breccia grades down 
section into very fine grained massive flow. A section 
of shearing and brecciation is noted at 701,7 to 704,1 
ft. The underlying section is flow breccia with rounded 
fragments often resembling brecciated pillow selvage 
laterial, The section from 741 to the base of the hole 
is strongly vesicular. Magnetic susceptibility ranges
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froft 0,0 to 0.5. 
701,7 704,1 Sheared and brecciated Kith intense 

silicification and weak to toderate 
carbonatization, often pervading outwards 
from fracture systeas. Section contains up 
to i O'/. pyrite as very fine grained 
disseainations, and euhedral 0.1 BB 
crystals. Rock is generally grey to 
purple-grey and buff coloured. Protolith is 
basaltic flow top naterial. Direction of 
shearing is unknown due to ground core, 
possibly at 45 degrees to the core axis. 

741.0 750.0 Vesicular - white calcite filled vesicles 
above relatively smaller chlorite filled 
varieties,

Hoi B No,i 
Page No,i
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PX.87-9 
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750,0 Ft ! END OF HOLE,

generated using the LOG-!! prograde, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Hahl), on an 
Equity Ik computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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Depth Aziiuth Dip

.0 202.0 OVERBURDEN.
202.0 230,8 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
230,8 238.1 FAULT 20NE. 
238.1 282,0 BASALT. 
280.2 340.0 FAULT ZONE. 
340.0 416.8 BASALT. 
416.6 442.6 GREYWACKE, 
442.6 484.5 BASALT.
484,5 657.9 HIBH IRON THOLEII1IC BASALT, 
657,9 684,6 GREENSCHIST. 
684.6 687,0 TRANSIT10NALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
667,0 691,9 GREENSCHIST. 
691,9 795,0 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
795,0 814,2 DIORITE, 
814,2 828,0 BASALT. 
828,0 835.2 FAULT ZONE. 
835,2 839.1 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
839,1 872,5 DIORITE,
872.5 876,8 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
876,8 915,1 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
915,1 928,6 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT. 
928,6 942,5 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
942,5 992,2 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT. 
992.2 1001,4 MAIN SILICIFIED ZONE, 
1001,4 1013,9 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
1013.9 1018,1 LOWER SILICIFIED ZONE. 
1018.1 1033,9 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE. 
1033.9 1061.8 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT, 
1061.8 1088.0 GREENSCHIST. 
1088.0 1206.0 BASALT. 
1206 Ft l END OF HOLE.
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,0 202,0 OVERBURDEN

202.0 230,8 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BftSALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained non-carbonatized 
tassive flow kith abundant leucoxene overgrowths up to l 
IR, probably replacing nagnetite. Rock is very hard for 
basalt but doesn't indicate evidence of silicification, 
Section contains up to 5X white carbonate stringers at 
45 to 60 degrees to the core axis. Rock is weakly to 
•oderately cagnetic throughout, increasing down section, 

•agnetic susceptibility ranges fron 0,3 to 3,0. Basalt 
becoies relatively coarser grained below 215 ft. Lower 
2,5 ft is strongly broken,

230,8 238,1 FAULT ZONE

Upper targin is narked fay a 3 to 5 en clay - grit sea*. 
No core recovered between 231 and 235 ft. Abundant 
ground core below this section with clay - grit seams at 
50 degrees to the core axis, and minor quartz veining 
noted as 2 cut rock fragments. Rock in this zone is 
•assive, very weakly magnetic basalt with little 
alteration apart from chloritization,

238,1 282.0 BASALT

Dark green fine to very fine grained nassive flow as 
described above. Fracturing is strongly developed 
throughout (RQD-15X), with abundant open, locally 
calcite filled voids. Fractures are often red he*atite 
dated, Rock is non-iagnetic - lagnetic susceptibility
ranges fro* 0,1 to 0,6. Magnetics decrease down 
section, Fractures are randomly oriented to core axis ~ 
40 and 60 degrees in opposite directions, and 

*^ub*parallel to core axis. Basalt is non-carbonatized, 
'•'--'---•-- trace pyrite and abundant leucoxene. Quartz 

vuggy fractures at 50 to 60 degrees to the core
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axis . at 256,5, 260.1 and 260,8 ft carry abundant 
euhedral pyrite crystals up to l M, A very dirty 
quartz vein with abundant basaltic debris noted at 261.5 
to 262.1 ft. Vein Margins exhibit ei nor shearing at 47 
degrees to the core axis. Minor narrow schistose seams 
up to 10 c* are noted locally Mith tectonic foliation at 
approxinately 45 degrees to the core axis. 
238.1 269.1 Dark green, very fine grained tassive flow. 
269,] 269,3 Possible Mow contact in carbonate flooded

section, 
269,3 260,0'Pale grey-green, weakly brecciated aphanitic

fault nargin with 5 to 10Z white l to 2 c*
quartz veining. 

280,0 262.0 Highly broken (RQD'O) basalt - lower contact
is approximate due to ground core.

2B2.0 340,0 FAULT ZONE

Section is couponed of variably sheared and broken 
basalt with abundant clay - grit seams at 25 to 70 
degrees to the core axis, Core recoveries of O'/ are 
noted locally.
282.0 286.0 No core recovery.
286,0 289,7 Approximately 55X recovery - rock is

yellow-brown to liionitic yellow coloured
with few grey basaltic fragments, Some rock

^^^^^^^^^^^, fragments are well bedded, nacke-type
^^^^^^^™""K*^*"sediments with bedding laminations at 45

degrees. Shearing along narrow clay - grit 
seam is probably at 45 to 50 degrees to the 
core axis.

289.7 293.5 Quartz veined basalt as described above at 
269.3 to 280 ft.

293.5 294.2 Increasing yellow colouration to rock as 
day alteration increases.

294.2 316.7 Major fault plane - intensely clay altered 
basalt, rock is easily knife cut locally. A 
few original igneous textures are noted. 
Larger, less altered basalt fragments are 
noted within mylonitic matrix at 295.5 to 
296.2, 300,8 to 301.0, 304.0 to 305.2, 309,0 
to 309,6, and 312.2 to 312,9 ft. Basaltic 
fragments are weakly magnetic locally with 
magnetic susceptibilities up to 0.65, No 
core recovered at 301.0 to 304.0 and 314,8 
to 316.0 ft.

316.7 318.5 Core is strongly clay altered with yellow 
colouration throughout but generally 
decreasing down section. Shear foliation 
noted locally at approximately 60 degrees to
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318.5 321.0 Dark grey-green, fine grained basaltic rock 
with abundant leucoxene grains locally - 
these seen to survive strong shearing.

321,0 326.0 Yellow altered basalt with abundant clay - 
grit seams and strong shearing throughout at 
approximately 45 to 50 degrees to the core 
axis. Some rock fragments exhibit strong 
mylonitization.

326,0 326,5 Strongly broken Nhite bull quartz vein.
326.5 327.5 Sane as described above at 321 to 326 ft.
327,5 330,1 Dark green massive flow.
330.1 332.0 Very strong yellow clay alteration - 

shearing at approximately 20 degrees to the 
core axis,

332,0 333.1 Dark coloured basaltic fragment bordered by 
strong shearing and alteration.

333,1 335.7 Strongly clay altered with relatively 
unaltered basalt between 335 and 335.2.

335,7 338,2 Coninantly dark grey-green, very fine 
grained basalt Mith few yellow coloured clay 
altered shears at approximately 70 degrees 
to the core axis,

338,2 340,0 Yellow clay alteration with clay - grit 
seans and shears at 60 to 70 degrees.

340.0 416.8 BASALT

Dark grey-green, fine to very fine grained equigranular 
massive flow with 3 to SK leucoxene overgrowths up to l 
IR, Above 352 ft, rock is cut by abundant clay - grit 
seats at 60 to 70 degrees to the core axis. Few quartz

1 veins are noted locally - rare malachite stain. Rocks
are generally non-magnetic. Nagnetic susceptibility 
ranges froi 0.07 to 0.10, Rare carbonated seams noted 
at 60 degrees to the core axis (eg. 394.8-395.01. Lower 
contact along sediments at a carbonated seat at 60 
degrees to the core axis.

416.8 442,6 GREYWACKE

Pale grey to grey-green, very fine grained to aphanitic, 
irregularly laminated, well sorted non-magnetic 
sediments with bedding at 65 degrees to the core axis. 
Rock is non-reactive to hydrochloric acid and siliceous 
in composition. Magnetic susceptibility ranges frot 0.0 
to 0.1. Locally graded beds exhibit TOPS UP. Numerous 
quartz-carbonate stringers noted which contain blebs up
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da of ̂ pyrite and chalcopyrite. Sote quartz
stringers exhibit pale coloured reaction halos up to l 
c* in width. Abundant basaltic debris is noted near 
loner contact. Lower contact is narked by an intensely 
carbonatized seam at 70 degrees to the core axis.

442,6 484.5 BASALT

Hediua to dark green, very fine grained non-magnetic
•assive flow with' noderate chloritization. No distinct 
flow top structures are noted at upper contact.
•agnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.05 to 0.20, A few 
carbonatized and foliated seans up to 5 en in width are 
noted locally at approximately 70 degrees to the core 
axis, Quartz flooded breccia zones, nearly quartz 
veins, are noted at 451.4 to 452.0 and 461.5 to 482.4 ft 
carrying nil pyrite.

484,5 657,? HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Upper contact is along a carbonate flooded shear zone, 3 
ci in width at approximately 65 degrees to the core 
axis. No distinct flow top is noted below this point, 
although an i mediate increase in magnetics is noted, 
magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.4 to 9.6. 
Magnetics are irregularly developed but relatively 
strongest in dark green sections where locallized 
silicification and carbonatization are noted. 
Generally, basalt is relatively unaltered and carries up 
to 3X leucoxene, Minor ductile deformation is noted at 
the lower contact. 
484,5 486,0 Non-magnetic to strongly magnetic with

magnetic susceptibilities ranging froi 0.4
to 6,5, generally increasing down section, 

486.0 494,4 Pale green epidotized and silicified patches
noted locally. Magnetic susceptibility
ranges fron 4.0 to 8.6. 

494,4 452,0 Dark green very fine grained massive flow
with 2.4 to 4.0 Magnetic susceptibility, 

452,0 502,3 Deformed, intensely chloritized and
carbonate veined section with shearing at 

60 degrees to the core axis,
502,3 516.7 Magnetic susceptibility increases to 3.5 to 

7.0.
516,7 521.0 Magnetics decrease sharply to less than 1.0, 

then increases to 2.5 to 3,5. Relatively 
weak magnetics are associated a pink hue - 
probably due to segregation of a nore
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felspathic phase. 
521.0 S28.0 Magnetics are moderate to strong in this

section, increasing down section. 
526,0 532.5 Very dark green to black, very fine grained

highly leucoxenitic phase with 0.1 to 0.5 it
leucoxene replacements to magnetite,
lagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.4 to
2.6, Magnetics generally decrease down
section, 

532.5 533.5 Quartz veined section with weak to loderate
shearing at 50 degrees to the core axis. 

533.5 535,1 Very fine grained to aphanitic section with
indistinct igneous textures due to strong
shearing at approxiiately 60 degrees to the
core axis - abundant quartz-carbonate
stringers throughout. 

535.1 542,7 Very fine grained to aphanitic pale
grey-green rock - probably basal flow Kith
flow contact at 542.7 ft. Zone is
non-magnetic. Magnetic susceptibility ranges
from 0.03 to 0.10. Strongly epidotized and
silicified seams noted at 543.7 to 543.9 ft. 

542,7 542,9 Flow contact section. 
542,9 549.5 Dark green, very fine grained, variably

vesicular, moderately to strongly aagnetic
nassive flow, Magnetic susceptibility ranges 

MlMfttMMItAfetHK^,-.-.- fro* 0.6 to 3,3,
549,5 553.1 Abundant leucoxene grains throughout, 

moderately magnetic with lagnetic 
susceptibility of 1.6 to 3.0. Several 
microfaults noted at 65 to 70 degrees to the 
core axis displacing quartz stringers up to 
l cm.

553,1 587.5 Medium to dark grey-green very fine grained 
massive section, trace pyrite, fining in 
lower 10 to 20 en. aagnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 3,8 to 6.1.

587,5 588,5 Weakly sheared at 65 to 75 degrees to the 
core axis, abundant carbonate veining, nil 
pyrite.

588,5 589,5 Moderately to strongly magnetic, The average 
Aagnetic susceptibility is 5. Section 
contains IX pyrite as blebs up to 2 mn.

589,5 590.5 Minor shearing with carbonate stringers at 
70 to 80 degrees to the core axis, Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 4,5 to 5.0.

590.5 648.7 Dark green very fine grained massive flow. 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 3.5 to 
6,0, Rock becomes relatively paler green 
down section with lower magnetics. Carbonate 
veined material is also weakly magnetic.

648.7 648.9 Carbonatized shear Kith foliation at 70 to
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75 degrees to the core axis.
648.9 657,9 Continuation of above with lower magnetics. 

Magnetic susceptibility ranges from 1.1 to 
3.3. Section contains up to li very finely 
dissetlnated pyrite and blebs up to l AA.

Basalt in this section is variably deforced and exhibits 
loderate to strong tectonic foliation at 65 to 70 
degrees to the core axis as highlighted by parallel, 
pale grey to purple-grey, carbonatized seams up to i c* 
in width, Foliated sections alternate with fine grained 
equigranular rock which exhibits abundant weakly altered 
•agnetite grains up to 0.5 AU. Carbonatized rock is 
generally non-magnetic to weakly magnetic. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.18 to 2.0. Relatively 
undefomed, or less foliated rock ranges from 1,5 to 
7,0, Purple colouration within carbonatized material is 
due to hematite, These sections also contain brecciated 
quartz vein material and up to 5X euhedral and very 
finely disseeinaled pyrite, with blebs locally up to 2 mm 
Relatively unaltered, doninantly massive equigranular 
sections are noted at 659.8 to 666.9, 671.8 to 672.9, 
676,0 to 677.0 and 679,8 to 684.6 ft.

484,6 687.0 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Zone is a nore deforied and altered equivalent of the 
overlying unit, The nain fora of alteration is 
silicification, generally restricted to locally 
developed breccia seams. These bands cut the core axis 
along a tectonic foliation at 60 to 70 degrees, Hinor 
quartz flooding is also noted, Silicified rock contains 
pyrite contents up to 57, as euhedral crystals and blebs 
up to 2 inn. Weak grey pervasive carbonatization occurs 
along the foliation locally. The highest pyrite contents 
are associated with local sections of silica flooding. 
Abundant randomly oriented quartz stringers up to S mm 
in width cut the foliation, Magnetics are highly 
irregular fros non-magnetic to strongly tagnetic, 
tagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.5 to 4.5.

687,0 691,9 GREENSCHIST

Same as described above overlying the transitional
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alteration. Parallel parting is well developed along a
foliation at 45 to 55 degrees to the core axis, - - - -~-
Foliation is locally highlighted by unite calcite filled
shear planes, Kagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 1,5 to
6,0, Carbonated seats up to 5 cut in width exhibit
•oderate hydrochloric acid reactions, Zone carries trace
pyrite with up to IX in pervasively carbonated bands,

691,9 795,0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Rock is typical dark green, fine to very fine grained 
variably tagnetic massive f l OH Hith seldoi greater than 
trace amounts of pyrite. A few carbonated shears at 
70 to 80 degrees to the core axis are noted locally, 
often containing hematite seats up to l cm in width, 
These carbonated seams are concentrated at 711,0 to 
711,7, 743,0 to 743.4 and 779,7 to 780.6 ft. Basalt is 
often leucoxenitic. This mineral is a common replacement 
to magnetite. magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0,1 
to 6.6. A relatively non-magnetic section is noted at 
715,2 to 743.4 ft with magnetic susceptibilities of 0.1 
to 0,3 and rare highs of 0,69, 

|||il||HHMi^9Mc7j07.6 Moderately to strongly Magnetic,
707.6 715.2 Less magnetic - magnetic susceptibility of 

less than 1.4.
711,0 711,7 Carbonatized shears at 70 to 80 degrees to 

the core aids.
715.2 743.0 Abundant carbonate filled fractures at 45 

and 90 degrees to the core axis containing 
purple hematite ~ locally contains abundant 
magnetite.

743.0 743.4 Narrow sections of moderate auto-brecciation 
- these are silicified and carbonatized Kith 
l to 3X very finely disseminated pyrite in 
i to 5 cut seams. These seams nark a major 
break in magnetic susceptibility. Possible 
flow contact zone at base of section.

743,4 779,7 Breccia at top of section has an epidotized 
colouration locally, Magnetics are moderate 
to strong. magnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 0,9 to 5.4. Randomly oriented calcite 
filled fractures throughout. Shears up to 5 
cm in width exhibit minor quartz flooding 
with quart: stringers up to i cm in width, 
These are generally sub-parallel with same 
general direction of dip at 40 to 80 degrees 
to the core axis,

779.7 780.6 A carbonated section of ductile 
deformation characterized by a strong 
foliation at 25 degrees to the core axis
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which is subsequently offset along a 
nicro-fault plane at 70 degrees to the core 
axis. This chlorite - carbonate schist it 
sub-parallel to carbonatized shears in the 
overlying section.

780.6 795.0 Continuation of above with irregularly 
developed calcite fillet! fractures 
sub-parallel to carbonatized shears.

795,0 814,2 DIORITE

Dark pinkish green, very fine grained massive rock with
well chilled upper contact at approximately 50 degrees

the core axis - irregular due to shearing, Pale
"greenish pink to yellow-green sausauritized feldspathic 
patches are noted locally - possibly highly altered 
phenocryst? or aggregates of phenocrysts. Magnetics are 
federate to strong throughout with Aagnetic 
susceptibilities of 2.5 to 5.0, Relatively lower 
nagnetics are associated with carbonatized seams and 
shears which are not well developed beyond 2 ci of 
width. Rock contains trace to IX pyrite as very fine 
grained disseminations and blebs up to l nut, and rare 
poikiloblastic clots up to 5 RSI, Fracturing is often 
along preferred planes at 45 to 50 degrees to the core 
axis. A possible crenulation cleavage is noted at 55 to 
60 degrees to the core axis and approximately noraal to 
fracturing, Pale grey 0.5 nin grains are noted 
throughout - moderately to strongly reactive to 
hydrochloric acid. These are altered grains, not a void 
filling phase. Late stage chloritized fracturing 
increases below 811 ft and becomes very strong below 
812.5 ft, often sub-parallel to core axis. Pyrite 
content increases as a fracture filling phase in lower 
1,3 ft. Magnetic susceptibility decreases to less than 
1.5 in this lower zone.

614,2 828.0 BASALT

Dark green very fine grained, strongly chloritized and 
fractured with pale yellow-green, 0.1 to 1,0 it 
leucoxene grains -after magnetite. Minor purple-grey 
alteration noted locally associated with carbonatite!) 
shears up to 0,5 nn in width carrying 2 to 3X pyrite. A 
l cm red and steel-grey hematite band is noted at 20 
degrees to the core axis, sub-parallel to lower contact 
of overlying dioritic intrusive, Below 818 ft, 
increased fracturing and greater number of clay - grit
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sea* . are noted at 60 to 70 degrees to the core axis, 
Fen fractures parallel to core axis are gritty and 
rusted, Kinor pyrite is noted along this fracture, 
Chlorite grains up to 2 nn are disseninated throughout 
rock as dark green patches, lagnetic susceptibility 
ranges trot 0.1 to 0.3.

828,0 835,2 FAULT ZONE

Zone is initially coaposed of intact basalt as described 
above with l an clay - grit seats at l to 5 en intervals 
along hole, These are generally at 60 to 70 degrees to 
the core axis. Few cross-fractures at 30 degrees to the 
core axis are noted. Clay - grit seats are up to l en 
in width locally, no definitive slickensides are observed 
828. O 830.7 Basalt with abundant clay - grit seams. 
830.7 831.8 Abundant clay - grit seans and ground core.

Several quartz vein rock fragnents up to 3
cm in size noted. 

831.8 833.4 No core recovery.
^JL^.Z Highly broken ta"alt 51lilar to rock 

overlying fault. Magnetic susceptibility
ranges froii 0,05 to 0.20.

835,2 839.1 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Dark green, fine to very fine grained igneous textured 
with abundant quartz flooded breccia exhibiting angular 
fragients up to 2 en and generally pale green, buff and 
reddish green colourations. Quartz is generally white 
and barren of sulphide. Igneous rock becomes reddish 
hued Kith higher amounts of quartz, and closely 
resembles the diorite above 814.2 ft. A Binirun of 3 
randomly oriented quartz veining episodes are recognized 
by cross-cutting relationships. Earlier phases are less 
distinct. Some quart: veining is associated with 
ikro-faults, although nost are also dislocated across 
licro-shears within breccia. A dominant early fracture 
plane is noted at approximately 60 to 70 degrees to the 
core axis - late stage fracturing and veining is nore 
randoi. Below 837,2 ft rock locally becones indistinct 
textured and redder in colouration. The section below 
is dark reddish green coloured - sane as described above 
in intrusive at 795.0 to 814.2 ft. magnetic 
susceptibility ranges froin 0.15 to 0.30, Magnetics 
increase near contacts.
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839.1 872.5 DIORITE

Rock is dark reddish green, fine to very fine grained 
and strongly fractured at 30 to 45 degrees to the core 
axis. Section is the probable protolith for the 
overlying quartz veined and silicified zone. Magnetics 
are weakly to toderately developed. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges fro* 2.2 to 3.5 above 844.5 ft and 
3.4 to 4.5 beloN. Higher Aagnetics in lower section nay 
correspond to a slightly nore mafic composition. Pale 
waxy green plagioclase phenocryst* up to l en are rare 
but well exhibited locally - eg. 839.7 ft - relatively 
unaltered and non-carbonatized. Matrix exhibits pale 
grey 0.1 to 0.5 AA carbonatized grains at 844.0 to 644.6 

- possibly an alteration product, Chloritized 
' nell developed throughout, and exhibit

slickensidess sub-parallel to core axis at 5 degrees 
from direction of hole, The change from pink hued to 
grey phases is often very sharp - aagnatic segregation, 
Colouration is also possibly due to saussuritization of 
feldspar. Below 856 ft, fractures are often bordered by 
pale grey strongly carbonatized reaction halos up to 5 
DI in Midth. A slickensided and clay coated fault plane 
is noted at 60 degrees to the core axis at 359,1 ft, 
slickensidess cut across core axis at approximately 25 
degrees. Pyrite contents up to li noted as 0.1 to 0,5 
in disseninations and poikiloblastic clots up to l CA 
with rare euhedral crystals up to l m, 
839,1 848,0 Dooiinantly pink hued feldspathic section. 
848.0 862.2 Benerally dark green with ninor pink hue. 
862.2 863.6 Dark grey, slightly pink coloured, 

containing abundant white carbonatized 
grains - resemble snowflake pattern. 

863.6 866.0 Rock becones nore pink in colouration, and 
highly sheared at 45 degrees to the core 
axis. Late stage shearing is also noted at 
•30 to 40 degrees to the core axis and nomal 
to earlier set.

866.0 872.5 Generally dark grey-green, fine grained with 
slight pink hue and distinct reddish halos 
around quartz veins locally. Underlying 
breccia is invasive into this intrusive 
lithology rather than being developed in a 
different protolith.

872.5 876.6 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Hediuti to dark grey-green, often carrying pink coloured, 
very fine grained breccia fragments derrived froA the
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•IIMtll^lNljjJtliiiP^ graditional into the overlying detonation. 
Rock is dark green very fine grained and massive, Kith 
•oderate to strong locallized brecciation in narrow 
seams which exhibit aoderate pervasive carbonatization. 
These are cut by about 10X randomly oriented white 
calcite veinlets, Strong leucoxene overprinting noted as 
approxinately 27. O,i to 0.5 nut pale grey grains. 
676.8 887.1 Highly variable magnetics with abundant 

carbonatized breccia seass and fracture 
systems. 

887.1 894.6 Fine grained weakly magnetic usssive flow
with relatively little carbonatization. 

894.6 895.8 Schistose section with foliation parallel to 
sharp contacts at SO degrees to the core 
axis - possible lava tube. 

895,8 902,8 Magnetics increase to moderate with abundant
leucoxene throughout.

902,6 903,8 Flow fines down section to a chilled flow 
contact at lower aargin at 80 degrees to the 
core axis. Rock becoies non-magnetic down 
section,

903.8 909.3 Pale to tedium green, very fine grained to 
aphanitic, auto-brecciated section siiilar 

t to flow top breccia with well developed 
\ foliation throughout at approxinately 75 to 
\ 80 degrees to the core axis. Section is 
; unusually foliated for flow top laterial -

possible ductile deformation, Minor 
purple-grey altered breccia and quartz veins 
are noted. Basalt adjacent to quartz veins 
is often strongly pyritized with very fine

Froi To ———————————Description-———--———- Baiple Froi To Length Au .(ppTT EN Py IX)

overlying intrusive. These breccia fragtents are 
strongly silicified, Minor quartz flooding is noted 
locally. Rock is cut by abundant barren late stage . — ......,....,,.
calcite veinlets. Early ductile detonation is 
characterized by a variably developed foliation it 
approxinately 60 degrees to the core axis. Strong 
pervasive carbonatization noted within l to 3 n 
laiinations along foliation. Pyrite contents of up to li 
are' noted locally associated with the highest degrees 
of alteration - eg. 875.5 ft. These sections exhibit 
strong brittle deformation with breccia fragients 
generally less than 3 mn in size. Pyrite noted as 
euhedral crystals up to 0.5 an, very fine grained 
disseiinations and as trails within healed fractures. 
Zone is generally non-magnetic. Magnetic susceptibility 
ranges fro* 0.2 to 0.5.

876,8 915,1 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT
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grained disseminations, l mn crystals and '.. ............. . ,- ...
blebs and poikiloblastic clots up to several 
cm in length along foliation planes. 

909.3 915.1 Auto-breccia, resembles flow top naterial. 
Foliation Hell developed locally, nay be 
tectonic. Relic vesicles noted locally at 
911.5 to 914.3 ft. Base of zone exhibits 
silicified and purple-grey halos to 
•fracturing, Rock becomes non-magnetic. 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.0 to 
0.23.

915,1 928.6 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

Dark green very fine grained moderately chloritized 
basalt is cut by 10'i purple-grey, intensely silicified 
breccia seams up to 25 cm in width. Chloritic rock 
contains trace pyrite whereas silicified sections carry 
up to lOX associated with ninor quart: flooding of voids 
between breccia fragnents. These fragients are angular 
and up to 3 RIA in size, averaging less than l an. Pyrite 
is generally restricted to the comminuted matrix around 
fragments. Higher pyrite contents are noted as very fine 
grained disseninations, blebs up to l mm, very fine 
trails along healed fractures and poikiloblastic clots 
up to l en. Minor clay coated fracture planes noted 
locally at approximately 30 degrees to the core axis due 
to late stage shearing, Relic variolites up to l en are 
noted at 916.6 ft. Rock is generally non-nagnetic in 
highly silicified sections with locallized loderately 

itic-spatches, Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro*
0,05 to 2.5. Generally, silicified rock is non-reactive
to hydrochloric acid.
915.1 917.0 Contains 30 to 35X purple-grey silicified 

•breccia,
917.0 917.B Massively silicified breccia with up to 10X 

pyrite locally. Minor ductile deformation 
noted, Non-magnetic - iiagnetic 
susceptibility less than 0.07,

917.8 923,6 Lower deformation and alteration with relic 
variolites noted, Approximately SX 
purple-grey silicification around fractures 
and in narrow breccia seams but not 
pervasively developed throughout rock. 
Highly irregular magnetics.

923.6 926.0 Silicification increases to 10 to 15X of 
rock volume. Trace nagnetics locally as 
magnetic susceptibility decreases to less 
than 0.5. Variolitic hyaloclastite at 924.8 
to 925.2 with variolites extending down
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section into underlying zone.
926,0 928,4 Section contains about 52 silicified 

breccia. Chloritic rock contains relic 
variolites up to l c*. Hagnetic 
susceptibility ranges from i.O to 2.5.

928,6 942.5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of overlying section with little 
brecciation and no silicification. Relic volcanic 
structures and textures are noted locally, generally as 
variolites, nagnetic susceptibility ranges from 2.0 to 
2,5, Magnetics becoie irregular between 0,15 and 3,5 
below 932.5 ft. Abundant white calcite filled breccia 
noted locally - resembles coarse blocky fracturing or 
proto-brecciation.

'942,5 992,2 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

The overlying basalt becones increasingly fractured and 
locally brecciated in this zone, with increasing 
silicification and abundant calcite within these 
perneable sections. Silicified breccia is typically 
purple-grey to pale grey, and carries up to 5X pyrite 
locally, averaging l to li. Silicification is generally 
acconpanied by quartz flooding around relic basaltic 
fragients up to 3 en in size.
942.5 955.0 Approximately \dl silicified breccia in 

seams up to 5 cm in width Kith up to 2i 
pyrite. Magnetic susceptibility highly 
irregular at i,O to 2.7. Minor late stage 
heiatized fracturing noted at 20 to 30 
degrees to the core axis. -

955.0 962.9 30 to 352 silicified breccia in sections up 
to 20 en width, much of this as quartz 
flooding. This quartz, generally barren of 
pyrite, carries abundant basaltic debris as 
fragcents less than 0.5 no fragments. 
Breccia seans are often parallel to quartz 
filled fractures and narrow chloritic shears 
along a eoderate foliation at 70 degrees to 
the core axis. Pyrite up to 10Z noted in 
highly altered rock including poikiloblastic 
clots up to 3 ne. Magnetics weak to toderate 
but highly irregular nagnetic 
susceptibilities of 0.1 to 2.5. 

982,9 983.6 White bull quartz vein with debris along 
contacts at approximately SO degrees to the
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core axis - trace pyrite. — •-'-•~—..-—.—- — - -. 
983,6 992,2 Locallized silicified breccia scans up to 5 

cm with abundant quartz flooding and 
randomly oriented siliceous veinlets, Up to 
4GX chloritized, basaltic breccia fragients 
up to 2 cm are enclosed in this siliceous 
material, Larger fragments exhibit well 
developed igneous texture. However, smaller 
rounded fragments up to S AU exhibit 
several types of alteration and defamation 
as within silicified breccia. Foliated 
epidotized fragients and very finely 
cocninuted, purple-grey to buff coloured 
varieties are noted. Magnetic 
susceptibilities are generally low at less 
than 0.3, Magnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 0,5 to 0.9,

992,2 1001,4 HAIN SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale green, grey and purple-grey intensely silicified 
breccia and quartz flooded rock with less than 5X dark 
green fine grained igneous breccia clasts. These 
chloritic fragments probably were incorporated during 
relatively late stage brecciation events, Defortation is 
doiinantly brittle with cinor local foliation 
development due to ductile shear at about 70 degrees to 
the core axis. Rock is non-magnetic throughout with 
cagnetic susceptibilities less than 0.25. 
992,2 994,3 Brey to grey-green, 2 to 4X very finely 

disseminated pyrite and poikiloblastic clots 
up to 5 nm. 

994.3 995.3 Purple-grey with narrow chloritic shear at
upper iargin. 2 to 3X pyrite.

995,3 995.4 Ghostnount Fault - fault plane narked by a 
clay - grit seam at 70 to 75 degrees to the 
core axis. Slickens!dess plunge 60 degrees 

,_^..^...... east and another set is flat.
l*Pll|W!lli^!J^ - carbonate schist Hith nell

developed foliation parallel to overlying 
fault plane at 70 degrees to the core axis. 

995,6 996,0 Intensely brecciated with pale grey-green, 
silicified fragments up to i en in length 
highly foliated along abundant ductile 
shears at 70 degrees. Shears are red 
hematite filled. Strongly commuted breccia 
is dark reddish purple due to high hematite 
content. Pervasive carbonatization is strong. 

996.0 997,5 Cream to pale green quartz-carbonate vein 
with abundant wispy chloritic wall-rock
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debris throughout, lostly at loner contact. 
Calcite is along nicro-shears within quartz, 
and parallel to general rock foliation, 
Veins carry nil pyrite except for trace near 
lower contact in fractures with traces of 
chalcopyrite.

997,5 999.2 Green intensely silicified breccia with
ei nor purple-grey breccia clasts as
described above - trace pyrite.

997.2 1001.1 6 cm crean coloured quartz vein at upper
contact as described above, with 3 ci
veinlet at loner contact, Dark green
chloritic and silicified shears noted
along a moderate to strong foliation at 70
to 80 degrees to the core axis,

1001.1 1001.4 Dark green intensely silicified breccia at
upper and lower targins with chloritic
material and ei nor silicification between,
Pyrite averages 2 to 37. with up to 5X near

1001,4 1013,9 TRANSITIONftLLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Rock is essentially sane as described above in other
transitionally silicified section. Many episodes of
deforiation are exhibited Iron early ductile shear to
late stage brittle fracturing. Cross-cutting evidence
suggests at least 4 episodes of quart: veining, Early
veining associated with brecciation is bordered by buff
coloured reaction halos. Late stage veining has sharp
unaltered contacts. Section contains 10 to 15X
silicified material by rock volume.
1001.4 1004,4 lOX silicified breccia and up to 5X pyrite

locally as very fine grained
. disseminations, few poikiloblastic clots

up to l ea and einor euhedral crystals,
Pyrite also in healed fractures within
breccia near nargins of quartz stringers,

1004.4 1007.8 Approximately 255! silicified breccia in
seans up to 3 ci in width,

1007,8 1009,3 Rock nearly 100X strongly silicified 
breccia cut by several i to 2 ci carbonate 
veinlets. Pyrite contents up to 52 noted, 
often concentrated along, but not in, 
nargins of veins, Zone is cut by late 
stage chloritic shears at 70 degrees to 
the core axis,

1009.3 1013.9 Approxinately 267, silicified breccia in 
seans up to 5 en in width, averaging 2.5 
en. Silicified aaterial often cut by late
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stage shears at approxiaately 45 degrees ...i.... _,-...—...______.........,............
to the core axis. Magnetics mk and
variable. Magnetic susceptibilities range 

^_^,,,, 0.01 to 1,1 but average 0.4 to 1,0, **li*lllllliimtî i:~Several 0.3 mn chloritic shears are noted
at 45 to 60 degrees to the core axis at
lower contact.

1013.9 1016,1 LOWER SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale grey to dark purple-grey, often greenish grey, 
aphanitic intensely silicified breccia with fragment 
size generally less than 2 M. Section is non-reactive 
to hydrochloric acid. Minor late stage calcite stringers 
and fracture fillings noted locally crosscutting 
breccia. These often carry l to 21 very finely 
disseminated chalcopyrite. The nost highly deformed and 
highly coitninuted sections are generally buff in colour 
and are characterized by abundant silica flooding. 
These areas also carry up to l O'/, pyrite as very fine 
grained disseminations, fracture fillings and 
poikiloblastic clots up to i cm - often cut by late 
stage calcite and quart: stringers. Individual breccia 
fragients exhibit varying detonation styles. Bose are 
very finely foliated due to early ductile shear. 
Others are extremely coaminuted due to brittle 
detonation, Several defornation stages are therefore 
recognizeable. Non-magnetic. magnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 0.05 to 0.33. Late stage chloritized shears 
possibly rake up li of section.

1018*1 1033.9 TRftNSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Dark green, very fine grained noderately to strongly 
chloritized rock with abundant pale grey to greenish 
grey and purple-grey, strongly silicified breccia seats 
up to 50 en in width. The most highly altered sections 
are characterized by quartz flooding and buff hains 
around the quartz. Breccia seans cut the core axis at 
approximately 55 degrees and are dislocated along quartz 
filled shears at 15 to 20 degrees to the core axis. 
Magnetic susceptibility is variable depending upon 
aiount of non-magnetic silicified breccia, and ranges 
frog 0.03 to 2.2. Ninor late stage quartz veined 

noted locally but generally no alteration of
dark green, angular chloritized rock fragients up to 3
ci in size.
1018.l 1025.B Section carry; SO to 55X intensely
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silicified breccia, generally averaging 5X ..................
pyrite in silicified material with up to
10H locally. Pyrite doninantly as very
fine grained disseminations, fracture
fillings and poikiloblastic clots with
relatively minor euhedral crystals up to l
nut. Minor foliation noted locally at 45
to 50 degrees to the core axis,
particularly . in relatively late stage
veining. Host of silicification is
concentrated above a massive silicified
breccia seaii at 1021.3 to 1022.7 ft. 

1025.6 1028.8 5X silicified breccia along irregularly
developed fracture systems. 

1028.8 1031.6 Chloritized igneous rock with no
silicification, Magnetic susceptibility 3
to 5. Kagnetics decrease sharply at base
to less than 1.0. 

1031.6 1033,9 Irregularly magnetic section as described
above with approxiiately 15! silicification

1033,9 1061.8 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green very fine grained moderately to strongly 
Chloritized rock with abundant very fine brecciation 
irregularly developed above 1044.7 ft. Brecciation is 
noted as a fine network of hairline fractures defining 
fragients up to l nin in size. These fragments are not 
silicified as in the overlying sections. Up to 5X 
leucoxene noted as overgrowths - a replacement to 
magnetite, Basalt is not pervasively carbonated, 
1033.9 1039.6 Non-silicified but contains micro -

brecciation throughout.
1039,6 1044.7 5 to 10), local 11 red silicification within 

-narrow coarse breccia seats up to 6 ci in 
width. Silicification generally is 
purple-grey in colour with up to 591 
pyrite. Rock is strongly leucoxenitic 
throughout.

l 1044.7 1057.7 Schistose section Kith tioderate foliation
at approximately 60 degrees to the core 
axis and abundant locallized 
quartz-carbonste veinlets. Quartz is 
brecciated by later pink calcite, at 50 
degrees to the core axis - not parallel to 
foliation. Relic variolites are common, 
often stretched by micro-shears. Section 
carries less than li silicified aaterial. 
Rock is variable fro* non-magnetic to 
loderately magnetic - magnetic
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susceptibility ranges fro* 0.i to 2,6, A
section of locallized strong brecciation ——————————————————" 
and quartz-carbonate veining noted at 
1055,2 to 1057.7 ft.

1057,7 1059,O Dark green, very fine grained massive rock 
Kith no foliation - possible 
non-carbonatized mafic intrusive, 
nagnetic susceptibility ranges from 2,3 to 
2.5. Trace pyrite, No relic variolites 
are noted as described above, Upper 

^i-^ contact at approximately 40 degrees to the 
•core axis, loner at 85 degrees.

1059.0 1061.8 50X silicified breccia - typical 
transitional type rock, Late stage 
shearing at 60 to 70 degrees to the core 
axis beloM 1060.7 gives rock a foliated 
appearance. Pyrite contents average 2 to 
3X with up to 5Z locally, mostly as 
poikiloblastic clots along shears and 
within quartz flooded sections. Magnetic 
susceptibility is 1.7 in chloritized 
material and 0.1 to 0,2 in siliceous 
alteration.

1061.8 1088,0 GREENSCHIST

Dark green, very fine grained basalt is deforced ductily 
to produce a well developed foliation at approximately 
60 degrees to the core axis as highlighted by nispy 
chlorite along shear planes, Magnetics decrease sharply 
from overlying section to become weak at top and 
non-tagnetic below 1062,5 ft, Magnetic susceptibility is 
generally less than 1,0, Minor pink calcite veinleti 
noted along and cross-cutting the foliation, Rock 
contains higher pyrite contents at l'/, than is norial 
for greenschist, Generally pyrite is noted as blebs and 
euhedral crystals up to l mn, and as very fine grained 
disseminations. 
1066.0 1070.3 Foliation is relatively weak and rock

exhibits minor locallized brecciation, 
1070.3 1071.7 Quartz-carbonate vein with hematite and 

magnetite filled, strongly sheared 
contacts at 40 degrees to the core axis. 
Pyrite content up to l to 21 along 
locallized shear planes.

1071.7 1072.9 Rock contains abundant calcite veinlets 
along a strong foliation at 50 degrees to 
the core axis, nearly a chlorite - 
carbonate schist, A strongly developed 
late stage shear noted parallel to
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: foliation at 1072,2 ft. 
1072.9 1088.0 Rock is variably foliated, generally 

becoming weaker down section to 1076 ft, 
then becoiing stronger. Foliation at 70 
degrees to the core axis at 1075 ft, and 
60 degrees at 1084 ft, Hagnetlci are .......^. ...^ .....__—......-..•- ...~.~..
highly irregular with magnetic 
susceptibility fron 0.3 to 1.7. Abundant 
lensitic calcite bodies up to 2 mi are 
noted along foliation locally, These 
reseible relic vesicles but are probably a 

|||(|||MMNfVIMtte*i2^--.product of carbonatization,

1088.0 1206,0 BASALT

Continuation of overlying schistose rock with little 
foliation locally, generally massive with moderate 
chloritization throughout. Few volcanic structures are 
noted - rock is generally equigranular and very fine 
grained. Locallized brecciation and shearing is highly 
altered. Sheared material is chloritized whereas 
brecciated rock is silicified, calcite veined and quartz 
flooded. A most highly altered section noted at 1092.1 
to 1093,1 ft nith up to SI pyrite - generally as 
euhedral crystals. Rock is generally non-magnetic. 
Magnetic susceptibility decreases sharply to less than 
0,5 (nonmagnetic), at upper contact. Increases to 1,1 
to 5,3 are noted at 1089,8 to 1092.1 ft. Below this 
point, rock is non-magnetic at 0.15 to 0.20 magnetic 
susceptibility.
1106,2 1107.5 Basalt exhibits autobrecciation with 

abundant white bull quartz veining and 
white to pink calcite veining,

1107.5 1118.3 Rock becomes reddish green to pinkish 
- green due to a brick red interstitial 
mineral. This is possibly an alteration 
product - irregularly distributed 
throughout rock. Non-magnetic. Nagnetic 
susceptibility is less than 0.2. Lower 
contact is along a calcite filled shear at 
25 degrees to the core axis. Basalt is 
leucoxenitic.

1118.3 1129.5 Dark green, very fine grained leucoxenitic 
massive flow with minor reddish 
colouration locally.

1129.5 1131.5 Abundant late stage white calcite veining 
in sheared basalt - also contains 
carbonatized blocky breccia with l to 3 cm 
rock fragments. 

1131.5 1133,5 Dark green very fine grained massive flow.
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1133.5 1134,5 Calcite vein.
1134.5 1186.9 Fine grained dark to nediun green aassive

flow with l to n quartz and calcite
veinlets at 30 to 50 degrees to the core
axis. Non-magnetic, the average magnetic
susceptibility is 0,15, Voids up to l c*
at 1161,4 ft are filled by epidote green
agate. Rock fines sharply to lower chilled
contact,

1186.9 Flow contact, 
1186.9 1201.2 Flow top breccia - angular breccia clasts

up to 5 co in hyaloclastite aatrix, Rock
is slightly less magnetic than above,
magnetic susceptibility ranges fron 0.03
to 0.05. Rock grades into nore typical
flow breccia below 1195 ft. 

1201.2 1203,3 Pale grey, very fine grained to aphanitic
aassive flow.

^J203.3 1206.0 Highly vesicular tassive flow with 
••i**11*8*86^*^ filled voids up to 0.5 IB -

poorly formed indistinct vesicles noted
locally up to l tin in size. Magnetic
susceptibility is less than 0.06.

1206.0 Ft s END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-11 programme,
(copyright Derry, Hichener, Booth and Kahl), on an
Equity Ile computer by Al Horton and Associates.
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Core Size; 88

Neasureienti Imperial
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HOLE NO.l PX,87-11

Propertyi Perrex - 103

Location! 12*00 H, 9+00 l

Brid Systen Airborne

Date Startedi 16 July, 1987
Date Coipletedt 25 July, 1987

Logged byt A,H, Horkian

Depth Azimuth Dip

170.00 
185.00

-62.8 
-64.7

480.00 
780.00

-62.3 
-58,7

Depth Aziiuth Dip 

1080.00 340.0 -56.1

,0 164,0 OVERBURDEN.
164.0 227.8 BASALT.
227.8 235,9 FAULT ZONE.
235,9 330.5 SEDIMENTS (unspecified),
330.5 344.0 BASALT.
344,0 346.0 FAULT ZONE.
346.0 411.5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
411.5 438,4 BASALT.
438.4 456.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
456,0 476.5 SEDIMENTS (unspecified).
476.5 600.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
600.0 629.3 GREENSCHIST.
629,3 794,5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
794.5 867.3 BASALT.
867.3 883.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 
JB3.Q 688,3 MONZONITE.
888,3 1011.2 4IIBH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
1011.2 1025.7 GREENSCHIST.
1025.7 1035.5 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE,
1035.5 1037.8 UPPER SILICIFIED ZONE.
1037.8 1096.8 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE.
1096.8 1110.6 HAIN SILICIFIED ZONE.
1110.6 1132.1 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE.
1132.1 1150.4 LOKEft SILICIFIED ZONE.
1150.4 1175.0 TRANSITIONftLLY SILICIFIED ZONE.
1175.0 1198.0 GREENSCHIST.
1198.0 1306.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT,
1306.0 Ft i END OF HOLE.
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164.0 -227.8 BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained, non-magnetic
lassive flow, Hagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.1 to
0.3. Linonitic and rusty fractures at top of section
indicate possible fault zone nearby. Several clay - grit
seans are also noted at 70 degrees to the core axis.
Basalt is non-carbonatized, relatively unaltered and
undeforied,
164,0 165.7 Rusty clay - grit seam with highly altered 

basalt rock fragnents up to 5 en.
165.7 167.0 No core recovery,
167.0 169.0 Linonitic and rusty rock fragients and clay 

- grit seam laterial - 40 to 50X core 
recovery,

169.0 175.9 Grey-green, fine grained nassive flow,
175.9 176.5 Rusty basalt with several l to 2 en clay - 

grit seam at approxinately 70 degrees to the 
core axis.

176.5 177,5 Fine grained nassive flow,
177,5 180.2 Sane as described above at 175.9 to 176.5 - 
MiMttc&s^cUy- - grit seans at 45 degrees to the core 

axis,
180.2 214,0 Dark green very fine grained nassive flow 

with red henatite coated shear planes at 15 
degrees to the core axis at 190 ft and a 
clay - grit sean at approxinately 191 ft in 
ground core. Rock becomes slightly coarser 
grained below this shearing but texture is 
less distinct, Basalt cut by numerous 
linonitic fractures throughout at 60 to 70 
degrees to the core axis,

214,0 227,8 Dark green rock fines doKn section. Minor 
late stage shearing at 45 degrees to the 
core axis becoming nore abundant and 
linonitic at base.

227.8 235,9 FAULT ZONE

Dark grey very fine grained igneous textured rock 
alternates Kith pale creat coloured material - possibly 
a carbonate vein. Arboritic pyrolusite is noted on 
fractures, Shears and clay - grit seats at 45 to 60 
decrees to the core axis. Najor clay - grit seams noted 
at vapproxiitately 233 and 234 ft. Core recovery is about 
40* ketneen 233 and 236 ft,
VW
Ot\( 
"I
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235,9 330,5 SEDIMENTS (UNSPECIFIED)

Pale grey, aphanitic to very fine grained, well sorted 
but generally non-laminated, with good foliation of 
grains at 30 to 40 degrees to the core axis, Rock nay 
be 'tuffaceous in origin. A white bull quartz vein noted 
at approxilnately 55 degrees to the core axis at 290.4 to 
291.1 ft. Rock is often cut by rusty fractures 
containing euhedral pyrite crystals up to l MI. The 
aiount of fracturing and veining increases below 303 ft, 

This section also carries locallized breccia which is 
silicified and recemented - eg. 311.5 ft. Rock is 
nonmagnetic. Nagnetic susceptibility ranges fron 0.0 to 
0.15.

330,5 344,0 BASALT

Dark green very fine grained non-nagnetic lassive flow, 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges fron 0.10 to 0.20, 
Textures are distinctly igneous and exhibit ooderate 
chloritization. Rock is strongly fractured throughout, 
Fractures are open with minor calcite, and are 
sub-parallel to 45 degrees to the core axis. Fractures 
along drill hole exhibit slickenside which plunge at 
approximately 35 degrees across the plane of shearing. 
Chloritization and possible clay alteration increase 
down section, Probable vesicles are indicated as calcite 
filled voids up to i ism. Abundant ground core 
throughout with appropriately BOX overall core recovery,

344,0 346.0 FAULT ZONE

No core was recovered from this interval - non-nagnetic 
basalt overlying this has been strongly ground. 
Underlying rock is less fractured and exhibits moderate 
nagnetics.

346.0 411.5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained tiassive flow with 
weak iiagnetics initially, but becoming stronger down 
section. The zone above 406.5 ft exhibits nagnetic 
susceptibilities of 0.3 to 2.3. EeloK this point,
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•agnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 3.2 to 7.6, Rock is 
highly fractured at top becoming less broken down 
section, Numerous linonitic shears are noted at 
approxinately 40 degrees to the core axis, nitti several 

.chloritic shears sub-parallel to the core axis, Little 
alteration, apart froa chloritization is noted within 
sheared sections.
411,0 411.5 Quartz filled breccia section - probably 

basal fault,

411.5 438.4 BASALT

Medium to dark green, fine grained nonmagnetic nassive
flow with sharply decreased aagnetics fron overlying
basalt, nagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.1 to 0.49.
411. S 421.0 Possible relic vesicles beconing less

abundant down section. Contains irregularly
shaped chloritized patches up to 3 im in
size. Fracturing is strong locally, often
parallel to core axis,

421,0 438,0 Fine grained continuation of above nit h 
along core axis near upper largin,

438,0 438.4 Brecciated and sheared seam Kith quartz and 
carbonate filling - possibly narking 
boundary between different phases of sate 
flow.

438.4 456.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of overlying basalt with increased 
nagnetics, becoming moderate to strong locally, 
tagnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.5 to 2.i. Highest 
tagnetics below 44? ft.

456,0 476,5 SEDIMENTS (UNSPECIFIED)

Pale to nediuit grey-green, very fine grained to 
aphanitic well bedded and sorted at 45 to 50 degrees to 
the core axis, Individual grains are not usually 
visible although rock has a general clastic texture, No 
grading of beds is noted. Rock exhibits localized 
sections up to 20 ci in width, of Nell sheared and 
brecciated, noderately pervasively carbonatized caterial 
containing up to 3X pyrite and traces of chalcopyrite, 
A few randonly oriented fractures are pink calcite 
filled. Other tight fractures are bordered by creai
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reaction halo: up to 3 mi in width. lagnetic 
susceptibility ranges iron 0.0 to 0.23. Average is less 
than 0.05.

4.76.5 600,0 HISH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT
Hediut to dark green, fine to very fine grained, 
loderately to strongly magnetic nassive flow, magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.3 to 7.3. Average magnetic 
susceptibility is 2 to 3. Minor magnetite is associated 
with calcite in narrow veinlets. Traces of specular 
heaatite and chalcopyrite and also noted. A few 
foliated to schistose sections are noted locally, 
Ductile shear is at approxiiately 40 to 45 degrees to 
the core axis.
476,5 540,5 Moderately to strongly magnetic. Section at 

499,2 to 500.0 ft is white quartz-carbonate 
vein with abundant basaltic debris, Calcite 
is a late addition to shears within and 
along targins of quartz. Contacts at 40 and 
50 degrees to the core am.

540,5 541,6 Non-oiagnetic feldspathic section bordered by 
white calcite veinlets at 45 degrees to the 
core axis - possible intrusive. Magnetic 
susceptibility is less than 0,20, 

542,7 545,1 Pinkish green, non-nagnetk fine grained 
intercediate intrusive with pink euhedral 
feldspar phenocrysts up to 3 RA. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.2 to 0.4, 
Calcite veinlets along contacts at 40 and 35 
degrees to the core axis.

545.1 600,0 Moderately to strongly magnetic fine grained 
nassive flow. Magnetic susceptibility ranges 
fron 2,7 to 7.9, Magnetics are generally 
higher down section. A few carbonatite!) 
shears at 60 to 70 degrees to the core axis 
carry l to 21! pyrite.

600.0 629,3 6REENSCHIST

variably schistose with a well developed
foliation locally at 40 to 45 degrees to the core axis. 
The foliation is highlighted by wispy chloritic planes 
with sinor calcite along the plane of shearing. 
Increased pervasive carbonatization is noted locally in 
sections up to 10 en. Narrow sections of brecciation is 
noted locally which exhibit strong pervasive 
carbonatization and weak silicification, carrying up to 
3X pyrite locally. Alteration is best developed at
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615.3. to 416.5 *nd 619.8 to 621.5 ft, Pyrite noted as . .
euhedral crystals, blebs up to 0.5 m along fractures
and l to 3 li platelets on fracture planes, Altered
sections are non-iagnetic. Magnetic susceptibility is
generally less than 0.50. Schistose, relatively
unaltered sections exhibit noderate to strong itagnetics
as in overlying basalt.

629.3 794.5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT
Zone is a continuation of basalt overlying schistose 
section described above. Average nagnetic susceptibility 
is slightly lower. Contact at base of zone possibly 
reflects different phases or segregations of the saie 
flow rather than seperate flows, 
429.3 698.0 Sane as described above at 545.1 to 600.0 ft 

Kith higher cagnetics becoming very strong 
locally, lagnetic susceptibility ranges 
fron 2.6 to 9.0. Average is 5.1, 

698. O 709.0 Continuation of above with increasing 
quartz-carbonate veining randoily oriented 
to core axis. One doninant set at 33 to 40 

greef to the core axis is noted nhich is 
probably along narrow shears. Magnetics as 
described above,

709,0 715,6 Veining decreases and magnetics becoie weak 
to moderate, decreasing down section, 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.5 to 
3.7.

715.6 732.5 Magnetics increase from above to 2.4 to 7,3,
732.5 734,5 Fine grained, locally pervasively 

carbonatized schistose basalt sections 
exhibiting a foliation at 45 to 50 degrees 
to the core axis highlighted by wispy 
chlorite and stretched leucoxene grains up 
to 0,5 m in length. Non-magnetic locally. 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0,10 to 
0.6. Locallized highs of 1.4 to 4.5 noted. 
Magnetics decrease with increasing 
alteration, A strongly altered section at 
733.2 to 734.1 ft is well foliated and 
carries 3 to 4X pyrite, generally as 
euhedral i an crystals.

734,5 772,3 Fine grained massive flow with highly 
irregular lagnetics, Magnetic susceptibility 
0,03 to 4,5, Irregularly distributed 
epidotized patches of basaltic auto-breccia 
noted. Very dark green chloritic patches up 
to 3m- probably altered pyroxene. 
Randomly oriented shears exhibit 10 ci 
sections of pervasive carbonatization at 40
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to 45 degrees to the core axis (eg, 788.5 
ft). The zone between 752 and 771 ft is 
non-magnetic and narked by an epidotized 
breccia seam at base. Basalt is cut by 
minor local white carbonate flooded breccia 
in sections up to 30 c* in width. 

793,7 794,5 Epidotized and carbonatized auto-breccia- 
MNDMMMUi^-..'possibly narks a flow contact or phases of 

same flow ?,

794,5 867,3 BASALT

Dark green fine grained massive flow with abundant 
leucoxene grains - up to 32 locally, and irregular weak 
to trace magnetics, the average nagnetic susceptibility 
is 0.47, The range is 0,2 to 2.9. Locallized eagnetic 
highs around fractures indicates iron migration and 
precipitation as magnetite. These fractures carry 
abundant red hematite as fracture fillings up to i en in 
width - probably during late stage auto-shearing of 
flow. Several quartz-carbonate veins up to 8 c* - 
calcite is late. Quartz veins are noted at 811.1 to 
842.0 and 845.6 to 846.0 ft at 35 to 40 degrees to the 
core axis. Contacts are sheared with abundant specular 
heiatite locally - strongest at 846 ft at 45 degrees.

867.3 883,0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of overlying basalt. Rock is weakly to 
noderately Magnetic, and weakly leucoxenitic with up to 
l to 21 as grains up to i HID, Abundant (51) calcite and 
quartz-carbonate veinlets cut core axis within narrow 
irregularly .oriented shears, These structure are up to 
5 c* in width, are characterized by moderate pervasive 
carbonatization and l to 2X pyrite. magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.87 to 3.8.

883,0 888.3 hONZONITE

Intrusive is pinkish red to brick red, aphanitic and 
strongly porphyritic with 102 pale pink to white, 
euhedral plagioclase crystals up to 2 HA. Rock is 
weakly magnetic with average magnetic susceptibility of 
0,66, Contacts are sharp but irregular - upper at 75 to 
80 degrees to the core axis, lower at 70 degrees. Rock 

hard, possibly silicified although only rare
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brecciation is noted. Intrusive carries up to 2X pyrite 
locally, generally as euhedral crystals up to l IR in 
site.

B8S.3 1011,2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Rock is generally sane as described above overlying 
intrusive - dark green, fine to very fine grained and
•assive with up to S'/, irregularly oriented 
quartz-carbonate veinlets, often along heiatized shears, 

Minor schistose rock borders shears locally (eg. 970 
ft,). Weak to moderate nagnetics noted except for a 
generally non-magnetic section at 925.O to 952,0 ft.
•agnetic susceptibility ranges froi 0,10 to 4.7,
888.3 925.0 Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0,2 to

2.2, Average is 0.75. 
925,0 952.0 Generally non-aagnetic Kith lagnetic

susceptibility ranging froi 0,10 to 0,48.
Purple-grey quartz-carbonate veining at 40
degrees to the core axis at 931,2 to 931,8 ft 

952,0 974,2 Moderately to strongly magnetic, Mith a late
stage chloritic shear at 970.0 to 970,5 ft
at 25 degrees to the core axis Kith linor
schistose rock, 

974,2 975.5 Granulated, pervasively carbonatized section
with li nor l oca!l i zed silicification and up
to 3X pyrite.

1010,2 1011,2 Rock fines slightly in lower 20 ci. 
Magnetics decrease to less than 0,30 
magnetic susceptibility.

1011.2 1025,7 GREENSCHIST

Rock is generally siailar to that described above Mith a 
variably developed foliation due to ductile shear, 
Nagnetics are generally lower, Pyrite content increases 
slightly and linor carbonate noted along foliation 

of shear is locally indicated by
slickenside* on foliation planes.
1011,2 1012.3 Rock is moderately to strongly foliated at 

32 to 37 degrees to the core axis as 
highlighted by strongly carbonatized 
laninations up to 3 tin in thickness,

1012.3 1021.4 Rock is Keakly to moderately parted 
parallel to t moderately developed 
foliation at approximately 45 degrees to 
the core axis. magnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 0.0 to 0.09. Pyrite content
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increases to average IX with up to 21
locally as very fine grained . . . ......,..........-.... ......-.
disseminations, l urn blebs and trails 
along the foliation. Minor patchy 
pervasively developed silicification noted 
in l cm seams along the foliation, 
Slickensides on some foliation planes 
indicate a steep westerly plunge teg, 
1015.2 ft.). Minor randomly oriented 0.1 
to 1.0 cm pale grey quartz veining - 
probably less than IX of section. 

1021,4 1024.5 Rock is more massive and less foliated.

1025,7 1035.5 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Zone is dark green, very fine grained and moderately to
strongly chloritized with irregularly distributed 0.5 to
7.0 CR pale grey to purple-grey strongly silicified
breccia seats containing up to 5X pyrite. Chloritic rock
is well foliated at 55 to 65 degrees to the core axis
due to ductile deformation, Breccia seams, the result
of brittle overprinting, are generally parallel to
fluxion. Chloritic rock is non-reactive to
yorochioric~""icid, silicified material' exhibits
locallized reactions due to pervasive carbonatization.
Silicified rock exhibits rare ccnvolutely folded
laminations on a m scale. magnetic susceptibility
ranges from 0.05 to 0.50. Although rock is generally
non-magnetic, few weakly magnetic sections are noted
with magnetic susceptibilities of 0,5 to 1.0.
3025.7 1032.4 Section carries approximately 10 to 15X

silicified breccia in seams up to 7 en in
width along a well developed foliation at
60 to 45 degrees to the core axis. Pyrite

. contents up to 37. are noted as clots up to
l en, fine grained trails along healed
fractures and rare euhedral crystals in
silicified material. Minor calcite along
fractures in silicified breccia.

1032,4 1034.1 Amount of silicified and brecciated
naterial increases to approximately 30X of
section in seams up to H c* in width.
These seams are often altered to a buff
colouration - possibly due to
dolomitization,

1034,1 1035.5 Dark green, very fine grained granulated 
and chloritized, possibly mylonitic matrix 
carries approximately 207. grey silicified 
breccia fragments up to 1,5 cm in size, 
These fragments have been technically
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rafted into their present location and - -.--••-.----—-^- -
are of sane corposition as bordering
silicified rock containing up to 3K very
finely disseninated pyrite. Other green
chloritic and white siliceous fragments
are also noted. The granulated latrix
carries d nor pyrite.

1035.5 1037.8 UPPER SILICIFIED ZONE

Grey aphanitic intensely silicified breccia carries up 
to 15 1/. pyrite locally as very fine grained 
disseminations, 0.1 m trails along healed fractures, 
poikiloblastic clots up to 2 cm and relatively few 
euhedral crystals up to 0.5 tin. Brecciation is on a 
scale of less than 0.05 mm and protolith is unknonn, 
probably basalt. Silicification is characterized by 
grey to purple-grey and buff colourations, and has 
associated silica flooding as an open space filling 
within breccia. Pyrite contents of up to 15'/. !avg. 
4-6X) as networks within natrix around silicified 
breccia fragments. Silicified rock is cut by nunerous 
chloritized shears at 35 to 40 degrees to the core axis, 
Non-aagnetic, The average magnetic susceptibility is 0.05

1037.8 1096,8 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Zone is essentially the sane as described above in 
transitional unit at 1025.7 to 1035.5 ft. The rock is a 
less deformed and altered section between the tore 
strongly affected units of the upper and Bain silicified 
zones. Silicified material is generally bordered by 
higher amounts of less altered, dark green chloritized 
rock. A ductile foliation is noted locally at 45 to 50 
degrees to the core axis. Grey silicified seams up to 20 
ci in width generally parallel this foliation, The 
aiount of silicified taterial ranges up to BOX of rock 
voluee. Pyrite contents of 3 to 57. are noted locally in 
silicified breccia. Average content is probably IX, 
chloritic rock carries traces. Rock is non-magnetic to 
strongly magnetic, magnetic susceptibility ranges from 
0,06 to 5,1.
1037,8 1054,7 Section carries 8 to 10X silicification 

along bands and breccia seams up to 5 en 
in width irregularly distributed and 
randomly oriented to core axis. Pyrite 
content of l to 2X in silicified breccia. 
Magnetics noderate to strong, but
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non-magnetic in non-silicified material. 
1054.7 1057.3 Amount of silicified breccia increases to

approximately 802 of rock volume with
major seam of intense alteration at
1056.2 to 1057.3 ft containing up to 3K
pyrite - very fine grained disseminations,
fine grained trails along fractures.
Euhedral form is rare. Silicified rock is
non-magnetic. The average magnetic
susceptibility is 0.15. 

1057.3 1085.0 5 to 10! silicified breccia in irregularly
distributed sections up to 16 ci.
Magnetics highly variable from
non-magnetic to highly magnetic, magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 0.15 to S.l.
Magnetics in chloritized rock decrease to
less than 1.0 below 1085 ft. Silicified
material is generally less magnetic, dell
developed shear foliation noted within
chloritized rock at 45 to 50 degrees to
the core axis. Silicified seams tend to
parallel foliation. 

1085.0 1087.3 Dominantly non-magnetic section with minor
silicification. The average magnetic
susceptibility is 0.16. 

1067.3 1093.3 Section carries approximately 55X
silicified breccia in pale grey,
purple-grey and buff seams up to 20 ci in
width, Broader seams are generally cut by
late stage chloritic shears. Breccia is
characterized by intense silicification,
silica flooding and elevated pyrite
contents of up to 10X locally. Pyrite as 

liHIIHiMwEi^.-... .very fine grained disseminations,
poikiloblastic clots, trails along
fractures and rare euhedral crystals. 

. Foliation well developed locally at 40 .to
60 degrees to the core axis. Magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 0.05 to 0.35. 

1093.3 1095.0 Rock becomes highly foliated Kith
silicified bands up to l cm in thickness.
Foliation is probably due to intense late
stage shearing dissecting formerly massive
alteration. Foliation often exhibits
convolute and chevron-type folding.
Chloritized, possibly mylonitic rock
contains 5 to 107, silicified breccia
debris ripped from nore massively
silicified sections. 

1095.0 1096.8 Dark green, non-magnetic very fine grained
rock carries abundant silicified debris as
altered brecciated clasts up to 2 cm in
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size. These increase in nuiber down
section towards the underlying lain --- ---—-- - •----——-——--—- - - -
silicified zone. the average tagnetic 
susceptibility is 0,06.

1096,8 1110,6 MAIN SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale grey to purple-grey, often greenish grey, and 
y , buff coloured aphanitic, strongly to intensely 
md""breccia. Generally, green hued sections are 

relatively softer reflecting relic chloritization, 
Silicified rock is variably reactive to hydrochloric 
acid but usually weak. Chlorite alteration also noted in 
late stage sheared sections which contain silicified 
breccia as rip up fragnents - eg. 1099.6 to 1100.7 ft. 
Magnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.02 to 0.51, Rock 
is generally non-nagnetic throughout. The average 
magnetic susceptibility is 0.12. 
1096.8 1099.5 Intensely silicified breccia with up to 

10X pyrite locally.
1099.5 1099.6 Ghostmount Fault - aarked by a clay - grit 

seam at 55 degrees to the core axis.
1099.6 1100,7 Abundant silicified fragments within a 

green chloritized section - probably late 
stage shearing associated with overlying 
fault.

1100.7 1101.7 Grey intensely silicified section with 
ainor pyrite and local pink hue.

1101,7 1102,6 White carbonate veined section - contacts 
at approxitately 40 to 45 degrees to the 
core axis. Trace chalcopyrite associated 
nith calcite, Surrounding rock is 
strongly brecciated and intensely 
silicified with trace pyrite.

1102,6 1103.i Medium grey, highly coneinuted breccia 
matrix supports larger, internally 
brecciated fragments up to i cm in size. 
Fragments exhibit varying types of 
brecciation, colouration and pyrite 
content, Matrix carries approxitately IX 
pyrite.

1103,6 1105.1 Grey-green, strongly silicified fragnents 
up to 3 CA in carbonate flooded latrix 
carrying trace pyrite.

1105.1 1107.4 Variably brecciated from shatter-type to 
intensely coniinuted - generally less than 
n pyrite as very fine grained 
disseminations.

1107.4 1110.6 Dark green highly silicified rock 
fragnents up to 3 cm are set in a grey to
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waxy grey-green quart! flooded matrix. 
This silica carries trace amounts of 
pyrite as very finely disseminated blebs 
and rare poikiloblastic clots up to 1.5 
cm. Texture of rock fragments is 
indistinct, but probably igneous. Bone of 
these are of buff, intensely silicified 
breccia with up to 5X pyrite.
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1110.4 1132.1 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Continuation of overlying section but dark green 
fragments exhibit no silicification. Fen pale coloured 
fragments up to 1.5 c* of silicified breccia carry up to 
5X pyrite. Matrix is waxy green silica. White calcite 
veinlets with minor quartz noted at 45 to 55 degrees to 
the core axis at 1113.1 to 1113.2 and 1116.2 to 1116.8 
ft. These veinlets along with abundant calcite filled 
fractures are randomly oriented to core axis. 
Chalcopyrite blebs up to 2 su are connon in calcite 
stringers. Although only trace amounts of pyrite are 
noted as very fine grained disseninations, rock *ay 
contain higher amounts the is visually apparent, Rock 
is non-magnetic throughout with a average aagnetic 
susceptibility of 0,11. 
1110.6 1127.7 Quartz flooded breccia - fragments are

chloritized but not silicified.
1127.7 1129.1 Rock becomes dark grey hued, locally 

purple-grey or red, with intense 
silicification. Brecciation is relatively 
finer scale and dark green fragsents are 
silicified. Rock contains 2 to 3X pyrite 
as very finely disseminated blebs, trails 
along healed fractures and 3 to 5 in 

. poikiloblastic clots.
1129,l 1132,1 Generally same as described above at 

1110.6 to 1127.7 - possibly higher pyrite 
content at up to IX locally. Quartz bands 
are generally foliated at approximately 45 

ftMtfcfes^,...-- degrees to the core axis, Pyrite is 
locally concentrated along tight shears 
parallel to foliation,

1132,1 1150.4 LOWER SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale grey to dark purple-grey, often waxy greenish grey, 
aphanitic intensely silicified breccia with few dark 
green chloritic, non-silicified rock fragnents (coarse
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breccia) up to 1,5 cm. Roc): is also cut by late stage 
chloritic shears at 40 to 45 degrees to the core axis, 
generally parallel to a locallized foliation nithin 
breccia, Silicification is partially pervasive and 
partly involves quartz flooding. Pyrite contents up to 
lOX are noted as very fine grained disseainations, grain 
trails along healed fractures, poikiloblastic clots up 
to 5 li, 0.5 H bands along laiinations within soie 
breccia fragients and rare euhedral crystals up to 0.5 
DI. Zone is non-iagnetic throughout. lagnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.0 to 0.1, Average is 0.04. 
1142.7 1144.2 Increased unite late stage quartz veining

to 20X of section - veining is
sub-parallel to core axis. 

1144.2 1146.0 Ultra-fine comminution of breccia within
matrix, with relatively larger breccia
fragients up to l cm exhibiting varying
styles of deformation from ductile to
brittle. These fragments often contain up
to 105! very finely disseiinated pyrite. 

1146.0 1147.6 Pink to purple quartz vein - contains
abundant green chloritic banding and wispy
patches. Trace pyrite, 

1147.6 1148.1 Highly foliated section with up to lOX
pyrite along foliation in IR scale
laiinations at 50 to 60 degrees to the
core axis. Laiinations are often deforied
by secondary ductile shear. 

liiitiLU!!!!^. Variably silicified and brecciated section
often exhibiting early ductile defornation
overprinted by brittle shearing. Section
contains up to 57. pyrite, averaging 3 to
45! as very fine grained disseminations,
clots and fracture trials as described
above. Pyrite is also concentrated along
the foliation as 0,1 to 0,5 nn grains,

1150.4 1175.0 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Generally, the amount and degree of silicification 
decreases down section fron greater than 50X at top to 
less than 5X at the base. Silicified laterial is 
non-iagnetic, and with decreasing silicification, 
lagnetics increase towards base. magnetic 
susceptibility ranges front 0,0 to 6.4. Above 161 ft the 
average lagnetic susceptibility is 0,59. Below this 
point magnetics are moderate averaging greater than*2.5. 
The highest lagnetics are noted along the margins of 
silicified seams and in chloritic taterial between l to 
2 ci strongly carbonatized lensoidal bands. Rock is cut
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by abundant calcite stringers up to 5 mm in width 
carrying urn trails of chalcopyrite up to several cm in 
length. A foliation is weakly to moderately developed, 
weakening down section, and cut by microfaults 
sub-parallel to core axis. These indicate south-side 

typS^displaceient (eg. 1160; 1162 feet). Increased 
chalcopyrite is noted along margins of these structures. 
FOLIATION i 60 degrees to the core axis at 1156 ft, 55 
degrees at 1167 ft and 45 degrees at 1173 ft. 
1150.4 1153.0 A formerly massive silicified seam is cut

by abundant l to 5 m chloritized shears
along a tectonic foliation at
approximately 45 degrees to the core axis.
Pyrite is concentrated along the foliation
with up to n locally as very fine grained
disseminations, poikiloblastic clots and
euhedral crystals. Total amount of
silicified material is probably greater
than 507. of section. Silicified breccia
is non-reactive to hydrochloric acid. 

1153.0 1175.0 Section contains approximately 10X
silicified breccia in l to 7 cm seams
along a foliation at 35 to 55 degrees to
the core axis - generally flattening down
section, Rock is non-iagnetic locally but
exhibits increased, often strong,
magnetics down section. Magnetic
susceptibility decreases to weak at 1.4
towards the base of the zone.

1175.0 1198.0 GREENSCHIST

Medium to dark green, very fine grained rock Kith well 
developed foliation at 35 to 55 degrees to the core axis 
but averaging 55 degrees. Seats of locallized 
silicification and carbonatization are noted, up to l c* 
in width, along foliation. Rare brecciated carbonate 
veinlets up to 5 cm width also parallel the foliation. 
Altered seams carry up to 37. pyrite. Generally, this 
type of alteration is sane as described above in 
overlying transitional unit. Magnetics decrease from 
weak initially to non-magnetic below 1176 ft. magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0,2 to 2.8. Below 1193 ft, 
magnetics increase to range of 1,5 to 2.8. In upper 
part of zone, dark green seams along the foliation 
resemble stretched pillow selvages. Deforced flow 
breccia is possible locally, and relic hyaloclastite and 
"piftl{ tiic breccia fragaents are exhibited at 1195.1 ft.

The foliation decreases at base although contact is 
gradational.
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1198,0 1306,0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Medium green very fine grained tassive Hou exhibits 
well developed basaltic structures and textures. Rock is 
variably magnetic throughout from weak to strong. 
Basalt is relatively unaltered apart fros general 
chloritization. A few narrow schistose sections are 
noted locally carrying up to 5X pyrite. Typical pyrite 
content in basalt seldom exceeds trace aiiounts. 
119B.O 1213,5 Irregularly brecciated flow top material 

with ainor hyaloclastite and variolitic 
fragments - irregular magnetics fro* 
non-magnetic to strongly aagnetic, 
lagnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0,20 
to 7.5.

1213,5 1226,3 Irregularly vesicular massive How. 
Magnetic susceptibility highly variable up 
to 8,3. Upper vesicles are white calcite 
filled, lower are smaller and are chlorite 
filled,

1226.3 (306.0 Dark green, fine to very fine grained 
massive flow with occasional white calcite 
veinlets carrying blebs and clots of 
chalcopyrite up to 1.5 ci in size. 
Abundant pyrite is noted as very fine 

l grained disseminations at 1236,0 to 1237,1 
j ft. This rock is weakly schistose at 45 
i degrees to the core ins. Magnetic

susceptibility is sane as described above 
with maximum of 6.8. A carbonatized shear 
noted at 50 to 55 degrees to the core axis 
at 1250.7 to 1251.8 ft with 2 to M 
pyrite. No decrease in magnetics at base 

. of hole.

MftA ft Ft i END OF HOLE,

This log was generated using the LOG-II programme, 
[copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Wahll, on an 
Equity Ile computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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Depth Azinuth Dip

780.00 -56.7
897.00 345.0 -56.7

Depth Aziiuth Dip

,D 174,0 OVERBURDEN,

174,0 185,0 FAULT ZONE.

185.0 212.0 BASALT.

212,0 356.0 FAULT ZONE.

356.0 367,0 BASALT.

367.0 431.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASftLT.

431.0 443,8 SREENSCHIST.

443.8 472.8 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE.

472,8 480.1 HA1N SILICIFIED ZONE.

480.1 512,8 FAULT ZONE.

512.8 517,5 SREENSCHIST,

517.5 545.0 BASALT.

545,0 555.5 GREENSCHIST.

555,5 659,9 HISH IRON THOLEIITIC BftSftLT,

659.9 897,0 BASALT.

897.0 Ft ! END OF HOLE.
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,0 174,0 OVERBURDEN

174,0 185.0 FAULT ZONE

Dark green very fine grained massive flow with abundant
clay - grit seats up to l c* in width at average 45
degrees to the core axis. A l i morn tic and strongly clay
altwrd.^ttlbn ;Mot^\')tVlL) B2 '-R!to't?3,'.?..'U';-'p.rp)i*,b'ly' 
lyl'oni'ti'c," This section is probably sane fault as 
described in DDH. Px.87-11. Rock is non-nagnetic 
throughout. Magnetic susceptibility averages less than 
0.02.

185.0 212.0 BASALT

HediuB to dark green, fine to very fine grained massive 
flow. Section nay be a large fault block due to 
bordering structures.

NNttMMi
212,0 356.0 FAULT ZONE

Sate as described above 185,0 ft - heavily clay altered 
sections : -are Haonitic yellow-brown to rust coloured and 
very soft. Relic volcanic textures are exhibited in 
relatively unaltered basalt fault blocks at 218.5 to 
211.2, 228.0 to 231.5, 247,0 to 251,8, 26i.O to 269.3, 
275.0 to 278.0, 311.0 to 317.5 and 323.0 to 337,5 ft, 
Several highly altered sections are dark greenish grey 
in colour and exhibit a cataclastic texture. These 
sections locally exhibit massive specular hematite in 
seats up to 3 cm in thickness. In less altered rock, 
leucoxene grains are distinct whereas igneous textures 
are less able to survive shearing. Minor quartz veining 
noted at base of section of ground core at approximately 
339,3 ft. Belon this point, there are few clay - grit 
seams greater than 5 MI and rock is less clay altered, 
Sections of no (OX) core recovery are located at 265.0 
to 266.0, 298.0 to 305.0, 338,3 to 339.3 and 352.0 to 
354,0 ft.
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Dark •green, fine to very fine grained non-uagnetic 
iiilYt f'r "Uh well exhibited volcanic textures.

Basalt is speckled with several percent pale grey 
leucoxene grains up to l AA in size. Rock grades down 
section into magnetic flow. No distinct contact is 
observed although minor epidotization of auto-breccia 
night mark a boundary. Minor shearing is noted due to 
overlying fault, Magnetics increase slightly at base, 
nagnetic susceptibility ranges from 0.10 to 0.72.

367.0 431.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained variably eagnetic
and leucoxenitic massive ilw with local sections of
ductile deformation. nagnetic susceptibility ranges
froa 0.22 to 4.8. Pyrite content generally averages
less than 17. but altered and deformed rock locally
contains up to lOX, These sections exhibit both brittle
and ductile deformation with a Hell developed foliation.
This altered rock is generally non-magnetic.
367,0 388.7 Dark green, fine to very fine grained

sassive flow with i to 2X leucoxene and weak
to strong magnetics. itagnetic
susceptibility ranges frost 0.2 to 4,8.

388,7 390.2 Highly silicified and carbonated shear at
45 to SO degrees to the core axis
characterized by strong brittle defornation
and up to 102 pyrite. Poikiloblastic clots
of pyrite up to l cm, as well as very fine
grained disseminations, and pyritic bands up
to l en in width are noted. Euhedral
crystals are rare. Host of the pyrite is
concentrated below 389,3 ft. Non-nagnetic,
Magnetic susceptibility averages 0.38,

390.2 411.0 Very fine grained nassive floH, with
generally lower magnetics than above.
Magnetic susceptibility ranges fron 0.4 to
2.7.

411.0 431.0 Increased quartz veinitig Kith pale grey to 
white stringers up to i en and a quartz vein 
at 413.3 to 414.0 ft carrying td nor basaltic 
debris. Quartz is randomly oriented to core 
axis with minor shearing at 30 degrees 
locally.

431.0 443.8 GREENSCHIST

Medium to dark green, very fine grained well foliated
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rock'-with parting developed parallel to foliation at 65 
to 70 degrees to the core axis. Abundant narrow 
carbonate stringers up to 5 en along foliation with few 
carbonatized breccia seams up to l en in width locally. 
Hagnetics are generally very ION, magnetic 
susceptibility ranges fron 0.02 to 0.06.

443,8 472,8 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Medium to dark green, very fine grained chloriti:ed rock 
contains irregularly oriented pale grey to grey-green, 
strongly silicified breccia seams up to 1.6 ft in width. 
Chloritic rock is non-reactive to hydrochloric acid, 

variably magnetic and exhibits a foliation which often 
parallels silicified seams. Pale coloured alteration 
often is reactive to hydrochloric acid, is non-aagnetic 
and contains elevated pyrite contents of up to 5X 
compared to less than IX in chloritic sections. 
Brecciation often radiates outwards from central 
fracture systems, Silicification follows these
•icro-conduits and then penetrates surrounding rock, 
Pyrite is noted as very fine grained dissecinations, 
trails of fine grained blebs along healed fractures and 
as concentrations of grains along foliation planes, 
Hinor quartz flooding is noted as a late stage part of 
the silicification process - carries trace pyrite. 
443.8 453.4 Approximately 5 to l O'/, randomly oriented

silicified breccia.
453.4 455.5 Rock becomes nore strongly foliated with 

silicified material along a well developed 
foliation at 40 to 45 degrees to the core 
axis. Early ductile shear is well exhibited 
within breccia fragments up to l en in size. 

These fragments exhibit little rotation as 
a result of brecciation.

455.5 455.6 fihostnount Fault - a l to 2 su clay - grit 
seam noted along a sharp plane parallel to 
foliation at 40 degrees to the core axis,

455.6 456.6 Granulated chloritic matrix carries 
approximately 35X 0.1 to 0.5 me silicified 
breccia clasts. Trace pyrite. 

^56.84 5 7.8 Quartz flooded section 50X vaguely outlined
•MiHi'nni '"(due"" to penetrative alteration) basaltic 

fragments up to 3 cm.
457,8 469.0 Generally sane as described above at 455.6 

456,6 ft with randomly oriented quartz 
stringers, Quartz has indistinct borders 
and contacts due to silicification event - 
silica soaking. Basaltic fragnents noted, 
Hell foliated locally at 45 degrees to the
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core axis, , L^....,........ ..... .__............ ...... . ...
469,0 470,6 Grey to grey-green, sain silicified zone 

type alteration, Rock is aphanitic and 
exhibits local intense brecciation and very 

l strong silicification. Quartz flooding is 
•j noted throughout as Hell as randoily

oriented quartz veining up to l ci in width. 
Pyrite content up to 57. is noted locally as 

concentrations of grains along healed 
^^^^^^ fractures parallel to foliation at 40 to 50 

^"degrees. Quartz veins and flooding is 
: ;j generally barren of pyrite, Non-iagnetic 
4 ' throughout, Magnetic susceptibility is less 
l than 0.2.
l 470.6 472.8 Continuation of overlying section with less 
l silicification. Vague silica flooding noted

locally, Margins of quartz are indistinct 
due to alteration. Rock carries average of 
less than IX pyrite.

472,8 480.1 HftIN SILICIFIED ZONE

Pale grey to greenish grey strongly silicified and 
brecciated rock is cut by abundant Khite quartz 
stringers and flooded by dark grey quartz with 
indistinct borders, Silicified breccia contains up to 
5X pyrite as clots up to l cis, trails nithin fractures 
and few euhedral crystals up to l nn, Pale green less 
altered rock is chloritic and carries nil pyrite. Rock 
volute is approximately 90 to 95'/. silicified breccia. 
Host chloritic material is along relatively late stage 
shears at approximately 40 degrees to the core axis. 
These shears are unaltered, and tight Kith little 
lateral development. Several 2 au clay - grit seams are 
noted . sub-parallel to core axis. Rock becooes 
increasingly fractured with nore clay - grit seass below 
487.5 ft and the zone is cut off by the underlying 
fault zone, Rock is non-magnetic throughout, magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.0 to 0.15.

•j 480,1 512.8 FAULT ZONE
.4
; Rust coloured, heavily granulated and sheared rock nith
; intense clay alteration. Rock contains fragments of
l quartz and silicified material near upper contact.
j Shearing is at 40 to 45 degrees to the core axis.
l Abundant ground core throughout - core recovery is
; variable but generally greater than BOX. Below 495 ft a
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distinct tectonic foliation noted at 50 degrees to the 
core axis and rock is nore conpetant. The upper contact 
is narked by a 2 cm clay - grit seam cross-cutting the 
foliation at nearly 90 degrees. Rock is non-nagnetic. 
504.0 506.0 No Core Recovery.

S12.8 517.5 GREENSCHIST

Dark green, very fine grained, weakly to moderately 
foliated rock. Parallel fracturing and calcite stringers 
highlight the foliation at approximately 45 degrees to 
the core axis. Rock is non-iiagnetic to weakly magnetic. 
Dark chloritic banding is noted, possibly stretched 
volcanic structures. .

517.S 545,0 BASALT

HediuB to dark green, fine to very fine grained and
generally non-magnetic with slight traces locally,
•aynetic susceptibility ranges from 0.05 to 0,95, Rock
is cut by 10X white calcite filled fractures and
veinlets up to l cm in width - one set is parallel at
approxinately 50 degrees to the core axis, These are
associated with narrow breccia seams up to l en.
529.8 531.6 Dark green rock contains red angular

siliceous patches or fragments up to i c* in
size. Section is slightly schistose with
foliation at 50 to 55 degrees to the core
axis, Red aaterial carries up to 4)1 very
finely disseeinated pyrite as 0.05 M blebs.

538,3 539,0 Abundant quartz flooding as described above
in transitional silicified section - carries
trace chalcopyrite as blebs up to 2 m
within quart:,

545,0 555,5 GREENSCHIST

Dark green very fine grained nassive flow exhibit 
ue-tlle^deforiation with developnent of a noderate to 
strong foliation at 45 to 60 degrees to the core axis. 
Abundant white quartz-carbonate vein ing is injected 
along foliation planes in veinlets up to 10 en in width, 
Traces of chalcopyrite and pyrite are associated with 

calcite phase of veins. Less deforned basaltic fragcents 
within foliation are strongly and pervasively 
carbonatized. Section averages trace amounts of pyrite. 
Weak nagnetics are noted locally.
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555,5 659,9 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Hediue to dark green, fine to very fine grained massive 
flow with highly irregularly distributed magnetics fro* 
non-cagnetic to strongly developed. aagnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.17 to 6.8. Non-nagnetics 
sections are not unique texturally or structurally fro* 
other nagnetic sections, nor is alteration different. 
However, some strongly nagnetic sections exhibit dark 
green chloritized patches up to l c*, These say be 
relic vesicles - some calcite filled varieties are 
noted. Rock is relatively unaltered and exhibits no 
pervasive carbonatization as in overlying sections. The 
upper contact of the zone is narked by local l i red 

.^_u. ;_.^ epidotization of a shear developed during flowage. Hinor
Wf"^ noted at 45 degrees to the core axis

carrying calcite veins up to 10 ea.
555,5 642.0 Irregularly textured massive flow.
642.0 643.8 Increasingly fractured with quartz-carbonate 

fillings and increasingly epidotized 
locally. Magnetic susceptibility is lower at 
l to 2.

643.8 645,0 Highly fractured and veined section - 
probable basal flow.

645,0 656.0 Chilled and epidotized How top - highly 
fractured due to late stage novenent and 
shrinkage. Epidotization follows these 
fractures. Non-magnetic. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges fros 0.0 to 0.2. 
Abundant quartz-carbonate veining locally.

656.0 659.9 Fine grained massive flow - strongly 
leucoxenitic locally, with moderate 
•agnetics, Magnetic susceptibility ranges 
from 0.3 to 2,5.

659,9 B97.0 BASALT

Continuation of overlying basalt below a possible flow 
contact or flow segregation boundary above 660,4 ft 
narked by increased epidotization and flow foliation, 
Underlying rock is medium grey-green, fine to very fine 
grained and non-magnetic. Textures are nore uniforn 
above 688 ft. Section between 666 and 6948 ft is very 
strongly carbonatized with growth of feathery calcite 
bodies up to 5nia - this rock has an indistinct texture. 
707,5 714.8 Red henatite filled sub-parallel fractures 

at 25 degrees to the core axis, Abundant
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quartz veining sub-parallel to core axis
below 712 ft. 

714,B 717,0 Open fractures parallel to core axis with
Binor veining and red hematite filling, 

717,0 733,5 Brey-green, fine to very fine grained
massive flow Kith few fractures at 25
degrees to the core axis. 

733.5 737,3 Rock fines down section to a xell chilled
flow contact at base - lower 1.5 ft contains
basaltic debris from underlying flow. 

737.3 751.8 Pale green, very fine grained to aphanitic ,
variolitic and hyaloclastite carrying flow
top, 

751,8 897,0 Pale grey-green, very fine grained tassive
flow with few 10 cm variolitic sections
locally - often associated with
hyaloclastite. Variolites are up to 1.5 c*
in size and often exhibit well developed
radiating textures. Section is probably
pillowed, particularly below 797 ft,
Abundant calcite veining noted at 838,5 to 

^^._^,J........ 641,6 ft carrying up to U chalcopyrite,
IlllliilttW^***8^ or schistose rock Kith '

foliation at 55 to 70 degrees to the core
axis. A quartz similar flooded shear is
noted at 839.6 to 842.8 with traces of
chalcopyrite and pyrite.

B97 Ft s END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-11 prograde,
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Nahll, on an
Equity Ile computer by Al Worknun and Associates.
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.0 200.0 OVERBURDEN. 

200.0 298.3 FAULT ZONE. 

298.3 362.3 BASALT. 

362.3 385,4 SEDIMENTS (unspecified). 

385.4 558,5 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 

558.5 630.8 CARBONATED BASALT. 

630.8 689.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT. 

689,0 739,0 FAULT ZONE,

739.0 766.2 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT.

766.2 786,9 MAIN SILICIFIED ZONE.

786.9 805.8 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE.

B05.B 821.4 GREENSCHIST.

821,4 860.0 BASALT.

860.0 937.2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.

937,2 973.0 BASALT.

973,0 Ft ! END OF HOLE.

A. W, WORKMAN g
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200,0 298.3 FAULT ZONE

Section is a chaotic assemblage of fault blocks coaposed 
of basalt and sediments. The inost highly altered 
sections are generally sediientary and exhibit intense 
clay alteration. This rock is generally yellow to rusty 
yellow-brown in colour due to limonite and banatite. 
Basalt exhibits high degrees of alteration but is 
locally grey-green in colour. All rocks are non-aagnetic, 
200.0 214.3 lifnonitk, highly weathered and fractured

bedrock surface. Protolith is unknown. 
214.3 221.3 TMD blocks of basalt border a central block

of tore highly altered sediments at 217.0 to
220.3. 

221.3 246,0 Dark green, very fine grained nassive
basalt. Highly fractured randoily oriented
to core axis, 

246.0 265,7 Rust coloured linonitic sediments with
bedding laminations at 45 to 70 degrees to
the core axis. Rock is slightly less
altered than sedinents in overlying section. 

265.7 270.0 Continuation of overlying sediitents Kith
strong clay alteration and a pale greenish
grey hue often with rust overprinting.
Several clay - grit seats noted - possibly
at 60 degrees to the core axis. 

70,0 271,0 No Core Recovered.
78*6''Highly fractured and altered, possibly

sediments, ninor clay alteration. 
27B.O 291,0 Relatively darker coloured rock, strongly

leucoxenitic - probably basalt. 
291.0 298.3 Mylonitic zone with section of no core

recovery at 292.7 to 295.2 ft. Rock is
yellow and intensely clay altered.

298,3 362,3 BASALT

Dark green, very fine grained massive flow with
Indistinct volcanic textures. Minor liionitic shearing
noted at 308,5 to 309,0 ft. Rust coloured nylonitic
section at 318,8 to 319.1 exhibits a probable shear
direction at 45 to 55 degrees to the core axis. A
BiiiUr clay - grit seam is noted at approxisately 55
.degrees to the core axis at 333,1 to 333.7 ft. Rock is

''generally non-magnetic becoming weakly magnetic locally,

i .v/
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•agnetic susceptibility ranges froi D.O to 1.7. 
Highest tiagnetics are noted above 316.8 ft. Below 333.1 
ft rock is nonmagnetic with magnetic susceptibility of 
O,OS to 0.25. A highly quartz veined section at 332,5 
to 333.1 ft carries specular hematite in vugs locally,

362,3 385,4 SEDIMENTS (UNSPECIFIED)

Mediua grey, fine to very fine grained rock with well 
sorted, clasts up to l mn. Bedding indicates TOPS UP 
locally, Laminations are not well developed. The upper 
20 ci are highly altered Kith a pink to crean 
colouration - probably due to heat from overlying flow. 
Rock is non-carbonatized and non-nagnetic, Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges front 0,0 to 0.1. Lower contact is 
sharp against a basalt flow top at 66 degrees to the 
core axis,
Bedding i 65 to 70 degrees to the core axis at 363.5 ft, 
and 55 degrees to the core axis at 383.5 ft.

385,4 558,5 HI8K IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained massive flow with 
eoderate to strong magnetics throughout and rare weakly 
Magnetic sections, magnetic susceptibility ranges fr00 
0,77 to 6.0. A few fractures up to 2 en in width are 
filled with hematite, specular hematite and di nor 
•agnetite associated with calcite. Hematite is often 
bladed. Minor pyrite is also noted. Igneous textures 
are unaltered and well preserved. Relatively coarser 
grained sections exhibit randomly oriented anhedral 
plagioclase laths up to l m. These sections are also 
the most magnetic. The upper 20 to 30 en of section 
exhibits a well chilled vesicular flow top. 
385.4 460.0 Weakly to strongly magnetic massive flow. 

Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.77 to 
6.0.

460.0 500.8 Basalt generally becomes finer grained down 
^^^^^^^^^ section, Magnetic susceptibility ranges froi 
^^^^^*"^MB*Mitei"0.38 to 3.5. Rare highs up to 4.0 noted.

500.6 501.0 Chilled section with strong epidotization - 
possible contact at 45 degrees between 
initial flow and underlying lava tube.

501.0 515.0 Fine grained nassive basalt - increased 
white calcite veining locally, Magnetics as 
described above,

515.0 533.0 Generally same as described above with 5 to 
10X white calcite veining. magnetic
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susceptibility ranges froa 0.06 to 0.94.
533.0 554.0 Continuation of above with higher nagnetics, 

becoming strong locally. magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.40 to 4.0. A 
white quartz-carbonate vein noted at 45 
degrees to the core axis at 54B.1 to 549.1 ft

554.0 556.5 Dark green, fine grained massive flow as 
described above with narrow schistose 
sections locally. These sections exhibit 
moderate carbonatization and a strong 
foliation at approximately 55 degrees to the 
core axis. Kagnetics as described above.

558,5 630.8 CARBONATED BASALT

Dark green) very fine grained, variably foliated rock 
with decreasing iiagnetics down section as amount of 
white calcite veining increases. Localised highs up to 
4.0 are noted. Below 584 ft, magnetic susceptibility is 
less than 0,20. Rock exhibits weak pervasive 
carbonatization throughout, decreasing at base, 
Carbonated shears noted with strong foliation at 65 to 
70 degrees to the core axis. Rock is strongly 
leucoxenitic locally.
629,4 630.B Shear zone - planes of shearing are probably 

at 20 degrees to the core axis. These shears 
are late with no effective control over 
alteration.

630,8 689.O HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Saie as described above shear - rock becomes less 
pervasively -carbonatized down section. Below 679,5 ft, 
rock becomes slightly nore magnetic locally with 
magnetic susceptibility up to 0.55. Rock becomes 
increasingly fractured down section,

FfllILT

Rock is generally rust hued and linonitic yellow 
although a few sections are composed of more typical 
basaltic grey-green. Igneous textures within these 
sections are indistinct. Host of the unit is mylonitic 
and non-magnetic, the average magnetic susceptibility 
is 0.02. Shearing was at approximately 45 degrees to the 
core axis. Clay alteration is very high. A white highly
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fractured bull quartz vein noted at 723,6 to 726,0 ft.

739,0 766.2 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

composed of dark green, very fine grained
"chloritic and highly deformed basalt cut by irregularly
oriented and variably developed pale grey, greenish
grey, purple-grey, white and buff silicified sections
of varying width, These sections increase to
approximately 95X of rock volume locally and are
equivalent of main silicified zone type material.
Pyrite contents of up to 107, are noted locally as very
fine grained disseminations, mm scale trails along
fractures and poikiloblastic clots up to l cm - euhedral
crystals are rare. Chloritic rock carries less than IX
pyrite. Silicified material is non-nsagnetic and
non-reactive to hydrochloric acid. magnetic
susceptibility ranges from 0.0 to 0.03. Chloritic
material exhibits moderate magnetics locally with
magnetic susceptibility ranging from 0.10 to 4.0.
739,0 752.3 Patchy but generally very strong

silicification with up to i OX pyrite
locally, A low of approximately 30X
silicification noted at 745.7 to 751.2 ft.

752.3 762.3 Silicified seams and late stage carbonate
filled shears are tore strongly foliated at
approximately 45 degrees to the core axis,
Magnetics are highly variable, Magnetic
susceptibility ranges iron 0.0 to 4,1.
Silicification is generally less than above,

762.3 765.0 Rock becomes tore chloritic donn section as
late stage shearing increases,

765.0 765.1 Ghostmount Fault - chloritic shear with l cm 
clay - grit seam at 52 degrees to the core 
axis.

765.1 766.2 Moderately magnetic, dominantly chloritic 
rock xith magnetic susceptibility up to 2.1.

766,2 786,9 MAIN SILICIFIED ZONE

Upper contact is sharp along foliation at 60 degrees to 
the core axis, loiter contact marks a sharp change in 
deformation style to nore ductile below. Rock is pale 
grey, buff, purple-grey and white, aphanitic and 
intensely silicified, Few l to 2 en relic chloritized 
patches are noted locally but chloritization is 
generally restricted to late stage shears which usually 

foliation. Intense silicification is the
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result of very fine brecciation. Silicification has 
occurred over iiany episodes as evidenced by pervasive 
silicification, silicified halos to fractures and late 
stage silica flooding. Buff colourations cay be due to 
relatively late dolomitization. Rock is cross-cut by 
several generations of quartz and calcite filled 
fractures randomly oriented to core axis. The tost 
finely brecciated rock is generally pale coloured 
carrying up to l O'/, pyrite. This pyrite is sane as 
described above in overlying transitional unit. The 
highest contents are Hithin the ultra finely conninuted 
tatrix to larger breccia fragsents. The latest breccia 
is characterized by white quartzose alteration which 
exhibits strong hydrochloric acid reactions. 
Chalcopyrite in amounts up to several l is associated 
Kith late stage calcite veining. Non-magnetic. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges froi 0.00 to 0,45. However average 
is less than 0.05.
766.2 771.5 Dotinantly greenish grey, strongly 

lllAgptlMHMM&Ki^-tHicified, loderately brecciated - soie
possible protolith nay be identifiable in 
this section.

771.5 773,2 Brittle deformation increases and rock is 
coarsely brecciated and carbonate flooded. 
Later breccia exhibits strong pervasive 
carbonatization although fragments are 
intensely silicified.

773.2 775.5 Rock is strongly carbonated with less 
carbonate flooding than above. Pyrite 
content increases slightly to [l nith up to 
71 irregular blebs of chalcopyrite in 
calcite phase. Silicified breccia fragments 
up to l n arc- of varying igneous 
prothliths. These fragments are usually 
pale grey and equigranular - the doiinant 
variety seets to be nearly dioritic 
{eg.774,B ft.). A sample Has taken for thin 
section at 774.6 ft.

775.5 777,1 Breccia fragments beconte increasingly grey 
coloured.

777.1 776,i Zone of strong carbonate flooding Nith white 
core axis surrounding 0.5 to 3.0 c* breccia 
fragments exhibiting fine internal 
comminution. Trace sulphides, Chloritic 
shears within core are foliated at 45 to 50 
degrees to the core axis.

778.1 781.3 Generally purple-grey strongly silicified 
rock with pale green technically rafted 
breccia fragments up to 5 en. These 
fragments exhibit irregular and chaotic 
internal brecciation. Below 779 ft, 
increasing number of buff coloured fragxents
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up to l cm exhibit fine conninution and 
iiinor early ductile shear as very fine 
laiinations up to 0.05 m in thickness,

781,3 786.9 Greenish grey to purple-grey, intensely 
silicified, finely comminution rock is 
cross-cut by waxy green siliceous luterial 
barren of pyrite. Silicified breccia 
initially contains about 3X very finely 
disseninated pyrite as 0.01 to 0.10 ne 
blebs. Below 781.9 ft, content increases to 
6 to B'/, with up to 107, locally as very fine 
grained disseminations, trails along healed 
fractures, poikiloblastic clots up to l CD, 
and rare euhedral 0.5 in crystals, Buff

^^.^, colourations are associated with higher
pyrite contents. Altered rock exhibits a 
moderate to strong foliation at 55 degrees 
to the core axis, flattening to SO degrees 
locally. Foliation becomes better developed 
at base at 50 degrees. Minor silica 
flooding noted as bodies of quartz up to l 
en in voids within breccia. Magnetic 
susceptibility increases at lower contact 
from average 0.0 to greater than 0.35. 
Below the nain silicified zone, a change to 
more ductile deformation is noted.

786,9 805,8 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED ZONE

Rock is strongly foliated containing buff to purple-grey 
and pale grey coloured silicified breccia seams carrying 
up to 10X pyrite, irregularly alternating with pale to 
medium green, very fine grained chloritized sections. 
The relic chloritized rock exhibits moderate to strong 
eagnetics .locally whereas silicified material is 
generally non-magnetic, magnetic susceptibility ranges 
f r on 0.35 to 5.7. The upper 20 cti of zone carries 5 to 
n pyrite as annealed euhedral crystals up to l tt 
concentrated along planes parallel to foliation. This 
sulphide often resembles l w pyritic laminations, 
Sections of buff, possibly dolomitic alteration 
generally carry the highest pyrite contents. 
786.9 789,1 30 to W, silicified breccia, generally well

foliated. 
769,1 790,5 Less than 307. silicification as seams up to

l en. 
790.5 792,1 Silicification increases to approximately

90X of section carrying up to 5X pyrite. 
792.1 795.9 Section contains approximately 45X

non-tiagnetic silicified breccia in seams up
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to 10 cm in width containing 3 to 5'/, pyrite. 
Chloritized material between these seaiis

carries trace pyrite and is noderately
aagnetic. 

795.9 799,9 7 to 9X silicified breccia ir, l to 5 ci
bands, often with 551 pyrite. 

799.9 BOS.B Silicification decreases to approxinately 5!!
of section and ragnetics increase locally.
magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.1 to
4.3. Minor lensoidal carbonated bodies
locally resemble stretched variolites - eg.
804.5 ft.

805.8 821.4 GREENSCHIST

Mediim to dark green, very fine grained well foliated 
rock with grey to white carbonated sem up to 2 ci in 
width, These seams generally exhibit granulated 
textures. The foliation at 40 degrees to the core axis 
parallels foliation in the overlying zone. Rock is 
non-tagnetic Kith magnetic susceptibility of less than 
0.3 and decreasing to O down section. Relic calcite 
filled vesicles are noted at BIB.2 ft which are 
partially replaced by pyrite locally.

821,4 860.0 BASALT

Medina green, fine to very fine grained basalt Kith Hell 
developed volcanic textures. Rock is . vesicular 

Section is possibly an auto-brecciated 
pillowed flow. Vesicles are irregularly distributed as 
calcite filled voids up to 2 mn, Rod; is generally 
non-nagnetic- with magnetic susceptibility of less than 
0.20, averaging approximately 0.02. A strongly 
vesicular section at 654,3 to 857.0 ft exhibits a high 
magnetic susceptibility of 1.0 to i.3 which is not 
typical of the basalts in this unit. Narrow schistose 
sections exhibit well developed foliations locally and 
contain up to 3)1 pyrite teg. 841.5-846.0 ft.).

860,0 937.2 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Continuation of overlying basalt Kith no apparent change 
in texture or structures. Magnetics are moderate to 
strong but highly irregular with several non-aagnetic 
sections bordered by calcite veinlets or chloritic

*
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shears, Above 900 ft, the average nagnetic
susceptibility is 3.5, Below this point the average is
5,1, The general range is 0,0 to 8.5.
860.0 843.0 Highly vesicular nassive HDM.
663,0 935.0 Dark green nassive flon with indistinct

vesicles locally. Few calcite filled shears
noted at 15 to 20 degrees to the core axis
above 888 ft. Increased carbonatized
shearing at 50 to 60 degrees to the core
axis between 910.9 and 913.4 ft,
Quartz-carbonate veins up to 20 en in width
noted at 930.7 to 932.5 at approximately 35
degrees to the core axis. 

935,0 937,2 Section is variably textured becoiing weakly
foliated down section and strongly
leucoxenitic, Magnetics decrease to nil at
base.

937,2 973.0 BASALT

Jtediui to pale grey-green, fine to very fine grained
TassTveTIoN becomes weakly pillowed flow down section.
Rock is non-magnetic. nagnetic susceptibility ranges
from 0.0 to 0.09. Minor late stage shearing, and
possible early ductile detonation is noted locally.
Basalt is relatively unaltered and generally undeforned,
Pyrite content averages trace amounts throughout.
937.2 940.0 Very fine grained variably auto-brecciated 

and foliated locally at approximately 45 
degrees to the core axis - possible ductile 
deformation,

940.0 946,7 Medium green, very fine grained massive flow 
- rock is very distinct fm basalt above 
937.2 ft. Generally it is finer grained and 
much paler in colour. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.01 to 0.03.

946.7 948.4 Sheared section with abundant white calcite 
stringers and both quartz and carbonate 
flooding. Pyrite contents of up to li noted 
as euhedral crystals up to 2 mn and very 
finely disseminated blebs along chloritized 
shear planes at 45 degrees to the core axis. 

Deformation is doninantly ductile. Upper 
contact is a very sharp fault plane at 50 
degrees to the core axis - no clay - grit 
seam.

948.4 953.8 Very fine grained nassive flow with tinor 
foliation locally.

953.8 957.3 Very fine grained pale to medium green basal 
flow.
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-Description-

957,3-957.4 Flow contact along a chilled contact at 20
degrees to the core axis. 

957.4 958.1 Hyaloclastite.
958.1 963.2 Veakly and irregularly vesicular flon top. 
963.2 96B.O Irregularly pillowed Kith well developed 

jelyag.es md hyaloclastite,
"968.0 973.0 Flow breccia - not well formed.

Hols No.i 
Page No,i

PX.B7-13 
10

Saiple Froi To Length Au (ppb) 611 Py W

973.0 Ft ! END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-11 programe, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Kahll, on an 
Equity Ile computer by ftl Horkisan and Associates.
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-58.7 

-Log Suiiary

Depth Azinuth Dip 

500.00 335.0 -62.3

Depth Azituth Dip

.0 190.0 OVERBURDEN.

190.0 318.1 BASALT.

318.1 334.9 FAULT ZONE. 

^334.9.363.5 BASALT.

363.5 492.0 FAULT ZONE.

492.0 527.8 GREENSCHIST.

527.8 617.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.

617.0 Ft : END OF HOLE.
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.0 190,0 OVERBURDEN

190,0 318.1 BASALT

Medium to dark green, fine to very fine grained uassive 
flow with IX 0.5 (in pale coloured leucoxene 
grains throughout. Rock is relatively 
unaltered but exhibits neak to noderate 
chloritization. Non-iagnetic above 252 ft, 
and below 266 ft magnetic susceptibility 
ranges from 0.03 to 0.19. Between 252 and 
266 ft, nagnetic susceptibility increases 
to 0.10 to 0,55, becoming wtall y magnetic at 
highest points. Randomly oriented fracturing 
is strongly developed - planes are red 
hematite coated. RQC Factor is less than 5X, 
Several clay - grit scants noted at 
approximately 70 degrees to the core axis. 
A section of no core recovery is noted at 
223.2 to 226.0 ft. Rock bordering clay - 
grit seams is generally lieonitic 
yellow-brown to rust coloured. Numerous 
epidotized auto-shears noted at 45 to 60 
degrees to the core axis due to late stage 
flow iiovenent. This shearing is overprinted 
by leucoxene.

190.0 223,2 Very fine grained massive flow,
223.2 226,0 No Core Recovered.
231,0 232.0 Schistose section with foliation at 45 

degrees to the core axis.
232.5 233.8 Basalt contains dark green chloritized 

xenolith; up to l en.
241.7 244.0 Dlay - grit seam - only 5X core recovery,
291,0 302.0 Rust coloured alteration and clay - grit 

seams increase - shear planes at 55 to 60 
degrees to the core axis. Strong clay 
alteration at 298.5 to 301.0 with 0.7 ft 
ground core.

305.0 317.1 Less fracturing - Hell developed igneous 
texture,

317,1 318.1 Sharply increased fracturing Kith clay - 
grit seams at 70 to 80 degrees to the core 
axis.

334,9 FAULT
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Highly limonitic, clay altered rust coloured rock with 
abundant clay - grit seams and mylonite seats throughout 
- planes of shearing at 60 to 80 degrees to the core 
axis. Sections of no core recovery ere located at 318,1 
to 319.4 and 330.0 331.0 ft.

334,9 363.5 BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained basalt -, wssive 
flow as described above 318 ft. Rock is highly fractured 
with several rusk/ clay - grit seams. Minor quartz and 
calcite veined shears at 45 degrees to the core axis 
around 353 ft in a l ft section. Below 362,5 ft, rust 
alteration increases. Non-nagnetic throughout, aagnetic 

ranges from 0.00 to 0.08. This section
nay be a large fault block.

f?'!
-v i

363.5 492.0 FAULT ZONE

Zone is blocky initially with alternating rust clay 
altered mylonite and dark grey-green basalt. No 
basaltic colours are noted below 374 ft. A section at 
374 to 375.7 is rust sand. The underlying section is 
intensely clay altered, rust coloured and contains 
leucoxene overprinting. Rock is non-magnetic 
throughout. Core recovery is often 60 to 70X and many 
sections of no core recovery are noted. The magnetic 
susceptibility is 0.00 to 0.16 above 376 ft, and 0.12 to 
0.40 below this, No correlation is apparent between 
rust alteration and magnetics. 
363.5 374.0 Several basalt fault blocks within

dominantly mylonitic section. 
374.0 391,8 Rust coloured limonitic rock with several

sections of strong clay alteration. 
391.8 393,8 No Core Recovered.
393,8 407.2 Sane as described above at 374.0 to 391,8 ft, 
407,2 410.0 Extreme clay alteration. 
410.0 416,0 No Core Recovered, 
416,0 420.1 As described above 410 ft - clay - grit

seams and shearing at 60 degrees to the core
axis and 15 to 20 degrees to the core axis.
The relatively flatter planes are
slickensided at 45 degrees across the shear. 

420.1 426.0 No Core Recovered. 
426.0 428,0 Rock fragments indicate section was probably

composed of quartz veined and possibly
siliceous material. 

428.0 436.0 No Core Recovered.
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436,0-437.3 Same as described above at 426 to 428 ft. ~—~—.. -..—... 
437.3 441.0 No Core Recovered.
441,0 441,5 A few rounded rock fragments indicate gain 

silicified tone type laterial - silicified
breccia with 3 to 5X pyrite. 

441.5 446.0 No Core Recovered. 
446,0 448.0 Same as described above at 426 to 426 ft -

foliation within clay - grit sea* at 45
degrees to the core axis. 

44B.O 451.5 No Core Recovered, 
451.5 452.0 Dark green rock fragments up to 2 cei carry

heavy sulphide concentrations - these nay
have fallen down hole fro* the sections
between 426 and 441.5 ft. A variety of
compositions and textures indicate basalt
protolith. 

452,0 460,0 Highly clay altered lieonitic core with
several shear planes at 45 degrees to the
•core axis.

460.0 466.0 No Core Recovered. 
466.0 468,0 Ground core - approximately 50X core

recovery with rusty rock fragments up to 5
en, Abundant free quart: in fragments, 

468,0 476,0 No Core Recovered. 
476.0 478.0 Rust rock fragments as described above. 
478.0 480.5 Dark grey clay - grit sean Ntth 2 to li

pyrite throughout generally as euhedral
crystals up to 0.5 RA, Approximately 50X
core recovery. 

480.5 488.0 Strongly sheared rust coloured rock with
fracture planet at 35 to 40 degrees to the
core axis. 

488.0 489.0 Continuation of above - rock becomes dark
grey coloured, 

489,0 492.0 No Core Recovered.

492.0 527.8 GREENSCHIST

Dark green very fine grained rock with noderately to 
strongly developed foliation at 35 to 40 degrees to the 
core axis as highlighted by parallel fracturing and 
parallel calcite veinlets. Minor weak pervasive 
carbonatization is noted locally as strongly altered 
lensitic patches elongated along the foliation. Pyrite 
contents up to 37. are noted locally in carbonatized 

ria], generally as trails along the foliation, The
iiount of carbonatized itaterial irregularly decreases 
down section,
512.2 513.9 Strongly carbonatized, strongly magnetic 

with 2 to 3X pyrite. Magnetic susceptibility
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ranges from 2.0 to 5.1. A strong foliation 
noted at 30 to 40 degrees to the core axis.

527.8 617.0 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Rock is dark green, fine to very fine grained and 
non-tagnetic to strongly magnetic. Magnetic 
susceptibility ranges from 0.10 to 7.5. the average 
sagnetic susceptibility is 3.2. Basalt exhibits minor 
pervasive carbonatization locally in irregularly 
distributed patches' up to 10 en, generally associated 
with late stage carbonate veining, These veins often 
carry chalcopyrite blebs up to 3 en, locally with 
specular hematite and minor magnetite. Chloritic bands 
Mithin locally carbonatized sections often exhibit the 
highest magnetics. A section of ground core is noted at 
563.1 to 564.0 ft with 2 ft of no recovery below this. 
No fault or shearing is indicated at this point - ground 
core is probably due to a Horn bit. Fen red hecatite 
coated fractures sub-parallel to core axis at 571 to 573 
ft. A general very fine grained non-nagnetic to neakly 

...-^..^. laonetic section at 585.5 to 590.4 ft is slightly less
huea""than "bordering rock. The loner magnetic 

section has no distinct contacts.

617.0 Ft : END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LDG-II programme, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Hahl), on an 
Equity Ile computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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74,00 
370.00

-61.0 
-48.9

670.00 
970.00

-38.5 
-32.5

Depth Aziiuth Dip 

1226,00 355,0 -28.7

,O 74,0 OVERBURDEN. 
74,0 619,2 GREYWACKE.

mtiU.W3.mu,
667,2 713.8 CARBONACEOUS SEDIMENTS.
713.8 782.5 BASALT.
782,5 801.6 CARBDNATIZED BASALT,
801.6 805.4 GREENSCHIST.
805.4 806.9 MINERALIZED ZONE.
806.9 824.5 GREENSCHIST.
824,5 852.9 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT.
652,9 865.0 MINERALIZED ZONE.
B65.0 872.2 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT.
872.2 887.0 GREENSCHIST.
887.0 890,6 HI6H IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT.
890.6 937.0 CARBONATIZED BASALT.
937,0 1023,2 BASALT.
1023.2 1032.6 SYENITE.
1032,6 1226,0 BASALT,
1226,0 Ft i END OF HOLE,
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.O 74,0 OVERBURDEN

74,0 619,2 GREYWACKE

Pale grey to greenish grey, fine to very fine grained, 
well sorted sediments exhibiting poorly developed 
bedding laminations in relatively coarser grained 
sections and thin laminations in core argiliitic 
sections. Max i nun grain size is about i cm - generally 
as white quartz debris. Rock is unaltered and 
non-magnetic. Hagnetic susceptibility ranges from 0,00 
to 0.01. Few lensitic and argiliitic laminations up to 
3 cm in length and 2 m* in width, contained within 
silty sections, indicate minor current deposition. 
Several l to 3 mie clay - grit seams are noted along 
bedding planes at 515.0 and 524.5 ft - dislocation is 
probably minor. Bedding at 60 to 65 degrees to the core 
axis at 137 ft, 50 degrees at 265.5, 55 to 60 degrees at 
279,0, 60 degrees at 360.5, 55 degrees at 400.6, 50 to 
55 degrees at 431.0, 45 degrees at 511.0, and 70 degrees 
to the core axis at 553.0 ft.
281.0 288.0 Deforsed section - probably due to soft 

sediment deformation with flat bedding 
angles -eg. 20 degrees at 263 ft. 

581.5 585.5 Finer grained with increased pyrite contents 
as irregularly shaped blebs and seams with 
abundant euhedral crystals up to 0,5 mm. Up 
to 3 X pyrite noted locally, averaging 2 to 
3L Buff alteration associated with;-..... . ' , . .
increased quartz stringers.

585.5 586.2 Hinor ductile shear noted with 5 cm 
carbonate vein at 566 ft, Calcite veins 
often contains i to 5 MI chalcopyrite blebs.

586.2 587.7 Buff to grey, locally greenish grey, 
aphanitic cherty sediment with thinly 
developed bedding laminations at 55 degrees 
to the core axis. Buff material forms tops 
of cherty beds where fractures penetrate 
downwards from upper margins of beds. These 
resemble dessication cracks.

587.7 606.4 Protolith is uncertain. Rock is generally 
pale buff and very fine grained, with 
indistinct textures. Alteration probably 
nasks original mineralogy and texture. 
Pervasive carbonatization is weakly 
developed but gradually increases down 
section becoming moderate below 596 ft, and 
strong below 608 ft. Rock is irregularly 
cut by randomly oriented calcite stringers
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Fret t -Description-

. up to 5 ant in width which carry l to 5 n 
chalcopyrite blebs.

606.4 616.8 Minor locall i zed brecciation - well healed 
afa"'-- by later alteration, with higher pyrite 

contents. Rock is non-carbonatized and 
non-silicified,

616.8 619,2 Pyrite content increases - section contains 
di nor quartz, possibly as silicification, 
within voids in locally developed breccia. 
Non-carbonatized, with generally no 
silicification. Lower 20 en carries blocks 
of basalt up to 10 ci in size. Lower 
contact is therefore highly irregular.

Hoi c No.i 
Page No.i

PX.87-17 
3

Saiple Froi To Length Au (ppb) 6N Py (X)

619.2 667.2 BASALT

Pale greenish grey, very fine grained to aphanitic 
basalt with relic vesicles locally and well preserved 
quench-type and shrinkage fracturing. Rock is 
relatively unaltered and non-iagnetic. The central 
portion of the flow is more green hued than the nargins 
which exhibit a slightly buff coloured alteration. 
Basalt exhibits a well developed chill below 666 ft to a 
sharp flow contact at 65 degrees to the core axis. 
Loner 10 en contains abundant debris and pyrite derrived 
froi the underlying sediments.

667.2 713.8 CARBONACEOUS SEDIMENTS

Charcoal grey to black, usually very fine grained rock 
with abundant pale to aediun grey lamination. Parallel 
laainations at 45 degrees to the core axis are cherty, 
but locally contain a silty conponen. Dips are 
generally steeper down section. Bedding exhibits 
evidence of soft sediment slumping, and white calcite 
fills voids and fractures. Pyrite forms en.-scale clots 
as a replacesent within silty phases. Sraphite is 
probably present as a very fine grained colloidal 
sedinent. Hinor shearing along graphitic partings is 
noted as indicated by slickensides parallel to the core 
axis. A non-lasinated, fine grained sand textured bed 
noted at 692.4 to 706.1 ft which carries 2 to 3X pyrite 
as blebs up to l M. Major silty beds are noted at 
672.3 to 674,5 ft. A cherty bed at 676.0 to 676.3 ft 
carries 30X pyritic laainations up to 10 cut in width.
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713.8 782,5 BASALT .

Rock is similar to that described above at 619.2 to 
667.2 ft except that no relic volcanic textures or 
structures are noted above 739 ft. However, abundant 
pillow selvages are noted below this point. Nargins of 
the zone are similarly buff coloured and carry 2 to 491 
very finely disseainated pyrite as well as euhedral 
crystals up to 0.5 in. Central section is nore green 
hued due to lower alteration, and contains only trace 
amounts of pyrite. 
713.8 739.0 Hassive section with no recognizeable

volcanic structures. 
739,0 766,0 Abundant pillow selvages with ninor

epidotized and silicified basaltic breccia
and flow top taterial. Relic vesicles and
variolites are coition throughout. No
contact is apparent at upper targin of this
zone. 

766.0 781,6 Pale greenish grey, very fine grained
nassive flow. Pervasive carbonatization
increases down section. 

761.6 782,5 Pale green, aphanitic, strongly brecciated
flow top section grading down section into
underlying zone.

782.5 601.6 CARBONATED BASALT

Zone is a continuation of the rock above with increasing 
pervasive carbonatization down section, Pervasive 
carbonatization is strong at base of unit. Initially, 
pale green, very fine grained nassive flow becoiing 
darker green in colour, Rock is non-tagnetic throughout. 

Hinor ductile shear noted at base of section - lower 
contact is gradational into nore schistose rock below,

801,6 805.4 GREENSCHIST

Pale greenish grey, very fine grained rock with a 
•oderate to strong foliation at 55 degrees to the core 
axis due to ductile deformation, Foliation is 
highlighted by black chloritic seans along individual 
^shears-planes, Rock is non-iagnetic throughout and 
highly pervasively carbonatized. Hagnetic susceptibility 
averages less than 0.1. Foliation becomes nuch finer 
down section. A white to grey quartz vein cross-cuts the 
foliation sub-parallel to the core axis below 804,1 ft, 
The vein contains up to l X pyrite.

te'
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605.4 806,9 HINERALIZED ZONE

Pale grey to buff, aphanitic, strongly foliated and 
intensely silicified section. Bands along the foliation 
exhibit strong locallized brecciation and abundant 
white late stage silica flooding is noted locally. 

^)frllte^,.contents up to 10X are noted as euhedral crystals
up to l *n, irregular grains, and trails along healed 
fractures. Rock is non-magnetic throughout with 
•agnetic susceptibilities of 0.00. White calcite is 
noted as a late stage fracture filling phase.

806.9 824.5 GREENSCHIST

Pale to nediuft green, aphanitic to very fine grained 
nassive flow and basaltic fragnents are stretched along 
a strong foliation at 50 to 55 degrees to the core axis 
due to ductile shear, Section is sane as described above 
at 801.6 to 805.4 ft. Basalt fragments are buff 
coloured and silicified near upper contact. Initially, 
rock exhibits only ainor pervasive carbonatization, As 
silicification decreases down section, carbonatization 
increases. Abundant regularly spaced l to 5 ci dark 
green chloritized seams reseible pillow selvages. These 
are generally 30 to 50 ci apart. Rock is cut by several 
stages of irregularly oriented quartz stringers up to i 
ci in width. These are bordered by buff coloured 
reaction halos up to 2 en in thickness carrying l to 2X 
pyrite.

824,5 852.9 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

Rock is doininantly dark green, very fine grained 
strongly foliated and chloritized with 35 to 402 of rock 
volute composed of buff to grey strongly silicified 
sections up to 20 cm in width. Hediu* grey to dark 
purple-grey sections exhibit pervasive silicification, 
Buff rock exhibits strong locallized brecciation both in 
randomly oriented patches and as thin reaction halos 
around quartz filled fractures, Quartz stringers up to 
5 IA are noted, Silicified rock is generally 
non-reactive to hydrochloric acid whereas weak pervasive 
carbonatization is indicated within chloritized 
sections. Few rounded calcite filled bodies up to 2 in 
noted which closely resenble vesicles. Pyrite content
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is highest in buff coloured alteration at 5 to l OX - 
lostly as euhedral crystals up to 1,5 m, A strong 
foliation is locally highlighted tay 0,5 li buff 
laiinations. These laiinations exhibit very fine 
internal brecciation and are therefore licroshears - 
eg. 630,9 to 832,2 ft at 55 degrees to the core axis, 
B46.5 848,5 Massively silicified section, generally buff

in colour, with very strong brecciation and .
comminution throughout, Randoily oriented
Hhite quartz stringers up to 5 IR are noted
- generally late stage and barren of pyrite, 

In altered rock pyrite contents of up to
lOX are connon as euhedral crystals up to
0,5 mi. A toderate foliation is noted at
approxisately 65 degrees to the core axis.

652.? 865.0 MINERALIZED ZONE

Rock is generally saie as described above at 844.5 to 
648,5 ft. Quartz veining is nore connon and a najor vein 
is noted at 855.7 to 863,4 ft, Quartz is late stage - 
white, tassive and barren of pyrite. No carbonate is 
noted within quartz, Minor dark grey-green, very fine 
grained chloritic shears are noted locally and a few l 
Jo 3 ci fragients of wall rock contain up to 3X pyrite, 
"B52;?i55.7 Generally buff coloured, strongly silicified

breccia with weak to noderate tectonic
foliation at 55 degrees to the core axis,
and few quartz stringers sub-parallel to
foliation, 

855.7 863,4 Hhite bull quartz vein - probably injected
into centre of this deforiation zone during
late stage ductile shear. 

863.4 865.0 Generally decreasing alteration down section
with foliation at 35 to 40 degrees to the
core axis.

865,0 872,2 TRADITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

Generally saie as described above at 824,5 to 852.9 ft 
with approxiiately 20)1 pale buff coloured, intensely 
silicified seats often centred on quartz stringers as 
alteration halos. Rock and alteration bands are 
generally Nell foliated at 40 to 45 degrees to the core 
axis, Magnetics are highly variable becoming noderate 
locally, Magnetic susceptibility ranges fro* 0.01 to 2,1 
865.0 869.3 20X buff silicified breccia cutting a 

generally dark green very fine grained xell
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- foliated and chloritized rock. Rock becoies
moderately lagnetic locally. 

869.3 871.2 Increasing alteration and pyrite content
towards the underlying white quartz vein. 

871,2 872.2 White bull quartz vein with highly irregular
upper contact stoping overlying rock, Lower
contact is nore regular at 45 degrees to the
core axis. Less alteration is noted along
this sharp contact than the upper irregular
nargin. Abundant pyrite is noted in
fragments of wall rock.

672,2 887,0 GREENSCHIST

Dark green, very fine grained strongly chloritized rock 
with a variably developed tectonic foliation at 50 to 55 
degrees to the core axis, Pervasive carbonatization is 
loderate throughout, generally decreasing down section, 
Magnetics are variable from 0.0 tagnetic susceptibility 
to 2.9, or Aoderately nagnetic, The upper 10 to 20 ci 
of section contains si nor buff alteration adjacent to 
the overlying quartz vein. Lower contact is gradational 
into the underlying section,

887.0 890,6 HIGH IRON THOLEIITIC BASALT

Dark green, fine grained continuation of the overlying 
basalt with no tectonic deformation apparent - rock is 
non-foliated, Hagnetics decrease down section into 
underlying zone. Minor pervasive carbonatization noted 
locally, Trace pyrite,

890,6 937,0 CARBONATED BASALT

Rock is ledi urn to dark green, fine to very fine grained 
basalt with well preserved volcanic textures and 
structures. Quartz veining is noted as a concentration 
of veinlets at 920.1 to 925.5 ft. As described above, 
veins are surrounded by alteration halos containing 
higher pyrite contents. Basalt is non-iagnetic with 
traces locally. 
890,6 892,5 Fine grained basalt fines down section to a

probable flow contact at base, 
892.5 892.8 Orange calcite vein. 
892,8 903,5 Flow breccia and flow top breccia. 
903.5 916,0 Abundant calcite filled relic vesicles
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grading to chlorite filled down section. 
Minor auto-breccia locally.

916,0 920.1 Dark green massive flow.
920,1 925,5 Increased quartz veining with abundant pale 

green alteration as halos around veins and 
fracture systems. These halos contain up to 
35! pyrite, dominant l y as euhedral crystals 
up to l int. Section locally exhibits a Hell 
developed ductile shear at 60 degrees to the 
core axis. Moderate pervasive 
carbonatization noted throughout.

925.S 937.0 Decreasing pervasive carbonatization in fine 
grained massive flow.

937,0 1023,2 BASALT

Mediuc to dark green, medium grained to very fine 
grained non-aagnetic cassive flow with magnetic 
susceptibilities of less than O.i. Relic volcanic 
structures are mel! preserved. Relatively coarser 
grained sections exhibit good igneous textures - larger 
grains are broken. Basalt carries trace amounts of pyrite 
937.0 949.2 Fines down section to an epidotized, 

aphanitic flow contact at 20 to 25 degrees 
to the core axis. 

949.2 950.0 Flo* contact.
950.0 1023.2 Fine to medium grained massive flow with 

euhedral, fractured plagioclase and 
pyroxene crystals up to 2 m*. Abundant 
leucoxene noted as a replaceaent to 
ilmenite, Rare silicified sections up to 5 
en carry l to 21 pyrite.

1023,2 1032,6 SYENITE

Pale greenish pink to pink to brick red aphanitic
intrusive with cream coloured, euhedral plagioclase
phenocrysts up to 2 mm. Non-magnetic, and
non-carbonatized with minor silicification along

Sub-parallel and sharp contacts at 60 and 75
degrees to the core axis. Intrusive is cut by few i to 2 
ci white quartz veins and late stage chloritic shears. 
Rock contains up to 21 pyrite - abnormally high for this 
intrusive rock which normally carries trace amounts.

1032,6 1226.0 BASALT
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Continuation of basalt overlying intrusive with rare
moderately magnetic sections near contact - probably due
to aurole effect. No magnetics noted away Iron or along
contact.
1032.6 1057.2 Generally fine grained massive flow

ir/egularly fining down section. 
N|lliBililMlfci057i2.i091.0 Rock faecom relatively coarser grained

bel ON an epidotized and silicified flow
foliation at approximately 45 degrees to
the core axis - possible lava tube
laterial with dark green strongly
chloritized grains up to 3 IR which give
rock a mottled appearance. Although these
reseitble vesicles, they are often angular
in shape, A strongly foliated and quartz
veined shear noted at 70 degrees to the
core axis at 1070.9 to 1071.4 ft. Minor
yellow-green, epidotized and silicified
basalt auto-breccia fragments are noted
below 1075 ft, 

1091.0 1091,3 Epidotized and silicified flow contact
section - possible base of lava tube. 

1091.3 1214,0 Fine grained massive flow becomes pale to
(tedium green down section and nearly
medium grained. Quartz - carbonate
flooded shears noted at 15 degrees to the
core axis and sub-parallel to core axis at
1149.3 to 1156.0, and 1196.2 to 1197.2 ft, 
These are late stage structures. 

1214.0 1226.0 Upper margin narked by a flow contact -
underlying flow contains strongly
vesicular pillows carrying hyaloclastite
associated with selvages.

1226,0 Ft i END DF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOG-11 prograde, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Wahl), on an 
Equity Ile computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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Oepth Azinuth Dip

700.00 -42.2
896.00 350.0 -42.7

Depth Aziiuth Dip

.0 100.0 OVERBURDEN. 
100.0 581.2 GREYWACKE, 
581.2 584,9 KINERALIZED ZONE. 
584.9 592.8 CARBONACEOUS SEDIHENTS. 
592.8 617.4 HINERALIZED ZONE. 
617.4 690,5 BASALT. 
690.5 696.0 CHERTY SEDINENTS. 
696,0 775.5 GREENSCHIST. 
775,5 849.3 CARBONAT1ZED BASALT. 
849.1 896,0 BASALT, 
896.0 Ft s END OF HOLE.
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.0 100,0 OVERBURDEN

100,0 581,2 GREYWACKE

Pale grey to greenish grey, very fine grained well 
sorted sediaents with clasts up to l in, Largest grains 
are white quartz, Bedding laiinations are very well 

at 45 to 60 degrees to the core axis
but rock becomes better structured down section locally 
graded beds indicating TOPS UP, Bedding at 60 degrees to 
the core axis at 110 ft, SO degrees at 156,5, 50 to 55 
degrees at 196, 60 degrees at 245.5, 50 degrees at 311, 
and 45 degrees to the core axis at 376 to 421 ft. 
Quartz veins up to 2 c* are noted throughout - generally 
parallel to foliation but often branching to x-cut 
bedding, Pale hued alteration halos are noted along 
vein margins within sediments. Pyrite content, 
•arginally higher in halos averages IX as very fine 
grained di ssemi nations and euhedral crystals up to l tt. 

Hi nor white to pink calcite in narrow breccia seats up 
to 10 cm in width is associated with late stage shearing 
eg, 447,3 to 448.3 ft, No major shear zones are noted. 
Few lensitic very fine grained silty laminations up to 2 
m in thickness indicate si nor current deposition. Rare 
cross-bedding indicates sediment input front the north - 
eg. At 193.4 ft. 
572,0 57?, 9 Rock becomes gradually finer grained and

very weakly laninated at 65 degrees to the
core axis, 

579.9 581,2 Pyrite content increases to 3X locally,
dominantly as euhedral crystals and
irregular blebs up to l mm.

581,2 584.9 MINERALIZED ZONE

Continuation of overlying section with some pale 
grey-green colourations but increasing amount of silica 
in rock - possibly a chemical or cherty sediment. 
Otherwise, this siliceous section is a product of 
silicification, Local brecciation is of unknown tiling 
with respect to silica. Brecciation has probably been 
instrumental in localizing some of the remobilized 
silica but a hydrotheraal origin is unclear. Pyrite
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content - averages 2 to 4X as very fine grained 
disseminations, euhedral crystals up to 2 ea and clots 
up to 5 a*. Foliation is well developed locally and 
characterized by thin brecciated Beans and bands at 65 
degrees to the core axis.

584.9 592,6 CARBONACEOUS SEDIMENTS

Charcoal grey to black, usually very fine grained rock 
with abundant pale to nedium grey laiination, These 
laiinations locally increase to nake up 90X of rock 
volute, Parallel laminations at 65 degrees to the core 
axis are cherty, but locally contain a silty coaponen, 
Bedding exhibits evidence of soft sediment slunping, and 
white calcite fills voids and fractures. Pyrite forms 
ce.-scale clots as a replacement within silty phases, 
Braphite is probably present as a very fine grained 
colloidal sediment, Rock is non-magnetic throughout, 
Magnetic susceptibility is generally 0.0. A doninantly 
silty phase is noted at 587.6 to 589,7 ft. Graphitic 
partings are often irregularly slickensided. Late stage 
randonly oriented fractures are white calcite filled.

592,8 617,4 NINERALIZED ZONE

Zone was co*posed of grey, cherty and wacke-type
sedinents. Due to brittle fracturing, the rock has been
altered to a buff hue with little of original texture

iMMmiiMMfcand*^ colouration preserved. Relatively unaltered
protolith is noted as dark coloured sem at 593.5 ft - 
dissected by fractures with pale alteration halos. Rock 
is finely brecciated throughout with aaxiau* fragment 
size of 2 en.. Little fragment rotation is evident and 
no strong comminution is observed. Due to this, tectonic 

foliation is not well developed - locally noted at 70 
degrees to the core axis. Alteration is neatly noted as 
pervasive carbonatization with relatively minor strong 
pervasive silicification.
596.7 611.9 Pale greenish grey, very fine grained - 

possibly brecciated but no tectonic fabric. 
Few pale yellow-green aphanitic bands noted 
locally - possibly chert, Rock often has a 
feathery texture possibly fro* very fine 
grained carbonate growth. Fractures are 
often filled by graphitic Material injected 
from underlying section,

611.9 614.6 Graphitic sedinent - well laninated at 65 to 
70 degrees to the core axis.
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614.6 616,0 Nafic intrusive - highly altered and
probably icderately deforced, Pervasive
carbonatization is noted by a toderate
hydrochloric acid reaction, Zone is
characterized by a very fine grained
randonly oriented texture with dark green
chloritic patchs up to i DR. Magnetics are
slightly higher than surrounding rock as
indicated by nagnetic susceptibility of 0.02
versus 0,0 for alteration zone, Brown
coloured, l is grains are possibly altered
•uscovite, Contacts are sub-parallel at 55
and 70 degrees to the core axis, 

616.0 616,9 Cherty section with laminations at 45 to 60 ,
degrees to the core axis exhibiting linor
soft sedisent deforiation. 

616.9 617.4 Cherty section with abundant graphitic
laninations at 65 degrees to the core axis,
Sharpness of lower contact suggests either
a shear plane or a stratigraphic type of
relationship with underlying basalt, The
lack of an identifiable protolith in this
section favours a structural break,

617,4 690,5 BASALT

Rock is buff hued in the upper 50 cm, grading to 
greenish grey down section as alteration decreases 
slightly, Generally rock is weakly pervasively 
iTJbonitized, with a fine grained indistinct texture but

becoies igneous textured below 680 ft. Hinor shearing
at 55 degrees to the core axis at 633.7 ft with higher
pyrite contents in bordering rock - pyrite is generally
very finely disseminated Kith sore l no euhedral
crystals. The indistinct textures in this section are
due to feathery calcite from Moderate carbonatization.
657.7 659,0 Hafic intrusive - sane as described above at

614.6 to 616.0 ft. Parallel contacts at
approximately 70 degrees to the core axis.
Rock is aarginally less nagnetic than
surrounding basalt.

676,5 680.0 Possible equigranular texture, becoming
relatively coarser grained down section, 

680,0 690,5 Indistinct igneous, equigranular texture 
with cunulate feldspar patens up to 5 *i. 
Feldspar exhibits linor alteration. Rock is 
relatively coarse grained at 683,4 ft, fines 
belon this point and leucoxene content 
increases. A well chilled basal contact is 
noted at 73 degrees to the core axis.
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690.5 696.0 CHERTY SEDIMENTS

Pale grey to greenish grey and buff hued, aphanitic, 
thinly laminated rock with abundant pyrite as very 
finely disseminated blebs along bedding planes, and as 
grains in healed fractures, euhedral crystals up to l 
in, pyritic bands up to 5 mn in thickness along 
bedding, and fine grained, subrounded pyrite fragients 
up to 2 cm. The latter for* suggests erosion of a 
seafloor sulphide bed. Bedding laminations often wrap 
around these sulphide fragments. Pyrite contents of up 
to iOX are noted locally. Pyrite content generally 
increases down section. Rock is non-iagnetic. No 
hydrochloric acid reaction is exhibited by siliceous 
rock. Minor calcite noted within late stage fractures. 
Bedding at 70 degrees to the core axis at 695.5 ft.

696.0 775.5 GREENSCHIST

Pale grey to greenish grey, often buff coloured basalt, 
generally fine to very fine grained and weakly deforced. 
Relic pillow selvages are Hell preserved but show tinor 
ductile shear which locally elongates vesicles up to l 
ci in length. Alteration is weak - generally restricted 
to pervasive carbonatization. The foliation increases 
below 716 ft, averaging 60 degrees to the core axis. 
With higher degrees of deformation, carbonatization 
increases. The sections with strongest foliation are 
buff hued and carry 2 to 3X very finely disseminated 
pyrite. These sections seldom exceed 20 ci in width, 
696.0 738.0 Deforced pillowed flow. 
738.0 751.3 Mell- foliated, highly vesicular flow - linor 

increased shearing and brecciation locally 
is strongly silicified, carbonatized and 

vn&s -' carr ' es higher pyrite contents. 
750*775,5 Weakly foliated basalt.

775.5 849.l CARBONATIZED BASALT

Dark green, fine to very fine grained massive flow 
exhibiting moderate to strong pervasive carbonatization 
throughout. Rock is undeformed but exhibits a very weak 
foliation locally. Local very fine fracturing resenbles 
a proto-breccia with approximately 11 very finely 
disseminated pyrite in fracture networks. This
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brecciation borders central fractures - possibly a 
^crenulation cleavage at 60 to 70 degrees to the core 

fractures are also surrounded by l to 2 ci 
buff alteration halos which become less common below 812 
ft. Moderate magnetics are noted in rare i to 2 ft 
sections - no apparent textural or compositional 
change, Highest magnetic susceptibility is 2,6. Zone 
generally non-magnetic and averages less than 0.1, 
Basalt fines below 846 ft to a well developed flow 
contact,
775.5 846,0 Fine to very fine grained tassive flow. 
846.0 849.1 Fining down section with decreasing 

carbonatization at lower contact.

849,1 896,0 BASALT

Zone is narked by a flow contact below which is a 
section of nixed flow top and flow breccia to a depth of 
859,6 ft, Basalt is generally pale grey and very fine 
grained. Section is non-iagnetic throughout with a 
lagnetic susceptibility of less than 0,1, Rock is 
relatively unaltered. Relic volcanic textures and 
structures are well exhibited. 
849.1 859,6 Flow top breccia grades down section into

Mow breccia with typical rounded flow
breccia fragments up to 5 CD in size, 

859,6 867.0 Very fine grained massive flow. 
867.0 888.4 Massive flow becones strongly vesicular with

chlorite and calcite filled voids up to 3 H. 
888,4 896,0 Pale greenish grey very fine grained tassive

flow.

896.0 Ft : END OF HOLE.

This log was generated using the LOS-11 programme, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and Hahl), on an 
Equity Ile computer by Al Workman and Associates.
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546.6 566.3 BASALT, 
566.3 570.4 MINERALIZED ZONE. 
570,4 587.0 VARIABLY SILICIFIED BASALT, 
587.0 675.1 CARBONACEOUS SEDIMENTS. 
675,1 748.5 BREVWACKE, 
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868.7 Ft i END OF HOLE,
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.0 160.0 OVERBURDEN

160.0 501.2 BASALT

Dark green fine to very fine grained lassive flow with 
well preserved volcanic textures and structures. 
Non-aagnetic - tagnetic susceptibility averages less 
than 0.1. Several late stage shears are noted locally, 
generally averaging 45 degrees to the core axis. Pyrite 
is conon as very finely disseiinated blebs up to 0.5 
•i, as Nell as euhedral crystals up to l li, 
160.0 202.0 Abundant leucoxene as 0.1 to 0.5 IB pale

grey grains. Several randoily oriented
epidotized and silicified auto - shears noted 

202.0 206.5 Heakly to loderately carbonated relatively
late stage shear at approxi lately 30 to 35
degrees to the core axis. 

206.5 253.3 Very fine grained lassive floM Mith several
calcite filled shears - probably associated
nith late stage tectonics along a flow
targin. Section is coiposed of flou
breccia, strongly fractured with white
calcite fillings. Several clay - grit seals
are also noted with probable shearing at 35
to 40 degrees to the core axis. 

253.3 261,1 Less sheared basalt with Moderate pervasive
carbonatization developed throughout. 

261.1 302.5 Saie as described above at 160.0 to 202.0 ft. 
302.5 324.0 Shear - highly ground core with several

narrow clay - grit seats - slickensides at
45 degrees across plane of shear. 

324.0 336.0 Strongly fractured lassive flow as described
above with so*e chloritized and healed
shears at 40 to 50 degrees to the core axis. 

336.0 445.0 Saie as described above at 160 to 202 ft.
Possible flow contact at 379.5 to 399.9 ft, 

445.0 454.0 Basalt fines down section. 
454.0 467,0 Very fine grained to aphanitic, strongly

brecciated and highly fractured basalt - lay
include liner aiounts of cherty sediments.
Minor flow top breccia iiterlal is noted
below 461 ft. 

467.0 472.0 Strongly fractured and sheared very fine
grained basalt,

472.0 476.0 Approxilately 55X core recovery. 
476.0 478.0 Highly broken and sheared rock, 
47B.O 480,5 FAULT ZONE - No Core Recovery, 
480.5 493.0 Saie as described above at 476 to 476 ft

with abundant clay - grit seais within
ground core sections.
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493,0 501,2 Possible flow top laterial above 495 ft - 
irregularly brecciated rock Kith lottled, 
possibly vesicular basalt below, Section is 
non-silicified and non-carbonatized. Sole 
volcanic fragients exhibit toderate 
epidotization,

501,2 509.9 MINERALIZED ZONE

Zone is probably a continuation of the overlying rock. 
Section is dark purple-grey and aphanitic with sharply 
increased lagnetics - becoting strong locally. Hagnetic 
susceptibility ranges froi 0,53 to 5,6. Zone locally 
exhibits strong brittle deforiation, Section resettles 
sheared tain silicified zone type taterial. A strong 
ductile shear foliation is noted at 60 to 65 degrees to 
the core axis. Rock is non-reactive to hydrochloric 
acid. Pervasive silicification is probable. Zone is 
luch harder than the overlying section. A strong 
heiatite streak is noted. The lower contact it larked 
by a chloritic late stage shear and chloritic schistose 
rock at approximately 45 degrees to the core axis. 
Local pyrite contents up to 101 are noted within buff 
coloured, subrounded, possibly technically rafted 
breccia clasts up to 2 ci in size - eg. 507.5 to 508.5 
ft.

509.9 546.6 TRANSITIONALLY SILICIFIED BASALT

Dark green, very fine grained and schistose, strongly 
chloritized rock is non-reactive to hydrochloric acid, 
non-silicified, and presumably non-carbonatized. This 
rock is cut fay up to BOX white to pale grey silicified 
breccia seaes up to several ci in width, and by broken 
quartz veinlet. All chloritized rock exhibits soie 
degree of ductile deforiation with a variable foliation 
at 65 to 70 degrees to the core axis. Abundant 
silicified debris is also noted as subrounded fragments 
up to 5 ci in size within the chloritic schist, A few l 
to 5 in quartz and calcite stringers are irregularly 
distributed and randomly oriented to core axis. These 
are generally barren of pyrite. Section locally contains 
breccia clasts with relic vesicles and a hyaloclastite 
carrying section is noted above 521 ft. A quenched and 
highly fractured flow top is noted at 541.1 to 541.3 ft 
- soie fragnents exhibiting relic vesicles. These 
vesicles, often highly stretched, are noted to a depth 
of 543 ft. Rock is non-iagnetic throughout with a
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lagnetic susceptibility of less than 0,06, 
542.7 Hinor clay - grit sea* along foliation at 55 
degrees to the core axis - possibly up to 2 H in 
thickness. Abundant fractured and ground core noted 
between 542.0 and 542.5 ft.

546.6 566,3 BASALT

Dark grey-green, fine to very fine grained igneous 
textured rock Kith local granulated textures which 
exhibit loderate hydrochloric acid reactions due to 
pervasive carbonatization. Very fine grained, rarely 
aphanitic, rock is relatively unaltered and exhibits 
relic vesicles - these sections alternate with 
relatively fine grained sections. This gives the basalt 
a pi l lowed appearance, with a crystal Hush in pillow 
centres. The lower contact is sharply gradational into 
the underlying brecciated zone. Rock is non-iagnetic 
throughout - lagnetic susceptibility ranges froi 0.00 to 
0.04.

566.3 570.4 MINERALIZED ZONE

Pale greenish grey to grey to locally buff coloured, 
very fine grained to aphanitic strongly brecciated 
section with moderate to intense silicification 
throughout. Rock is generally non-reactive to 
hydrochloric acid. However, abundant calcite is 
indicated in late stage fracture networks and linor 
sparry calcite is noted in voids within breccia. 
Several phases of brittle defonation are noted, md 
sone breccia fragments exhibit early ductile shear. 
Pyrite content averages l to 2X with up to 3X locally, 
lost cononly as euhedral crystals. Rock is 
non-iagnetic throughout with nagnetic susceptibilities 
of less than 0.10.

570.4 587.0 VARIABLY SILICIFIED BASALT

Pale greenish grey to pale waxy yellow-green, very fine 
grained to aphanitic, strongly chloritized rock with 
local seats of silicification up to 10 ea in width. 
These leans are generally cut by abundant randoily 
oriented late stage quartz and calcite stringers. Rock 
is generally tore grey hued where lower aiounts of 
veining and silicification are noted. Buff to waxy green
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colourations are noted as halos around alteration. 
Pyrite content seldoi exceeds 2X, lost of this as 
euhedral crystals up to l n. No pervasive 
carbonatization is indicated. Rock is non-iagnetic Mith 
lagnetic susceptibilities as described above in 
overlying sections, A tectonic foliation is variably 
developed at 50 to 60 degrees to the core axis. Ductile 
deformation increases below S63.5 ft. Abundant 
carbonaceous laterial is noted along fractures and shear 
planes at 50 to 80 degrees to the core axis at 585,5 to 
587,0 ft. Rare relic flow top breccia fragients are 
noted locally,

587.0 675.1 CARBONACEOUS BEDIHENTS

Black very fine grained, soft carbonaceous laterial is 
interbedded with varying atounts of pale grey, silt 
textured beds up to 7 ft in width. Bedding averages 75 
to 80 degrees to the core axis but abundant soft 
sediment detonation is noted throughout. Pyrite 
contents of up to SK are concentrated along bedding, 
usually within silty phases, Chevron folding of 
laminations indicates south-side down dislocation along 
late stage ductile shears, Several late stage clay - 
grit seats up to 2 c* in width are noted sub-parallel to 
bedding at 45 to 50 degrees to the core axis, rarely at 
60 degrees to the core axis. The tost proiinent of 
these at 602.6 to 602,7 ft resettles the Bhostiount 
Fault, The rock underlying this structure is harder 
than the rock above - possibly due to weak 
silicification. A section of ground core also noted 
associated with shearing at 589,7 to 589.9 ft at 
approximately 45 degrees to the core axis, Late shears 
are noted at 659.B ft at approxiiately 45 degrees to the 
core axis and at 55 degrees at 673,6 ft. Carbonaceous 
laterial often carries abundant silt and sand textured 
subrounded fragients up to 6 ci in size. These were 
broken froi beds of siiilar carbonaceous laterial within 
sediients. Rock is non-iagnetic throughout with 
lagnetic susceptibilities of less than 0,03, Bedding at 
65 to 70 degrees to the core axis at 594 ft, and at 70 
degrees at 647 ft, 
602,6 602.7 Fault zone. 
612,5 614,0 Doiinantly silt textured section becoies

•ore gritty at base and exhibits well
developed TOPS UP grading, 

646.0 653.0 Silt textured bed with varying degrees of
alteration - pale greenish grey to dark
charcoal grey. 

653,0 653.5 Several thin gritty beds noted with clasts
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up to l CD - possible debris flow.

675.1 748.5 GREYWACKE

Pale to lediui greenish grey, fine to very tine grained 
clastic textured rock with poorly developed bedding 
laiinations at approxiiately 70 degrees to the core 
axis. Beds are Hell sorted and up to 3 ci in width. A 
few beds exhibits Nell developed grading (eg. 
686.0-687,1), indicating TOPS UP, Relatively finer 
grained sections are very dark grey hued and are weakly 
fractured. Fractures are often bordered by pale 
coloured alteration halos. Hi nor cross-bedding is noted 
locally. Sediments becoie irregularly blocky and 
quartz-carbonate veined below 737 ft. Rock is 
non-cagnetic throughout, Magnetic susceptibility is less 
than 0.03. Bedding at 70 degrees to the core axis at 681 
ft, and 65 degrees to the core axis at 714 ft,

748.5 755.1 CARBONACEOUS SEDIMENTS

Saie as described above at 567,0 to 675,1 ft with 
thinner silty beds, Bedding is at 65 degrees to the 
core axis, Section is cut by several late stage clay - 
grit seats or shears at 70 to 75 degrees to the core 
axis. These are generally sub-parallel to bedding, 
Abundant late stage white calcite stringers are also 
noted - irregularly distributed and randoily oriented to 
core axis, This zone cay have been injected into this 
position through block faulting. Rock is non-iagnetic 
throughout, Magnetic susceptibility ranges froi 0,00 to 
0.01. Pyrite content averages l to 21 but up to IOX is 
noted in lower 20 c* as very fine grained disseiinations 
and euhedral crystals up to l it,

755.1 762.6 CHLORITE SCHIST

Pale grey-green, very fine grained loderately to 
strongly schistose rock with tectonic foliation 
throughout at 30 degrees to the core axis, steepening to 
55 degrees at base, Rock is cut by abundant quartz 
veinlets and stringers parallel to randoily oriented to 
foliation. Minor carbonate stringers are also noted. 
Quartz is often bordered by slightly buff coloured 
alteration halos containing larginally higher pyrite 
contents - generally as euhedral crystals, Protolith
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for this section was probably sediments. Drag-folding 
along the foliation indicates south-side down 
deformation to licro-shears,

762,6 766.7 MINERALIZED ZONE

Zone is gradational into the overlying unit, Section is 
coiposed of grey, aphanitic, strongly silicified breccia 
which is cut by randoily oriented quartz stringers, 
Veining is probably the latest phase of the 
silicification process, An intermediate quartz flooding 
stage is also recognized, Strong late stage fracturing 
is calcite filled, Higher pyrite contents of up to 31 
are associated Mith silica flooding, lostl y as euhedral 
crystals up to l M. Silicified laterial is 
non-reactive to hydrochloric acid and non-iagnetic, 
Magnetic susceptibility is 0,0 throughout, A general 
tectonic foliation is noted at approxiiately 45 degrees 
to the core axis as highlighted by late stage healed 
chloritic shear planes,

766,7 775.3 CHLORITE SCHIST

Generally saie as described above at 755,1 to 762,6 Mith 
well developed tectonic foliation at 50 to 55 degrees to
the core axis due to strong ductile shear, Abundant 
quartz vein laterial is broken and granulated within the 
foliation. Chloritization is generally strong but linor 
rock of distinct sediientary appearance is noted 
locally. Pyrite is rarely noted as lensitic bodies up 
to 2 ci in length, elongated along foliation, Pyrite is 
a secondary lineral and exhibits poikiloblastic 
textures. These fragnents are probably technically 
rafted clasts.

775.3 868.7 6REYHACKE

Pale grey-green, fine to very fine grained clastic rock 
with well sorted, poorly laiinated beds up to several ft 
in thickness, Bedding is generally developed at 75 
degrees to the core axis, Parallel calcite veinlets and 
rare carbonatized shears are noted at approxiiately 45 
degrees to the core axis, Rock contains up to IX pyrite 
locally, generally in relatively coarser grained 
sections. The upper 5 ft is larked by several dark 
grey, possibly carbonaceous ludstone laiinations. Hi nor
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carbonate flooded breccia is conon along shears at 
relatively flat angles to core axis - generally less 
than 30 degrees. A l n clay - grit seal is noted along 
a late stage shear at 30 degrees to the core axis at 815 
ft, Rock is non-iagnetic throughout - tagnetic 
susceptibility is less than 0.02. No carbonatization is 
generally present. However, a fen 10 to 20 ci granulated 
sections exhibit Moderate pervasive carbonatization 
locally (eg. 846.4-847.0 ft). These are associated nith 
•inor late stage quartz stringers, Pyrite content is 
less than IX throughout.

868.7 Ft l END OF HOLE.

This log Has generated using the LOB-II program, 
(copyright Derry, Michener, Booth and dahl), on an 
Equity Ile coiputer by Al Norkian and Associates.
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LIST OF DIAMOND DRILL HOLE LOCATIONS IN RESPECT OF NEAREST KNOWN 
POST OF CLAIM IN WHICH HOLE OCCURS ON, (SEE ACCOMPANYING SKETCH MAP),

PX-87-6 1,000 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 700 FEET NORTH,

PX-87-7 1,000 FEET WEST OF #1 POST, THEN 300 FEET SOUTH,

PX-87-8 100 FEET WEST OF #2 POST,

PX-87-9 500 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 200 FEET NORTH, ,

PX-87-10 200 FEET NORTH OF #3 POST, THEN 100 FEET EAST,

PX-87-11 600 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 700 FEET NORTH,.

PX-87-12 500 FEET EAST OF W POST, '

PX-87-13 LOCATED AT THE #2 POST,

PX-87-14 200 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 400 FEET NORTH,

PX-87-17 600 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 1,300 FEET NORTH,

PX-87-18 1,000 FEET NORTH OF #2 POST,

PX-87-19 800 FEET WEST OF #2 POST, THEN 500 FEET NORTH,

PX-87-21 1,100 FEET SOUTH OF W POST, ' -
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CLAIM NO,
L- 737606
L- 73797^
L- 737976
L- 737977
L- 737978
L- 737979.
L- 737980
L-737981
L- 738051
L- 738055
L- 738056
L- 738057
L- 738058
L- 738059
L- 738060
L- 738078
L- 738079
L- 738080
L- 738081
L- 738082
L- 738083
L- 738081
L- 738085
L- 738275
L- 738276
L- 738277
L- 738278
L- 738279
L- 738280
L- 738281
L- 738282
L- 738283
L- 738281
L- 738285
L- 738286
L- 738287

DAY-S
60
80

. 80
80
80
80 .

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
80
80
80
80
80
80

100 .
100
100
100.
80

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

-2-

CLAIM NO,
L,- 738288
L- 738289
L- 738290
L- 738399
L- 738100
L- 738101
L- 738102
L- 738103
L- 738101
L- 738105
L- 738106
L- 738107
L- 738108
L- 738522
L- 738523
L- 738521
L- 738525
L- 738526
L- 738527
L- 738528
L- 738529
L- 738601
L- 738602
L- 738603
L- 738601
L- 738605
L- 738606
L- 738607
L- 738608
L- 738609
L- 738610
L- 738611
L- 738612
L- 738831
L- 738835
L- 738836

PAYS
100
100
100
80
80 .
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
60
80
90

CLAIM NO,
L-738837 ;,'•.-'•••'V'LT 738838 :S;

L-738839
L- 738810
L- 738811

;L- 738812
; L-738813

L- 738811
L- 738815
L- 739232
L- 739233 '
L- 739231

, L- 739235
L- 739236
L- 739237
L-739238
L- 739239
L- 739210
L- 739211
L- 739212
L- 739213
L- 739211
L- 739215
L- 739216
L- 760117
L- 760118
L- 760119
L- 760150
L- 760151
L- 760152
L- 760153
L- 760151
L- 760155
L- 760156
L- 760391
L- 760395

DAVC* "" ' d
'•^^•'90

:3i#b
•;: ; 60

60
80
90

-908b'

80
; 80
; 80

80
80.
80
80

-. ' 80
80
80
80
80
80
80
81,
80
80
80

• 80
80
80
80
80
80" 80

80
60
60

~—-~.



CLAIM NO,

L- 76030 
- L- 760597
L- 760398
1-760964
L- 760965
L- 760966
L- 760967
L- 760968
L- 789839
L- 789840
L- 789841
L- 789842
L- 789843
L- 789844
L- 789845
L- 789846
L- 789847
L- 789848
L- 789849
L- 789850
L- 789851 
L- 789852 
L- 789863 
L- 789864 
L- 789879
L- 789880
L- 789881
L- 789882
L- 789883
L- 789884
L- 789885
L- 789886
L- 789887
L- 789888

DAYS 

60

60
' 44,16

60
60
60
60
50,40
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

100
60
60 
60 
60 
60 

100
60
60
60
60.
60
60
60
60
60

-3-

CLAIM NO,

L- 792331 
L- 792332
L- 792333
L- 792334
L- 792335
L- 792336
L- 792337
L- 792338
L- 792339
L- 792340
L- 792341
L- 792342
L- 792343
L- 792344
L- 792345
L- 792346
L- 792347
L- 792348
L- 821779
L- 821780
L-821781

DAYS f!
60 ' . . -
60 ' ' ;
60
60
60
60
60 , ; . . .
60
60
60
60
60 .
60
60
60 . '

100
100
100
140
140
140

13,794,7

,



Ministryo"
Natural
Resources

Report 

of Work

Onaio
Mining

Instructions   Supply required data on a separate form for each 
" type of work to be, recorded (see table below). 

For Geo-technical work use form no. 1362 "Report 
of Work (Geological, peophysical, Geochemical and 
Expenditures)".

Name and PosUi

PERf

103

^Wrtiss of Recorded Holder y . ~ . ' ,

m RESOURCES INC. M 0? 06 *H? ' '

GOVERNMENT ROAD EAST, KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO

Prospector's. Licence No.

; T-3618 -

P2N IA9 v : '
Summary of Work Performance and Distribution of Credits
Total Work Days Cr. claimed

13,794,7
for Performance of the following 
work. (Check one only)

f") Manual Work

Shaft Sinking Drifting or 
other Lateral Work.
Compressed Air, other 
Power driven or 
mechanical equip.

Power Stripping

Diamond or other Core 
drilling

LjLand Survey

All the work was performed on Mining Claim(s): L~ 738054, L~ 738281, L~ 738282, -- 7

Required Information eg: type of equipment, Names, Addresses, etc. (See Table Below)

PHILIPPON DIAMOND DRI 
829 BOULEVARD QUEBEC, 
BOX 788, 
ROUYN, QUEBEC 
J9X 5C7

DIAMETER OF CORE BQ 

TYPE OF EQUIPMENTS 

1 DAY FOR' EACH FOOT D

13,794,7 PEET^sJa*Zal- ARI^

^) N0̂  
O^J y

HOLE NO,
R E C 0 R DTcT PX-87-6 ,^-oV.u

WV to wo, PX-8/f 9/' ; " ' w 18 1987 PX-8MO W ' PX-8J-11 |NJV '

rS^fPt *z ________ KJ-? I"}|, r- r. ,viirHn -"O

RILLED

NO D:V.

131987 "'

Certification Verifying Report of Work

i A-O,'-.!-" '-.. ^.' ;
" —— — "~* DY Q?7 III r A— oy '"•J3.'*T "-"-"•"-' —

PX-87-17 PX- 87-18' 
PX-87-19 PX-87-21

Date of Report Re'

\10VEMBER 13/87

1 v DEPTH

'-^•k:' :^-ll346!
'•'^;r-: : 1,292, 

. i -,,,.,. . 750i
)'\-\C' 1^206. 

1 J ' 1,306. 
1897. 

- -VJ: D- -973, 
™ W..,....;,-J617,

1,226, 
896, 
868, 
971,

13,794,

0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
0' 
7' 
0'
7'

, A f.
fir 1 id.Holder or A( bnt (S*gna

1 V

•urpr

1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

MARY GREER, 103 GOVERNMENT ROAD EAST, KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIp P2N IA9
Date Certified Cer

NOVEMBER 13/87 'wnom,A/fc/
Table of Information/Attachments Required by the Mining Recorder

Type of Work

Manual Work.

Shaft Sinking, Drifting or 
other Lateral Work

Compressed air, other power 
driven or mechanical equip.

Power Stripping

Diamond or other core 
drilling

Land Survey

Specific information per type

Nil

Type of equipment

Type of equipment and amount expended. 
Note: Proof of actual cost must be submitted 
within 30 days of recording.

Signed core log showing; footage, diameter of 
core, number and angles of holes.

Name and address of Ontario land surveyor.

Other information (Common to 2 or more types)1

Names and addresses of men who performed 
manual work /operated equipment, together 
with dates and hours of employment.

Names and addresses of owner or operator 
together with dates when drilling/stripping
done.

Nil

(\ttachments

Work Sketch: these 
are required to show 
the location and 
extent of work in 
relation to the 
nearest claim post.

Work Sketch (as 
above) in duplicate

Nil

768 (81/3)
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